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The discipline of modern condensed matter physic has a lot ambitions: to discover all
possible quantum phases of matter, to study the exotic properties and applications of
different matter states, and to realize them in experiments. A recent exciting develop-
ment in this field is the discovery of the fracton states of matter. Featuring immobile
excitations and gauged/ungauged subsystem symmetries, it is a phase of quantum
many-body systems that transcend the traditional scenarios of Landau-Ginsberg sym-
metry breaking and topological quantum states. This thesis is devoted to a few aspects
of the fracton states of matter. First, we study a unique property of the fracton mod-
els: they mimic the quantum-informational features of gravity. This can be shown
in the context of holographic principle or AdS/CFT duality: a fracton model in AdS
space can be shown to satisfy the major properties of holography: the boundary en-
tanglement entropy satisfies Ryu-Takayanagi formula, and the bulk reconstruction fol-
lows the Rindler reconstruction. Furthermore, the fracton model in hyperbolic space
is known to be similar to various other toy models of holography including holo-
graphic tensor-networks and bit-threads model. The intriguing similarity between
fracton models and gravity, as well as its implications, are discussed at length. In the
second half of the thesis, we explore possible experimental routes to realize the fracton
phases. Here we focus on frustrated magnets on the pyrochlore lattice, one of the most
versatile and experimentally fruitful framework to realize spin liquids. By analyzing
the symmetry and the coarse-grained limit of the model, we find it possible to realize
various versions of rank-2 U(1) gauge theory, and some of them are simple enough to
be experimentally realistic. We also propose ways to introduce quantum dynamics via
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In childhood, we have all struggled with problems of Euclidean geometry. The five ax-
ioms of Euclidean geometry, stated in Euclid’s renowned masterpiece Elements, were
formulated around 300 BC. In principle, all the knowledge of Euclidean geometry is
already contained in these five axioms. Nothing more needs to be said. Yet more
than two thousand years later, there are still so many perplexing results reaching far
beyond our intuition.
Quantum physics is very similar to Euclidean geometry in this sense. The axioms of
quantum physics are very simple: the state of a quantum system is defined by a vector
in a complex Hilbert space, evolves unitarily in a closed system, has observables as
Hermitian operators, and overlap with other state vector by their scalar product. Were
we god-like existence, blessed with infinite intelligence and computational power, we
would have already known everything about quantum physics. However, the impli-
cations behind such simple axioms are so vast and profound, that even until now, we,
mortal and flawed, cannot comprehend some of its most relevant aspects.
We have certainly triumphed in relativistic theory of point-like particles — the quan-
tum field theory. The pinnacle of this discipline is the construction and experimental
test of the Standard Model. The technique of second quantization has also made great
contribution of condensed matter physics.
However, when perturbative theory fails, we are often in trouble. There are many
aspects of quantum physics that are not fully understood.
Quantum gravity — The quantum field theory of gravitons suffers problem of renom-
rlization. That is, the field theory will generate infinite terms as the energy scale in-
creases. As a consequence, we cannot write down a sensible action for the gravitons at
the UV limit [1]. More fundamentally, the following argument convinces us quantum
gravity is out of the scope of conventional quantum field theory.
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Consider a subspace of a fixed volume in space. If it is a field theory living in the
spacetime, then the degrees of freedom of the subspace is proportional to its volume
(with proper UV regularization to cut off the singularities), as on each point live some
degrees of freedom. For a well-defined, renormalizable quantum field theory, this is
true up to arbitrary energy scale.
But if it is a gravitational system, as we examine the higher energy states, it is not the
case. Because higher energy means higher mass, eventually the subsystem becomes a
black hole, whose entropy is proportional to the horizon area, instead of its volume.
That is, a conventional quantum field theory is inconsistent with our knowledge of
gravity, because it drastically fails to capture the gravitational effects at high energy.
In a quantum gravitational system, there are many fewer degrees of freedom than that
that in a quantum field theory.
In the last two decades, the seminal works of holographic principle and anti-de Sit-
ter/conformal field theory correspondence (AdS/CFT) have offered us great hope to
understand this issue [2–11]. The conjecture states that a gravitational theory describ-
ing a region of space is equivalent to a non-gravitational theory living on its boundary.
If such conjecture is true, then we in principle have a quantum version of gravity and
can compute many things.
Intriguingly, some toy models based on tensor-networks [12–18] and bit-threads [19–
21] satisfy many of the major properties of AdS/CFT [22, 23]. Though built upon very
simple elements, they exhibit entanglement structure that look sufficiently similar to
that of gravity.
It is thus an interesting quest to seek for a more universal understanding of such toy
models, and clarify their connection to gravity.
Quantum many-body systems — In the discipline of condensed matter physics, one
of the major themes is to understand phases of matter and their associated physical
properties. Traditionally, the classical states of matter are unified under the frame-
work of symmetry-breaking. The systematic mechanism of Landau-Ginsburg sym-
metry analysis can take care of most problems of phase transitions, except those with
topological features [24].
However, quantum many-body systems are a completely different story. Given a sys-
tem, the number of quantum states is exponentially larger than the number of the clas-
sical ones (product states). Hence, the landscape of new phases is vast and extends far
beyond that of the classical scenario.
There are a lot we can ask. For example, what kind of ground states are genuinely
different from a classical product state? This question can be answered by using the
concept of local unitary transformation (LU) [25]. Some quantum states, though are
not product states and involve some short range entanglement, can be transformed
into a product state via LU. Hence they are not too different from a classical state.
From the point of view of renormalization, as we “zoom out” of the system, the short
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range entanglements effectively disappear and we end up with a number of product
states at the coarse-grained level. However, some ground states involve long-range
entanglement or topological entanglement, which cannot be removed by LU. Hence
they will never be transformed into a classical product state.
They are the genuinely new phases of matter introduced by quantum effects. Later,
we will introduce the spin ice model, which is an example of such quantum phase.
Such topological orders are normally described by effective gauge theories. They are
in particular sensitive to the topology of the lattice, hence named topological order.
The symmetry-breaking and topological-order scenarios have been the fundamental
ideas to understand quantum phases of matter. However, recently a new class of mat-
ters dubbed “fracton topological orders” was discovered and studied intensively in
the past few years [26–34]. It is in neither of the two above scenarios, hence attracts
great interests, and also presents challenges on how to understand it in terms of field
theory.
1.1 The quests of this thesis
In this thesis, we would like to discuss an interdisciplinary topic between quantum
gravity and condensed matter physics: what kind of many-body system has emergent
gravitational behaviors, and what are the possible routes to realize them in experi-
ments?
The fracton states of matter [26, 29, 30] play a central role in this topic. As a state of
matter with exotic excitations and low energy effective descriptions, they have been
studied intensively in the past few years, in the context of quantum information and
condensed matter physics. A few earlier works and also more recent examinations
[32, 33, 35–37] show that the photonic sector of the gapless fracton states has a similar
gauge structure to that of linearized diffeomorphism. The fracton charge excitations
also have effectively attractive forces [35].
Motivated by these results, we would like to explore a different aspect of fracton—
gravity similarities: their quantum informational properties, in particular, their entan-
glement structures.
Besides the highly theoretical investigations, it is also a meaningful inquiry to look for
realistic approach to realize the fracton states. As a theory of spin liquids, one of the
most likely mechanism to realize the fracton states is frustrated magnetism. This will
be the second topic of this thesis.
To summarize, we are motivated to answer the following two questions:
I. How does fracton states of matter mimics the entanglement structure of gravity?
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II. How can we realize it in a experimentally realistic frustrated magnet model?
Let us define the two quests clearer.
Quest I: It is well-established that many gauge theories “emerge” as collective phe-
nomena in many-body systems, and dictate their topological features at low energy.
However, less is known about how many-body systems can mimic gravity, except for
some works building emergent gauge bosons that mimic gravitons.
The developments in holography and AdS/CFT [2–5] have taught us that there is
another profound side of gravity: its quantum-informational properties [22, 23]. As
practitioners of the idea “emergence”, it is natural for us to ask: what kind of many-
body systems captures the informational aspects of gravity?
In this thesis, I will show that the fracton states in the AdS space satisfy a few ma-
jor informational properties of gravity in the context of holography. These proper-
ties include the bulk geometric correspondence to the boundary entanglement (Ryu-
Takayanagi formula) [22, 23], the boundary-bulk reconstruction pattern (Rindler re-
constuction), and the microstate encoding of black holes.
A major advance following these works is a unifying framework of different bit-thread/
tensor-network type holographic toy models [13, 14, 16, 17]. The discovery of fraction
toy models provide a bulk theory for these toy models: the Lifshitz gravity or rank-2
U(1) gauge theory. Such special version of gravity illuminates both the strength of the
toy models as well as what they fail to capture. Another exciting possibility is to de-
sign experiments of fracton states on hyperbolic surface, as laboratory realizations of
holography.
Quest II: On the condensed matter theory front, my focus is on realizing the effective
gauge structure of fracton states in frustrated spin systems.
The frustrated spin system is a great playground to realize the exotic spin liquid states,
which are often lattice versions of gauge theories [38–41].
In a series of works, my collaborators and I have developed a powerful tool-set to
identify the underlying Gauss’s law and gauge structure in pyrochlore spin systems.
It leads to the discovery of several spin liquids with exotic gauge structures including
double U(1) and matrix tensor gauge. The mechanism of gauge-symmetry breaking
and restoring between these different phases is also well understood. These efforts
reveal an exciting landscape of designable exotic spin liquids, both as intriguing theo-
retical models and as experimental guidelines.
The tool-set allows us to reverse engineer the problem: from the desired gauge struc-
ture, namely rank-2 U(1), one can find out the proper Hamiltonian to realize it. Very
fortunately, the interactions required are very simple, thus giving a lot hope for it to
be realized in experiments.
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The rest of the introduction will briefly introduce the theoretical tools we rely on. First,
we will review the concept of AdS/CFT, especially the informational properties de-
rived from it: the Ryu-Takayanagi formula for entanglement entropy, the AdS-Rindler
reconstruction etc. The comparison of fracton states and gravity will be done in the
context of holography, so these properties will be heavily used.
Then we will introduce the frustrated magnetism, and introduce its canonical exam-
ple: spin ice. It is one of the simplest cases of emergent U(1) gauge structure, with both
in-depth theoretical understanding as well as a few experimental realizations and can-
didates. This will prepare us for the final introduction of the more complicated rank-2
U(1) classical spin liquid as a fracton state.
1.2 Brief review of the AdS/CFT correspondence
The holographic principle states that a gravitational theory describing a region of
space is equivalent to a non-gravitational theory living on its boundary. For read-
ers unfamiliar with holography, we present a brief summary of the essential results
relevant to this work. More thorough introductions can be found in Ref.[42–45].
1.2.1 Black hole information paradox
This profound principle was firstly motivated by the black hole entropy. As a purely
classical, exact solution to Einstein’s equations of general relativity, a black hole should
have zero entropy. However, this violates the second law of thermodynamics, since
we lose information on whatever objects pass the horizon when falling into the black
hole. This is partially resolved by the Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy [46,






where A is the horizon area, and GN is the Newtonian constant. The entropy can
be interpreted as counting the microstates of a black hole. Hence Eq. (1.1) indicates
that the number of degrees of freedom for a black hole is proportional to its horizon
area, instead of its volume, as in conventional quantum field theories. This echoes
the holographic principle, which states that the degrees of freedom are living on the
boundary instead of in the bulk.
1.2.2 AdS/CFT Correspondence
The AdS/CFT correspondence is a more concrete realization of holography. It is a du-
ality between a gravitational theory in d+ 1−dimensional AdS space and d−dimensional
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CFT on its boundary.
Figure 1.1: Anatomy of anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime. It can be viewed as a stack
of constant-negative-curvature spatial slices in temporal direction. Each slice here is
a hyperbolic disk. Note that the temporal direction is not simply straight upward.
The boundary of the AdS spacetime, as shown on the bottom right panel, is where a
conformal field theory (CFT) lives. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].




(−dt2 + d~x2 + du2) , (1.2)
which can be seen as AdS spatial slices stacked in the temporal direction. In Fig. 1.1,
an AdS3 space is illustrated as a stack of hyperbolic disks.
The first example of AdS/CFT proposed by Maddalena is the duality between type-
IIB superstring theory in the bulk of AdS5×S5 and large-N N = 4 super-Yang-Mills
theory on the boundary [4]. It suggests that there should be no information loss with
black holes in a gravitational system, since it is equivalent to some non-gravitational
quantum physics in which information is preserved.
1.2.3 Ryu-Takayanagi Formula
The Ryu-Takayanagi formula reveals the deep connection between the geometry of
the AdS spacetime and the entanglement of the boundary CFT states. Assuming that
the CFT lives on the boundary of some asymptotic AdS space, for a region A on that
boundary, there exists a corresponding minimal codimension-one surface γA such that
(1)it is homologous to A in the asymptotic AdS bulk; i.e., its boundary coincides with
the boundary of A, or ∂γA = ∂A; (2) its area is extremal (in our case minimal) among
all surfaces satisfying (1). The union of A and γA encloses a volume denoted the en-
tanglement wedge W(A). The Ryu-Takayanagi formula indicates that the entanglement
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entropy SA of the CFT states between A and its complement Ac is proportional to the





This is illustrated in Fig. 1.2a.
(a) RT formula (b) Rindler reconstruction (c) Another example of rindler
reconstruction
Figure 1.2: Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula of entanglement entropy and Rindler recon-
struction. (a) RT formula for entanglement entropy. The boundary subregion A and
its complement Ac’s entanglement entropy is proportional to the area of γA, the mini-
mal surface in the bulk covering A. Given boundary states on A, bulk operators in the
entanglement wedge W(A) (shaded volume) can be reconstructed. (b),(c) An example
of Rindler reconstruction. The bulk operator O cannot be reconstructed by boundary
region A, B, or C individually as it lies outside each individual entanglement wedge
(shaded volumes). However, it is included in the entanglement wedge of A
⋃
B, and
can be reconstructed when the boundary states on both A and B are known. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [48].
1.2.4 Subregion Duality and Rindler Reconstruction
Since AdS/CFT is a duality between the boundary and the bulk physics, it is crucial
to understand how much boundary information is needed to reconstruct a bulk state
or operator, and how the state is reconstructed. It is a subtle issue in the presence of
temporal direction, which we do not intend to discuss. Fortunately, we only work on
a spatial slice of the AdS3 spacetime like most of the tensor-network models, when
the laws of bulk reconstruction are significantly simplified: The bulk state can be con-
structed from a boundary segment A if and only if it is within the entanglement wedge
W(A), as shown in Fig. 1.2.
A good exercise to teach us about the non-trivial entanglement is to examine the tri-
partition A, B, C of the boundary and a bulk operatorO at the center of the hyperbolic
disk ( Figs. 1.2b, 1.2c.). The entanglement wedge of any single one of regions A, B, or C
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does not include the bulk site, meaning O cannot be reconstructed from these bound-
ary states . However, the union of any two boundary segments has an entanglement
wedge that covers O, so given states on two of the three boundary segments, O can
be reconstructed.
This example indicates the highly nontrivial entanglement structure of the boundary
states. It is captured by the quantum error correction code [13]. and realized in the
perfect tensor networks and random tensor-networks [14, 17].
1.3 Spin liquid and emergent U(1) gauge theory
Now let us switch from heaven to (rare)earth and discuss more experimentally ori-
ented physics. In this section we will briefly explain what are quantum spin liquids
and why are they interesting states of matter. We introduce the concept of frustrated
magnetism – a promising mechanism to realize quantum spin liquids. We will then
use classical and quantum spin ice as examples to show concretely how frustrated
magnetism works.
Quantum spin liquid — Traditionally, the phases of matter are characterized by
symmetry-breaking and long-range order as developed by Ginzburg and Landau [49].
However, in quantum many-body systems, quantum phases beyond such paradigm
can occur.
They generally fall into the broad category of topological states of matter [25, 50], and
feature stability against perturbation, exotic excitations (anyons etc.), and long-range
entanglement. They are of tremendous interest for both theoretical understanding of
nature as well as potential applications in quantum information [51].
Quantum spin liquids provide examples of topological states of matter. The first spin
liquid was proposed by Anderson in 1973 [38], under the name “resonating valence
bond” (RVB) state.
Nowadays, quantum spin liquids are usually considered quantum many-spin sys-
tems, in which zero-point quantum fluctuations play a non-trivial role of driving the
system into a “quantum disordered” ground states even at zero temperature.
In particular, the spin liquids feature fractionalized excitations, and they can have non-
trivial commutation relation due to the quantum entanglement. Such fractionalized
excitations cannot be described within the framework of Landau-Ginsburg.
Like many examples of topological states of matter, quantum spin liquids are disor-
dered in the eyes of local probes, but non-locally they have certain form of topological
order not characterizable by symmetry,
The quantum spin liquid states also have massive many-body entanglement that dis-
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(a) Triangular lattice (b) Kagome lattice (c) Pyrochlore lattice
Figure 1.3: Different lattices with geometric frustration.
tinguish them from the more “classical” states of matter. The entanglement come from
the superposition of extensively many states in the product state basis. These features
make them highly interesting both theoretically and experimentally.
Frustrated magnetism — One exciting aspect about quantum spin liquids is that there
is a experimental route toward their realization: frustrated magnetism [38, 39]. In this
thesis we refer to geometric frustration exclusively.
Geometric frustration is a mechanism that the spin interactions on different bonds on
the lattice cannot reach the minimal energy simultaneously due to limitations of the
spin arrangements. The simplest example is a triangle with anti-ferromagnetic (AFM)
interactions between Ising spins on its corners. As shown in Fig. 1.3a, we can minimize
one bond by having an up-spin and a down-spin on two corners. But no matter the
third spin is pointing up or down, one of its two bonds must have higher energy, hence
“frustrated”. So to minimize the total Hamiltonian, any spin configuration of two-
up-one-down or two-down-one-up is sufficient, and there are six degenerate ground
states.
Frustrated magnetism can happen on different lattices. In 2D, both the triangular and
Kagome lattice AFMs (cf. Fig. 1.3) are frustrated lattices composed of the frustrated
triangles, and have gone through intensive studies.
In 3D, the arguably most well-known playground for frustrated magnetism is the py-
rochlore lattice (cf. Fig. 1.3c). It is composed of a network of corner-sharing tetrahera.
The tetrahedra, having four faces of triangles, is a source of high amount of frustra-
tion. The name pyrochlore, meaning “fire green” in Greek, comes from the naturally
formed mineral (Na,Ca)2Nb2O6(OH,F). The mineral turns green upon ignition.
The materials relevant to spin liquids on pyrochlore lattice normally have chemical
formula A2B2O7 [52–60].
Classical spin ice — The model of AFM interactions between Ising spins on a py-
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rochlore lattice





is called classical spin ice [7, 52–70]. It is not a quantum spin liquid yet, since the system
is classical. It should be classified as “collective paramagnets” or classical spin liquids
as we will see the reason soon. But to understand it will be the first step to understand
the quantum spin ice, which is a canonical example of quantum spin liquid.
Before we start, we should clarify the terminology a bit. Quantum/classical spin ice is
a quantum/classical spin liquid. For readers unfamiliar with this discipline, it is a bit
confusing how “ice” is a “liquid”. In the former term, the word “ice” refers to the fact
that its geometric structure is very similar to that of water ice locally – the protons in
water ice form a lattice as different network of tetrahedra. In the later term, the word
“liquid” refers to the fact that in such a state of matter, the spins are never ordered,
just as molecules in a liquid never freeze to a fixed lattice. Quantum spin ice is a type
of quantum spin liquid, whose lattice geometric structure is same to water ice locally.
Now, let us examine the anti-ferromagnetically coupled Ising spins on the corners of a
tetrahedron, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Here, the Ising spins are aligned on the local [111]-
axis, pointing in the direction from the center of the tetrahedron to the corner or in
the opposite direction. For each single tetrahedron, any two-in-two-out spin configu-




Figure 1.4: Spin ice ground state configurations (two-in-two-out) on a single tetrahe-
dron. Each tetrahedron has six such degenerate ground states.
In a macroscopic system of pyrochlore lattice, the degeneracy is extensive. Such de-
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generacy structure precisely maps to the how the protons disorder (located close/far
to the oxygen ion) in water ice, hence was dubbed “spin ice”. Spin ice has ground state








The two-in-two-our rule is essentially the Gauss’s law of the classical spin ice system
at a coarse-grained level,
∇ · E = 0, (1.6)
if we view each spin as a small vector electric filed. Equivalently, one can treat the
spins as magnetic field and switch the notations accordingly, but the physics is description-
invariant.




E2 + U(∇ · E)2, (1.7)
where the first term come from entropic contribution, i.e., the average of E over a
volume is more likely to be zero. This is the Hamiltonian for electrostatics.
Figure 1.5: Spin ice excited state by flipping one spin. It creates two effective opposite
charge excitations on the two tetrahedra.
Furthermore, higher energy excitations that violate the Gauss’s law can be viewed as
electric charges in the system. Since a single spin flip always creates two opposite
charges in the neighboring tetrahedra, the charges are fractionalized excitations – a
feature of topological systems. This is shown in Fig. 1.5. In the dual description, these
excitations are magnetic monopoles [73].
As we can see, even as a classical system, spin ice is a very exotic case that is effectively
equivalent to electrostatics. Each spin has equal probability to point either way, so
that the local order parameters are always vanishing. However, it is different from the
high-temperature paramagnet where all spins are uncorrelated and take completely
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random configurations. Hence the name “collective paramagnets” or classical spin
liquids. Experimentally, such physics is discovered in pyrochlore materials Ho2Ti2O7
and Dy2Ti2O7 [54].
Quantum spin ice — There is no quantum dynamics in the classical spin ice system:
it is a statistic model with a partition function, but without equation of motion. Or, in
the language of the effective field theory, there is not gauge field A conjugate to E. On
a lattice,
[Ai, Ej] = iδij (1.8)
where i, j are labels of the lattice sites. So in the classical model a gauge invariant
dynamical term B = ∇×A does not exist.
To introduce such terms, we need to promote the system to a quantum one, and turn
the classical spin liquid into a quantum spin liquid. A quantum spin liquid requires
quantum dynamics in addition to the emergent Gauss’s law. Broadly speaking, the
dynamics play the role of B2 term in electrodynamics. They are to tunnel different clas-
sical spin liquid states between each other, leading to a long-range entangled quantum
ground state and gapless photon excitations in this case.
For example, given the quantum XXZ model on the pyrochlore lattice [61–64]
HXXZ = HSI +H±, (1.9)










If Jzz  J±, then the low energy sector of the theory is restricted to the Hilbert space
built from configurations that obey the ice rules.
Such a Hamiltonian cannot be solved analytically, but let us qualitatively explain the
physics. Here, each of the classical two-in-two-out configuration is not the eigenstate
or ground state of the Hamiltonian anymore, since it is not eigenstate of H±. So there
is one quantum ground state (modulo the topological degeneracy) in this model in-
stead of extensively-degenerate ones. The quantum ground state is essentially a su-
perposition of the two-in-two-out states, with balanced weights such that it becomes
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
Inspired by the works of Rokhsar and Kivelson, [74], it is possible, by restricting states
to the low-energy subspace satisfying the ice rules, and introducing some extra interac-
tions in the Hamiltonian, to make the quantum spin ice model exactly soluble [65, 75].
In this case, the superposition could be an equal weight superposition, enabling one
to made analytical calculations of the physics.
The other eigenstates, which are other superpositions of the two-in-two-out classical
states, become the photon excitations and magnetic monopole excitations. The states
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breaking the ice rule become electrically charged excitations following a similar logic.








which is a lattice realization of U(1) electrodynamics.
Such a quantum ground state is genuinely quantum topological order in the following
senses. First it does not break the symmetry of the system, even under arbitrary small
perturbations. This cannot happen in a classical system — small perturbations can
always lift the extensive degeneracy of the ground states until there is only one left.
Second, such type of states have long range entanglement, from the fact that essentially
all product states obeying the Gauss’s law are superimposed to form the entangled
state.
Quantum spin ice is an elegant example for quantum spin liquid induced by frustrated
magnetism. It is one of the cleanest and most experimentally relevant example we
know of a compact U(1) lattice gauge theory [76, 77]. It harbors both electric charges
and magnetic monopole excitations envisioned by Dirac in 1931 [78]. In some sense, it
is a mini toy universe, in which scientists have created their own version of light.
More generally, many quantum spin liquids can be described by different gauge the-
ories. Apart from the simplest U(1) electromagnetism, there are many more exotic
possibilities. We will introduce one in the next section.
1.4 Rank–2 U(1) gauge theory
We have learned that the quantum spin ice as a quantum spin liquid is described by
the conventional electromagnetism. More generally, other different gauge theories can
also describe different kinds of spin liquids. The quantum versions can further more
be symmetry enriched. Hence there is an exciting, vast landscape of quantum states
from spin liquids for us to explore theoretically and try to realize experimentally.
In this section, we will focus on a particularly interesting class of gauge theories that
can act as effective physics for spin liquids. They are the rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1] versions
of electrodynamics [36, 79–81].
Initially motivated as algebraic spin liquids, they are then shown to be a special limits
of Lifshitz gravity [82]. More recently, the charge excitations in these theories, dubbed
“fractons”, have attracted tremendous interest, since they are linked to the fracton
topological orders [34, 36, 83–86]. The fracton topological orders are a very intriguing
class of three-dimensional lattice models that have extensive, robust quantum ground
state degeneracy that is proportional to the exponential of the linear size of the system,
something far beyond our conventional understanding of topological orders.
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Here, following [36, 79], we derive the relationship between electric, magnetic and
gauge fields within R2-U1 theories. The first example we use is the vector-charged,
traceless version of the R2-U1. We start with the classical electrostatics which is real-
ized in the second part of the thesis. It is a classic statistical system, and corresponds
to the classical spin ice. We then introduce the dynamics to make it a full quantum
theory. After the example, we go through other versions of R2-U1.
The Gauss’s laws — There are several different forms of R2-U1 theory, as discussed
in Refs. [36, 79]. These versions differ in terms of the definitions of the charge and also
the generalized Gauss’s laws. In each case, the starting point is a symmetric rank-2
tensor,
Eij = Eji, (1.12)
which acts as the electric field in the system.
We first review the case of vector-charged, traceless R2-U1, which is the most relevant
to our study. Brief introductions to other versions will follow.
In this version, beside the symmetric property, we further impose the condition that
this tensor is traceless
Eii = 0. (1.13)
The next step is to specify a divergence condition on the electric field tensor, which will
play the role of Gauss’s laws for the emergent electrodynamics/electromagnetism. For
this purpose, we first define the charge. In this case it is a vector (the cases of scalar
charge are discussed later in this section)
ρj = ∂iEij. (1.14)
In the low energy sector, the system is charge free, and Eq. (1.14) becomes a generalized
zero-divergence condition
∂iEij = 0, (1.15)
which plays the role of the Gauss’s laws.
The gauge and magnetic fields — As in conventional electrodynamics, the conjugate
of E is the rank-two gauge field A, which also has to be symmetric to match the degrees
of freedom,
Aij = Aji. (1.16)
The Gauss’s laws determine the form of gauge transformation. Consider a wave-
function
|Ψ(A)〉 . (1.17)
We take a low energy configuration of E obeying the Gauss’s laws (Eq. (1.15)) and






|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 . (1.18)
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By integration by parts and assuming vanishing boundary terms, we have also
exp
[ˆ
dv i(∂iλj + ∂jλi)Eij
]
|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 . (1.19)
Since Eij conjugates with Aij, it generates a transformation of A. Thus
exp
[ˆ
dv i(∂iλj + ∂jλi)Eij
]
|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A +∇⊗ λ + (∇⊗ λ)T)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 .
(1.20)
That is, the low energy sector, the wave-function is invariant under gauge transforma-
tion
A→ A +∇⊗ λ + (∇⊗ λ)T, i.e., Aij → Aij + ∂iλj + ∂jλi. (1.21)





|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 (1.22)
leads to another gauge transformation
Aij → Aij + γδij. (1.23)
Finally, the magnetic field is obtained by finding the simplest gauge-invariant quantity
built from A. This means finding the shortest combination of the differential operators
∂i and other tensors εijk, δij to act upon Aij, which has to be invariant under the gauge
transformation.
The simplest type of term one may consider first are terms of the form found in a





a Abj . (1.24)










and the second and third term from the gauge transformation do not vanish in general.
A systematic examination of all possible terms is possible, either by hand or using
machine algebra.
The correct form of magnetic field was first reported by Xu et al. in Ref. [36]. It has to








i Abk − ∂a∂2Aib)
+ εiab(∂
a∂k∂
j Abk − ∂a∂2Ajb)].
(1.26)
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One can check and see that removal of any term will destroy the gauge invariance.
Hence we can write down the Hamiltonian
H = EijEij + BijBij. (1.27)
Fracton excitations — From the Gauss’s laws and the traceless and symmetric condi-




dv ∂iEij = 0 charge conservation (1.28)ˆ
dv~x×~ρ = −
ˆ
dv εijkEjk = 0 “angular momentum” conservation (1.29)ˆ
dv~x ·~ρ = −
ˆ








In conventional electromagnetism, there is only the charge conservation law. This
means that the system cannot create a net charge by itself: only pairs of positive and
negative charge can be created. A single charge can, however, propagate in the system,
since this only changes the net dipole of the system, and does not violate the charge
conservation law. An equivalent point of view is that a dipole operator does not violate
the Gauss’s laws, hence it is allowed. Dipole operators are exactly what move a charge
around.
In the R2-U1 case, charge conservation is not the only conservation law imposed by the
Gauss’s laws. The extra Gauss’s laws also impose conservation of certain multipoles.
These new conservation laws then restrict the mobility of the vector charges.
For example, the "angular momentum" conservation law (Eq. (1.29)) forbids the move-
ment of a vector charge ~ρ perpendicular to itself. Consider a vector charge ~ρ moving
from location ~x to ~x + ∆~x, where ∆~x is perpendicular to ~ρ, then we have
~x×~ρ 6= (~x + ∆~x)×~ρ, (1.32)
since ∆~x ×~ρ 6= 0. Therefore, the charge excitation is forbidden to move perpendicu-
larly to itself.
In a similar spirit, the dipole conservation law (Eq. (1.30)) forbids the movement of a
vector charge~ρ parallel to itself. Consider a vector charge~ρ moving from location ~x to
~x + ∆~x′, where ∆~x′ is now parallel to ~ρ. Then we have
~x ·~ρ 6= (~x + ∆~x′) ·~ρ, (1.33)
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since in this case ∆~x′ ·~ρ 6= 0. Consequently, in the vector-charged, traceless version of
R2-U1, a vector charge excitation is fully fractonic, i.e., it cannot move in any direction
of the system.
Another helpful way to understand the immobility of charge excitations is to examine
the multipolar charge operators and check whether they violate the Gauss’s laws or
not. For example, there are two types of vector-charge dipole (or quadrupole) opera-
tors, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6a.
(a) quadrupole moments
formed by dipoles of vector
charges
(b) a mtrix element with ta
Figure 1.6: (a) Quadrupole moments formed by dipoles of vector charges. (b) A matrix
element with the character of a quadrupole is needed to move a vector charge ρ. The
resulting motion is parallel to the vector charge.






and find that both configurations have non-zero values for one of these quantities.
Therefore, they are forbidden at the low energy sector. Note that they are exactly
the multipolar operators that move a single vector charge, this means a single vector
charge is immobile in the system.
Different versions of R2-U1 One can study the physics of other versions of R2-U1
following the example above. We list the other most symmetric three versions, which
are combinatoric choices of scalar charge/vector charge and traceless/traceful.
Vector charged, traceful — The Gauss’s laws for this version are
∂iEij = 0 (1.35)
without requiring Eij to be traceless. The corresponding gauge symmetry is
Aij → Aij + ∂iλj + ∂iλj (1.36)
The magnetic field is then defined as
Bij = εiabεjcd∂a∂c Abd (1.37)
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dv ∂iEij = 0 charge conservation (1.38)ˆ
dv~x×~ρ = −
ˆ
dv εijkEjk = 0 “angular momentum” conservation (1.39)
(1.40)
so that a vector charge can move in the same direction it points.
Scalar charged, traceless — The Gauss’s laws are
∂i∂jEij = 0 Eii = 0 (1.41)
The corresponding gauge symmetry is
Aij → Aij + ∂i∂jλ + δijγ (1.42)














dv ∂i∂jEij = 0 charge conservation (1.44)
[
ˆ
dv xρ]k = −
ˆ
dv ∂jEkj = 0 dipole conservation (1.45)ˆ
dv x2ρ =
ˆ
dv Ekk = 0 quadrupole conservation (1.46)
(1.47)
so that a scalar charge is a fracton.
Scalar charged, traceful — The Gauss’s laws are
∂i∂jEij = 0 (1.48)
The corresponding gauge symmetry is
Aij → Aij + ∂i∂jλ (1.49)
The magnetic field is
Bij = εiab∂
a Abj (1.50)




dv ∂i∂jEij = 0 charge conservation (1.51)
[
ˆ
dv xρ]k = −
ˆ
dv xk∂i∂jEij = 0 dipole conservation (1.52)
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so that a scalar charge is also a fracton.
The rank-2 U(1) theories are interesting in many aspects. First, the electromagnetic
sector describe tensorial spin liquid without any symmetry-breaking [36]. Such effec-
tive theories for condensed matter system do not need to respect Lorentz symmetry,
so they are less familiar to physicists. Second, some of the charge excitations are for-
bidden to move due to multi-polar charge conservation laws. These excitations, also
known as fractons, also exist in the gapped models of fracton topological order, sub-
system symmetry protected states, and subsystem symmetry-breaking states. Some of
these states can be obtained by Higgsing the photons of rank-2 U(1) theory in specific
ways [87, 88]. Hence, the rank-2 U(1) theories are the gateways toward a new land-
scape of novel quantum states of matter. To understand their properties better, and
realize them in experiments, will be very significant progress in condensed matter
physics.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The scientific content of this thesis can be divided into two parts. The first part is to
deepen our understanding of fracton state of matter, that is, the connection between
fracton states of matter and holographic toy models. In Chapter 2, we describe the
basic properties of a simple, classical fracton model, and how it can be defined on the
hyperbolic lattice, or a spatial slice of AdS3. We show that this model satisfies some of
the major properties of holographic entanglement properties. In Chapter 3, we make
connections between the hyperbolic fracton model and the bit-thread picture. To be
more exact, the classical hyperbolic fracton model is equivalent to a fixed, even distri-
bution of classical bit-threads. These two chapters connect several different aspects of
the holographic entanglement entropy and fracton models.
The second part of the thesis is concerned with the experimental realization of the frac-
ton states of matter. We will show how to realize a classical rank-2 U(1) spin liquid in
the framework of frustrated magnet on a breathing pyrochlore lattice. The Chapter 5
provides the necessary theoretical analysis needed for the model building. We in-
troduce the pyrochlore spin model with nearest-neighbor anisotropic interacting, and
work out the full irreducible representation fields on the pyrochlore lattice. This will
be needed to construct the rank-2 tensorial electric field. In Chapter 6, we show that
the low energy effective theory of a breathing pyrochlore model is a vector charged,
traceless rank-2 U(1) gauge theory. Besides the theoretical analysis, we also point out
that this model is particularly attractive due to the simple interactions required, and
very likely to be realized in experiments.





Hyperbolic Fracton Model and Hologra-
phy
The first part of the thesis is composed of Chapters 2,3,4. In this part, we will exam-
ine the links between fracton states of matter and gravity. This chapter focuses on a
toy model that is simple yet bears the essential non-trivial physics we are interested
it. That is, a plaquette fracton model defined in two-dimensional anti-de Sitter space
(AdS) satisfies several essential properties of holographic duality: the mutual infor-
mation of a boundary bipartition obeys the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, and the bulk
reconstruction obeys subregion duality. A few more observations regarding isometry
at finite energy and black hole entropy also qualitatively agree with the holographic
duality.
To understand the significance of these results, some knowledge in both condensed
matter and high energy theory, in particular the anti–de Sitter/conformal field theory
correspondence (AdS/CFT), is necessary. The first few sections are devoted to provid-
ing a concise introduction to these ideas.
We then study the plaquette fracton model in AdS2, or hyperbolic space, in detail.
After describing its basic properties, including the subsystem symmetries and fracton
excitations, we examine how the holographic properties are satisfied. A few other
aspects, including the black holes and certain generalizations, are also discussed.
Next, we study another model dual to the hyperbolic fracton model. It is based on the
eight-vertex construction on the dual lattice. It has the advantage of visualizing the
information in the system, thus reveals some deeper secrets of the hyperbolic fracton
model. The most important one is that the dual eight-vertex model turns out to be a
realization of the bit threads, a construction widely used in the study of holography.
This link is crucial as it implies a somewhat universal picture of the toy models of
holography. The dual model and the concept of subsystem charge also makes it easier
to resolve other issues, including isometry at finite energy and the microstates of the
black hole.
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Simple though the toy model may be, a lot of non-trivial implications can be inferred
from the results. We end this chapter with a careful look at these implications and
show an emerging web of connections between different subjects in condensed matter
theory and holography.
2.1 Introduction
The holographic principle [2, 3] and anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT)
correspondence [4, 5] have profoundly changed our understanding of quantum grav-
ity. AdS/CFT is a duality between quantum gravity in (d+ 1)-dimensional asymptoti-
cally AdS spacetime and a d-dimensional CFT on its boundary. It comprises a striking
conjecture that a gravitational system is equivalent to a strongly coupled quantum
field theory without gravity. Besides unveiling some of the deepest mysteries of quan-
tum gravity in its subsequent developments [6–11], the AdS/CFT correspondence also
serves as a powerful tool for studying strongly coupled quantum field theories includ-
ing many-body systems [89].
Another remarkable development in AdS/CFT is the realization of the intimate rela-
tion between the geometry of spacetime and quantum entanglement. Ryu and Takayanagi
conjectured that the entanglement entropy of a boundary segment is measured by the
area of certain extremal covering surface in the AdS geometry [22, 23]. Their seminal
idea, now known as the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula, has sparked a series of insight-
ful works along this direction (for example, see review Ref. [90]).
AdS/CFT has deep connections with various condensed matter theory problems. One
example is the multiscale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) tensor net-
works [12]. Their structure bears considerable similarity with the renormalization
scale represented by the radial direction of AdS space. Such insight by Swingle leads to
a fruitful field of building toy models of AdS/CFT with tensor networks [13, 14, 16, 17],
which in return demystify some intriguing properties of holography. For instance, the
perfect tensor networks [13, 14] incorporate the quantum error correction feature of
AdS/CFT and help to clarify the conundrum of subregion duality.
Since conformally invariant or strongly coupled systems are common themes in many-
body physics, the condensed matter systems often sit on the CFT side when AdS/CFT
is applicable [89]. Examples of many-body systems on the bulk side are rare [91–93].
Therefore it is desirable to seek many-body systems that, instead of being described
by some CFT, mimic the behavior of gravity and sit on the AdS side of holography.
Studying such systems not only is of interest to the condensed matter community, but
also may provide us insights in understanding gravity.
This chapter aims to show that the recently discovered fracton models [29, 30] mimic
gravity and can sit on the AdS side as a toy model of holography.
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The fracton phases cover several types of exotic states in many-body systems, and
have attracted much attention in the condensed matter community recently. For ex-
ample, gapped fracton topological orders have intriguing sub-extensive ground-state
degeneracy and (partially) immobile excitations [31, 87, 88, 94–99] (also see review
Ref. [34]). The gapless versions of them are described by the rank-2 U(1) gauge theo-
ries [32, 33, 35, 100]. The fracton topological orders can also be obtained by gauging the
subsystem symmetries of the model [31, 101], which inspired study of fracton models
protected by subsystem symmetries as well [102, 103].
In this chapter, we study a classical fracton model with subsystem symmetry on the
hyperbolic disk, or a spatial slice of AdS3 spacetime. We show that such a system
satisfies the major properties of AdS/CFT, in a manner similar to the holographic ten-
sor networks. These properties include the AdS-Rindler reconstruction and subregion
duality, and the RT formula for mutual information as the classical analog of entan-
glement entropy. They are satisfied exactly for a connected boundary subregion up to
lattice discretization. The corrections for more complicated boundary subregions are
also discussed. The hyperbolic fracton model gives the proper entropy for a naively
defined black hole as well.
The chapter is arranged as follows: Sec. 1.2 provides some essential knowledge of
AdS/CFT relevant to our work, mainly for readers not familiar with this discipline;
Sec. 2.2 provides a concise summary of the major results;
Sec. 2.3 introduces the fracton model on the Euclidean lattice, and discusses various
hints implying that it could be holographic; Sec. 2.4 introduces the fracton model on
the hyperbolic lattice;
Secs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 contain the major results of this work. These sections show that
the model satisfies some major properties of AdS/CFT, and discuss some possible
deviations; Sec. 2.8 discusses how to generalize the classical model to three dimension
and to a quantum version; Sec. 2.9 presents a comparison of the hyperbolic fracton
model and the holographic tensor networks to make clear what holographic properties
are still beyond the scope of current construction; finally, Sec. 2.10 gives an outlook on
the implications and future problems related to this work.
2.2 Summary of the main results
In this chapter we will demonstrate that the hyperbolic fracton model, a classical frac-
ton model defined on a hyperbolic disk (a spatial slice of AdS3), satisfies several key
properties of AdS/CFT correspondence. The main results are summarized here, with
detailed proofs and discussions presented subsequently.
Rindler reconstruction — In the hyperbolic fracton model defined by Eq. (2.19), given
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the state, or spin configuration on a connected boundary subregion, the bulk states
within the minimal convex wedge of the boundary can be reconstructed. The minimal
convex wedge is essentially the entanglement wedge on a discrete lattice, which ap-
proximates the continuous case.
Ryu-Takayanagi formula for mutual information: For a bipartition of the boundary
into two individually connected subregions denoted A and Ac, their mutual informa-
tion in the classical model is defined as
I(A, B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪ B). (2.1)
Here S(A) is the Shannon entropy,
S(A) = ∑
i
pi log pi, (2.2)
where pi is the probability of state i and the sum runs over all states. Mutual informa-
tion is the classical analog of entanglement entropy, and for our simple model, Eq. (2.1)
obeys the Ryu-Takayanagi formula (RT formula):
I(A, Ac) = kB log 2× |γA| , (2.3)
where |γA| is the area of the minimal covering surface in the bulk, or in this case the
length of geodesic covering boundary subregion A. In Sec. 2.6.1 we will explain in
more detail why the classical mutual information is a proper analogy of the quantum
entanglement entropy originally considered by Ryu-Takayanagi.
Black hole entropy: A naively defined black hole in the model has entropy propor-
tional to the area of the black hole horizon. Also with the presence of black hole, the
available lowest energy boundary states increase as expected.
2.3 Fracton model on the Euclidean lattice
2.3.1 The model
In this section, we will introduce one of the simplest classical toy models with sub-
system symmetries. The model is two-dimensional, and does not realize a fracton
topological order (FTO) in the quantum limit. Fracton topological orders have only so
far been found in three-dimensional models, often by gauging 2D subsystem symme-
tries of a 3D system [85, 86]. Nonetheless, our model does posses well-defined fracton
excitations in the classical limit, and is the simplest model known to do so [104, 105].
The introduction is done in the flat space first, before being transplanted to the hy-
perbolic space. For such models, the concept of subsystem symmetry is important.
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Subsystem symmetry means symmetry operations that commute with the Hamilto-
nian that acts not locally, nor globally, but on an extended subset of the system. In our
model in flat space, the subsystem symmetry is a line-symmetry.
Figure 2.1: The fracton model on the Euclidean lattice defined by Eq. (2.5). On each
center of the unit square sits an Ising spin. The right panel shows how operator Op in
Eq. (2.4) is defined. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The model is defined on the square lattice with an Ising spin Szi = ±1 placed at the
center of each square, as shown in Fig. 2.1. For every four-spin cluster sharing the










This model is a two-dimensional version of the “plaquette model” that has been dis-
cussed in a rich variety of contexts. As a fracton model it is discussed in Ref. [31]. It
is also a self-dual model with subsystem symmetries discussed in Refs. [101–103]. It is
dual to an exactly solvable square-lattice eight-vertex model [106], whose implication
will be discussed in the next chapter. The classical model has also been studied as a
spin glass statistical physics problem [104, 105], and proposed as a string regulariza-
tion known as the gonihedric Ising model [107–109].
2.3.2 Properties of the fracton model
Let us now examine the exotic feature of the ground states and excitations in this
mode.
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(a) Ground state (b) Another ground state
Figure 2.2: Ground states for the fracton model on the Euclidean lattice. (a) Starting
from the ground state of all spins up, a new ground state can be constructed by flip-
ping all spins on one side of a vertical or horizontal line of the lattice. In this figure
flipping all spins in the blue region will create another ground state. (b) By repeating
the procedure described in (a) for different lines consecutively, any ground state can
be constructed. This figure shows a ground state constructed by two such flipping
operations. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
Feature one: Sub-extensive ground state entropy —
The ground states are the classical spin configurations satisfying
Op = 1 (2.6)
on every four-spin cluster. On a lattice of size Lx × Ly with open boundary condition,
the ground state degeneracy and entropy are
Ω = 2Lx+Ly−1 , (2.7)
S = kB log Ω = kB log 2× (Lx + Ly − 1)
∼ kB log 2× (Boundary area) . (2.8)
To see this, we can start from the all-spin-up configuration, which is obviously a
ground state. We then flip all spins on one side of a straight line in the x− or y−direction,
as shown in Fig.2.2a. Equivalently we can also flip spins on one line but this former
operation will prove move useful on the hyperbolic lattice. Since such operation only
flip even number of spins on every four-spin cluster, the values of all operators Op
remain invariant. Or equivalently ∏i in a line Sxi commute with the Hamiltonian.
So after the flipping the system is in another ground state. By performing multiple
such operations for different straight lines as shown in Fig.2.2b, all ground states can
be constructed explicitly. From the construction we can see the Shannon entropy of
the ground state ensemble scales with the number of straight lines, which is also the
size of the boundary, hence comes Eq.(2.8). Actually, this already hints some similarity
between the toy model and gravity.
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One should not confuse the sub-extensive ground state entropy with the linear-sized
sub-extensive quantum ground state entropy of three-dimensional fracton topological
orders, even though they are intimately related. Here the sub-extensive ground state
entropy is a counting of the independent subsystem symmetries.
Feature two: immobile fracton excitations —
(a) One fracton state (b) Two-fracton bound state (c) Four-fracton bound state
Figure 2.3: Fracton excitations and their bound states. (a) A single fracton excitation.
It is created by flipping spins in the blue region which is bounded by two cuts. It is
“topological”, in the sense that it is not movable by any local, finite number of spin
flips without costing the system more energy (i.e., creating more fractons in the sys-
tem). (b) A two-fracton bound state. It is created by flipping a semi-infinite line of
spins in the blue region. It is also “topological”. By local operations it can only move
horizontally. (c) A four-fracton bound state. It is created by a single spin flip. It can
move freely on the lattice, and is not “topological”. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The first excited state of the system is created by flipping the sign of only one operator
Op, while keeping the others the same. Such construction is illustrated in Fig. 2.3a:
From any ground state, one can pick two lines in the x− and y− direction respectively
that intersect at the target position. The two lines split the lattice into four parts. Then
flip the spins in one part of the four. A fracton will be created at the corner of the
flipped spin region. In the limit of infinitely large lattice, the creation of a fracton
becomes “topological” in the sense that it has to operate on an infinite number of
spins. Any local operation, i.e., flipping finitely many spins in the bulk, will create at
least four fractons.
Furthermore, the fracton excitation is immobile in the sense that it is impossible for a
local operation to move it without creating new fractons and costing more energy. To
move the fracton, a nonlocal operation of flipping a semi-infinite line of spins next to
the fracton is necessary.
Feature three: Fracton bound states with enhanced mobility — A bound state of two
fractons are created by the non-local operation of flipping a semi-infinite line of spins,
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Figure 2.4: Speculated connections between fracton model and holography. A few
hints are in this web of connection. The symmetric rank-two gauge theories have
gauge structures similar to different subsets of linearized diffeomorphism. These the-
ories on a lattice yield various gapped fracton models after Higgsing. Since gravity
is holographic, this suggests that a fracton model on a hyperbolic lattice may also be
partly holographic. To show this is actually true is the central task of the part I of the
thesis.
as illustrated in Fig. 2.3b. Such a bound state can only move in a one-dimensional
submanifold of the lattice: by extending or shrinking the semi-infinite line of flipped
spins – which is a local operation – the bound state can move along the line. However
it cannot move in the perpendicular direction, in a spirit similar to the localization of
fractons.
Finally, a four-fracton bound state is locally created by a single spin flip shown in
Fig. 2.3c. It is obviously free to move in the system.
The three features above are highly generic in many fracton models, including the
gapped fracton topological orders, gapless rank-2 U(1) theories, and other fracton
states of matter with subsystem symmetries.
2.3.3 Hints of Holography
Though the model show some very exotic features, its connection to holography is not
obvious at all. Here we discuss some hints from properties of certain fracton models
in two- and three-dimensional flat space. The overall speculated big picture of these
connections is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Sub-extensive ground state entropy — The first hint is that the entropy of the system
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at T = 0 is proportional to its boundary area, as already discussed in Eq. (2.8). This
echoes the famous entropy of a black hole, which later motivated the idea of hologra-
phy for gravitational system in general [3, 90, 110].
Indeed, we will find out in later sections that the structure of degenerate ground states,
or subsystem symmetries, is vital for their holographic properties.
Similarity between linearized gravity and rank-two U(1) gauge theory — The second
hint lies in the effective theories of the gapless rank-2 U(1) (R2-U1) symmetric tensor
gauge theories [32, 33, 35, 87, 88]. The R2-U1s are pivotal in describing fracton states
in general. As a gapless gauge theories, its charges are fractons whose mobility is
constrained by multipole conservation laws. The gapless bosons are argued to resem-
ble gravitons. By Higgsing scalar charged R2-U1s following specific recipes, gapped
fracton topological orders can be obtained.
The fracton excitations in our toy model are qualitatively described by the scalar charged
traceless R2-U1, except that there is no real dynamics in the classical model.
To see the similarity between R2-U1 and gravity, first let us review some basic knowl-
edge of linearized Einstein gravity. Assuming the metric gµν of the spacetime has only
small perturbation on top of the flat Mankowski spacetime,
gµν = ηµν + hµν , (2.9)
where ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski metric, and hµν is the small pertur-
bation. In the linearized limit, its gauge symmetry is a subset of the differmorphism
invariance [35, 111]
hµν → hµν + ∂µξν + ∂νξµ . (2.10)
However h00 and hi0 end up as Lagrangian multipliers in the Lagrangian. The physi-
cal degrees of freedom are the spatial components hij, (i, j = 1, 2, 3) , whose canonical
conjugates are denoted πij. We can write down the gauge constraints and gauge trans-
formations for them. For the convenience of comparing to rank-two U(1) theories, we
write them in two groups:
∂iπ
ij = T0j ,
hij → hij + ∂iξ j + ∂jξ i , (2.11)
and
∂i∂jhij − ∂2hii = T00 ,
πij → πij + ∂i∂jα− δij∂2α . (2.12)
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Now we turn to the rank-two U(1) theories. One version of them has a symmetric
tensorial electric field
Eij = Eji , (2.13)
with associated vector charge defined as
∂iEij = ρj . (2.14)
As a result, the corresponding gauge field has symmetry [80]
Aij → Aij + ∂iλj + ∂jλi . (2.15)
If Eij is identified as the conjugate momentum of Aij, Eq. (2.14,2.15) are equivalent to
Eq. (2.11).
Since hij and πij are conjugate with each other, we can also treat πij as the gauge field
and hij as the momentum. This is partially captured by another version of the rank-2
U(1) theory, which has a symmetric, traceless tensorial electric field, and associated
scalar charge, defined by
Eii = 0, ∂i∂jE
ij = ρ . (2.16)
Its gauge freedom is
Aij → Aij + ∂i∂jλ . (2.17)
As Ref.[35] pointed out, the similarity between Eq. (2.16,2.17) and Eq. (2.12) implies
some shared properties between gravity and rank-2 U(1) theories.
Other studies have also shown connections between fracton models and gravity. For
example, Ref.[112] shows that linearized gravity harbors gapless topological order.
More recently, the foliated field theory for fracton models has been proposed and
found to correspond to a singular limit of tetradic Palatini gravity [113], indicating
connections between fracton topological order and soft hairs in gravity.
2.4 The Hyperbolic Fracton Model
2.4.1 The Hyperbolic Lattice and the Hamiltonian
Given various hints of the similarity between gravity and fracton model, it is natural
to ask if the fracton model exhibits holographic properties as well.
In order to obtain results in correspondence with the AdS/CFT conjecture, it is nec-
essary to work in the anti-de Sitter space. This is because holography is the duality
between quantum gravities in anti-de Sitter spacetime and quantum field theories on
their boundaries. More specifically, we will investigate the fracton model on the hy-
perbolic disk (AdS2). It is a two-dimensional space of constant negative curvature as
a Cauchy slice of the AdS spacetime.
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The 2D square-lattice fracton model introduced in Sec. 2.3 is not suitable for studying
this type of holography. It does have the right number of degrees of freedom to be
“holographic”, in the sense that the boundary determines the bulk completely within
the ground state sector. However, because it is defined on a square lattice in flat space,
it cannot have the correct entanglement structure as the holography discussed in Ad-
S/CFT. Therefore it will not satisfy key results such as the RT formula and the Rindler
construction.
Nonetheless, the model in the hyperbolic space needs to preserve the most essen-
tial properties from the flat lattice model. That is, we would like to have the same
four-spin interactions and subsystem symmetry along the “straight lines” – which are
geodesics in the AdS2. This leads to the pentagon tessellation, a symmetric, uniform
tiling of the hyperbolic disk with pentagons. The hyperbolic lattice is illustrated in
Fig. 2.5. On this lattice most features of the flat lattice model are preserved as we ex-
plain below. We also note that the fracton model on a curved space has been discussed
in Refs. [95, 114, 115]. The choice of tessellation is not unique. With different tes-
sellations we have different hyperbolic lattices, but as long as a model has the same
structure of subsystem symmetries, it will share the same holographic entanglement
properties discussed in this chapter. This will be discussed in a future publication
[116].
The technical term for our choice of pentagon tiling is the (5, 4) tessellation of the
hyperbolic disk ( Fig. 2.5), where 5 refers to the number of edges of the pentagon, and
4 referes to the fact that each corner of a pentagon is shared by four pentagons in total.
In other words, each face has 5 edges and each vertex has 4 edges. An Ising spin of
value ±1 is placed at the center of each pentagon in the lattice.












Op on different clusters are independent of each other.
When analyzing the fracton model on the flat lattice, the subsystem symmetry is de-
scribed by operations of splitting the lattice by a straight line. The straight lines are
essentially geodesics in the Euclidean geometry, composed of the edges in the square
lattice. By construction, every spin is unambiguously on one side of the line.
On the hyperbolic disk, the geodesics become arcs on the disk that intersect the disk
boundary perpendicularly on both ends. Thus the geodesics defined by the (5, 4) tes-
sellation, i.e., those formed by the edges of the pentagons, play an important role in
our analysis. They are referred to as “pentagon-edge geodesics”. All other conventional
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(a) Hyperbolic lattice 1 (b) Hyperbolic lattice 2 (c) Hyperbolic lattice 3
Figure 2.5: Hyperbolic lattice for the fracton model. (a): The lattice as the (5,4) tessella-
tion of the hyperbolic disk. The spins sit at the center of the unit plaquettes (pentagons
in the bulk or plaquettes on the boundary). The red square shows four pentagons that
form the four-spin cluster interaction term Op [Eq. (2.18)]. (b,c): Lattices of different
sizes. They can be obtained by adding more pentagon-edge geodesics far from the
center. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
geodesics are simply refereed to as “geodesics”. The pentagon-edge geodesics are the
blue arcs in Fig. 2.5.
The hyperbolic lattice is infinite. To study it in a controlled way, we introduce a cutoff
and unambiguously define the bulk and boundary degrees of freedom. This is done
by removing infinitely many pentagon-edge geodesics far from the center, and only
keep the ones within certain radius. Lattices of different sizes are shown in Fig. 2.5. It
is a common treatment in AdS/CFT. On the CFT side, an ultraviolet cut-off is applied,
and on the AdS side, the AdS space become finite-sized.
After the cutoff, finitely many pentagon-edge geodesics remain in the lattice, whose
number is denoted as Ng. There are finitely many pentagons in the system. Their as-
sociated spins are the bulk degrees of freedom. Next to the boundary cut-off there are
2Ng faces that are not pentagons, each partially bounded by a segment of the bound-
ary. We place an Ising spin on each of them as boundary degrees of freedom. The
number Ng is thus a measure of the boundary size of the lattice. In Fig. 2.5, finite
lattices of different sizes are illustrated.
2.4.2 Ground States and Fracton Excitations
The ground states and excitations of the hyperbolic fracton model can be explicitly
constructed by simply replacing operations using the straight lines in the flat lattice
with pentagon-edge geodesics.
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(a) Ground state (b) Another ground state (c) Fracton excitation
(d) Two fracton excitation (e) Five-fracton bound state
Figure 2.6: The ground states and fracton excitations in the hyperbolic fracton model.
(a),(b): Constructions of different ground states by flipping all spins on one side of a
chosen pentagon-edge geodesic. The four-spin cluster highlighted in red has its op-
erator [Eq. (2.4)] value invariant. (c): A single-fracton excitation created by flipping
a quadrant of the spins divided by two intersecting geodesics. It is a topological ex-
citation since it involves flipping infinitely many spins. (d): Two-fracton excitation.
Unlike the case of the Euclidean lattice, they are not movable by local operations. (e):
Five-fracton bound state created by a single spin flip. It is free to move on the lattice.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The ground state degeneracy and entropy for this model are respectively
Ω = 2Ng+1 , (2.20)
S = kB log Ω = kB log 2× (Ng + 1)
≈ kB log 2
2
× (boundary area) . (2.21)
From the ground state of all-spins-up, any other ground state can be constructed by
the procedure of choosing a pentagon-edge geodesic and flipping the spins on one
side of it several times. Since a pentagon-edge geodesic cuts the four-spin clusters
in a two-left-two-right manner, the values of Op remain invariant. Hence the system
stays at the lowest energy state after this operation. Two examples are illustrated in
Fig. 2.6a,2.6b.
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A single fracton excitation is created by changing the sign of only one operator Op.
To do so, choose two pentagon-edge geodesics intersecting at the target, which divide
the lattice into four parts, then flip one of the four. The target cluster then has one spin
flipped, while all the others have either zero, two, or four spins flipped. Hence a single
fracton excitation is created as illustrated in Fig. 2.6c. It is a topological excitation in
the limit Ng → ∞ in the sense that local (i.e., finite number of) spin flipping can not
create a single fracton. Same as the case of the flat lattice model, it is immobile in the
system since no local operation can move it without creating more fractons.
Similar procedures can be taken to generate two-, three-, and four-fracton bound states,
which are also topological. The two-fracton bound state is illustrated in Fig. 2.6d.
However, they do not have enhanced mobility in a submanifold like the flat lattice
case. This is the consequence of hyperbolic geometry. For example, for the two frac-
ton bound states [Fig. 2.6d], two parallel geodesics as boundaries of the flipped spin
region do not keep their distance constant, so there is not a well defined “direction” to
propagate for the bound state. Similar logic applies to other bound states too.
The five-fracton bound state is the first local excitation, created by a single spin flip. It
can move freely on the lattice by local spin flipping, similar to the four-fracton bound
state on the flat lattice. A five-fracton excitation is shown in Fig. 2.6e.
2.5 Rindler Reconstruction of the Hyperbolic fracton model
After describing the basic features of the hyperbolic fracton model, let us start study-
ing the holographic properties realized. The first key holographic property of this
model is the AdS-Rindler reconstruction or subregion duality. In our classical model, its
simplified version becomes:
Property 1. For a given spin configuration on a connected boundary segment, the bulk
spins can be reconstructed if and only if the minimal convex wedge of the boundary
segment covers the bulk sites.
Here, the minimal convex wedge is essentially the geodesic wedge modified by the
discretization of the hyperbolic disk. In many scenarios they are degenerate. The pre-
cise definition of minimal convex wedge will be made clear as we progress. This prop-
erty holds for the ground state, and also for excited states if the locations of fractons
within the minimal convex wedge are known.
We start with the simple case in which the entanglement wedge is covered exactly by
a pentagon-edge geodesic, [Fig. 2.7c].
Notice that the four-spin clusters next to the given boundary subregion always contain
three boundary spins and one bulk spin. Knowing that the four-spin cluster satisfies
Op = 1 (or −1 if it is known to be a fracton), the bulk site spin value is uniquely
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(a) Before (b) After
(c) Minimal convex wedge,
case one
(d) Minimal convex wedge,
case two
(e) Minimal convex wedge for
disconnected bounday
Figure 2.7: Rindler reconstruction of the hyperbolic fracton model. (a) Before and (b)
after views illustrate how the reconstruction works. Given three sites on the bound-
ary (green) and the value of the four-spin cluster (red square) operator [Eq. (2.4)], the
fourth one on the same cluster can be reconstructed. (c): For a given boundary seg-
ment (boundary arc in dark green), the bulk that can be reconstructed is its minimal
convex wedge, the region highlighted in green. In this example the minimal convex
wedge ends exactly on a pentagon-edge geodesic. (d): Another example of a minimal
convex wedge as the reconstructible bulk. In this example its minimal convex chain is
not a geodesic (arc in dark green). (e): An example of Rindler reconstruction for a dis-
connected boundary subregion. Each connected piece (in green or blue) individually
has its own minimal convex wedge, but the collective minimal convex wedge is bigger
than the sum of the two individual wedges. The extra segment is colored in magenta.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
determined by the three known boundary spins. Thus we can reconstruct all these
bulk spins neighboring the boundary spins. This process is shown in Fig. 2.7a, 2.7b.
By doing this procedure to all four-spin clusters next to the boundary subregion, the
bulk spins can be reconstructed inward layer by layer. Such procedure comes to an
end when the wedge boundary is reached. Beyond the wedge, each four-spin cluster
contains at least two unknown spins at the same time, making it impossible to deter-
mine their value. This is shown in Fig. 2.7c.
For a generic boundary subregion, its entanglement wedge can be slightly more com-
plicated, as shown in in Fig. 2.7d. In this case, the reconstructible bulk sites are within
the minimal convex wedge, defined as follows:
Definition 2.5.1. The minimal convex wedge for a boundary segment is the bulk re-
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gion bounded by a continuous chain of the pentagon’s edges that satisfies the follow-
ing conditions: (1) the chain is homologous to the boundary segment, i.e., shares the
same ends; (2) it is a convex; (3) it contains the minimal number of pentagon edges.
The chain is named a minimal convex chain.
This definition seems to be complicated, but for a connected boundary segment, it
is simply the geodesic wedge on the continuous hyperbolic space extended by the
pentagons partially overlapping with it:
Property 2. The minimal convex wedge of a connected boundary segment consists of
all the bulk sites whose pentagons have non zero overlap with the geodesic wedge in
the continuous case.
The shape of minimal convex wedge is simply a consequence of the discretization of
the hyperbolic disk, making the minimal bulk volume unit a pentagon.
We also consider the case of a boundary subregion consist of two disconnected com-
ponents. In this case the entanglement wedge of the total boundary subregion can
be larger than the union of entanglement wedges for each individual component. An
example is shown in Fig. 2.7e.
For a large subregion of the boundary, the resulting entanglement wedge approxi-
mates the continuous limit. However, for more complicated situations of boundary
subregion close to the phase transition point, or consisting of many disconnect compo-
nents, the entanglement wedge is usually very complicated. Such deviation is similar
to the situation of holographic tensor networks built from perfect tensors [13].
2.6 Mutual information of the hyperbolic fracton model
The second essential property of holography realized by the hyperbolic fracton model
is the Ryu-Takayanagi formula (RT formula) for mutual information.
In the AdS/CFT duality, there exist a geometric descriptions on the bulk side for at
least the static states of the boundary CFT at low energies. For such states, the Ryu-
Takayanagi (RT) formula claims that the entanglement entropy SA between a bound-
ary subregion A and its complement Ac is equivalent to the area of its minimal cover-





where GN is Newton’s constant, and Area(γA) is to the area of the covering co-dimension
2 surface(s). For a AdS2 spacial slice, γA is a curve (or several curves) and Area(γA)
is the length of the curve(s). For the simplest case of connected A, γA is the geodesic
ending on end points of A. We now show that its classical analog is valid for the
hyperbolic fracton model.
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To make the statement more accurate, a few comments are in order. First, a classical
model has no quantum entanglement. So instead of the entanglement entropy, the
quantity calculated here is the mutual information. It can be viewed as the classical
analog of the entanglement entropy as we will explain later. Second, due to the dis-
cretization of the hyperbolic disk, the minimal covering curve should be modified to
be the boundary of the minimal convex wedge in the bulk, which we have named
minimal convex chain.
2.6.1 Mutual information as the classical analog of entanglement en-
tropy
The mutual information, as suggested by its name, measures the amount of informa-
tion shared between two subsystems. It is defined as
Icl(A; B) = Ss(A) + Ss(B)− Ss(A ∪ B) , (2.23)
where A, B are the subsystems, and Ss is the Shannon entropy. Ss(A ∪ B) is the en-
tropy for the union of the two subsystems. The subscript “cl" is denote that that it is a
classical concept.
The mutual information is the proper classical analog of the entanglement entropy
for a quantum system. To see why, one can replace the classical Shannon entropy
Ss by von Neumann entropy Sv for the corresponding subsystem’s reduced density
matrices. If B = Ac is the complement of subregion A, then we have a quantity
Iqu(A; Ac) = Sv(A) + Sv(Ac)− Sv(A ∪ Ac). (2.24)
For a pure state
Sv(A ∪ Ac) = 0, (2.25)
Sv(A) = Sv(Ac), (2.26)
we end up with exactly twice the entanglement entropy between A and Ac,
Iqu(A; Ac) = 2Sv(A) = 2SA , (2.27)
which indicates that its classical analog Icl is the correct choice, up to a factor of 2.
2.6.2 Mutual information between two connected subregions
Now let us calculate the mutual information for a bipartition of the boundary. We
start with the simple case in which the subregion A is connected. We can show the
following property is true:
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Property 3. For both the vacuum and a given configuration of fractons (i.e., the posi-
tions of fractons are known), the mutual information for a bipartition of the boundary
into connected subregions obeys the Ryu-Takayanagi formula
Icl(A; Ac) ≈ kB log 2|γA| . (2.28)
where |γA| = Area(γA) is a short hand notation.
To compute Eq.(2.23), we need to evaluate the entropies for A, Ac, and the entire sys-
tem individually. The entropy of the entire system is already given in Eq.(2.21), which
is proportional to the number of pentagon-edge geodesics plus one. The physics be-
hind this formula is that, for each pentagon-edge geodesic the number of ground states
is multiplied by two, from the operation of flipping spins on either side of the geodesic.
This is shown in Fig.2.8.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Counting the entropy of a subsystem. Every pentagon-edge geodesic cross-
ing the system multiplies the degeneracy by two. These new states can be explicitly
constructed as illustrated by (a) and (b), where the blue region indicates the spins be-
ing flipped. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The same physics applies to counting the ground state degeneracy of any connected
subregion (for disconnected region it can be more complicated). In our case, it will be
counting the pentagon-edge geodesics that attach to A with one or both ends. Thus
the degeneracy and entropy for the ground states of a subregion A are
Ω(A) = 2Ng-A+1 , (2.29)
Ss(A) = kB log Ω = kB log 2× (Ng-A + 1) , (2.30)
where Ng-A is the number of pentagon-edge geodesics that cross the region.
Let us denote the minimal convex chain as γA. As we discussed, depending on the
shape of subregion A, γA may overlap with a pentagon-edge geodesics exactly, or has
some “corners” as a minimal convex chain, as shown in Fig.2.7c,2.7d.
Case one: γA is a pentagon-edge geodesic: In the first case, we can classify the Ng
number of pentagon-edge geodesics into four categories:
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1. Those with both ends on A, whose number is denoted Ng-A;
2. Those with both ends on Ac, whose number is denoted Ng-Ac;
3. Those with one end on A and the other on Ac, whose number is denoted Ng-γ;
4. The geodesic γA. Its length is exactly |γA| = Ng-γ + 1.
These quantities satisfy the condition
Ng-A + Ng-Ac + Ng-γ + 1 = Ng. (2.31)
For the ground state or any given configuration of fracton excitations, the entropy of
states in region A is
Ss(A) = (Ng-A + Ng-γ + 1)kB log 2 , (2.32)
as argued in Eq. (2.29,2.30). Similarly, for region Ac we have
Ss(Ac) = (Ng-Ac + Ng-γ + 1)kB log 2 . (2.33)
Therefore the classical mutual information is
Icl(A; B) = Ng-γkB log 2 ≈ kB log 2|γA| , (2.34)
Here we take the length of the edge of the pentagon to be 1. This calculation is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.9.
Note that here, compared to Eqs. (2.21, 2.40), a factor of 12 is missing. But it is simply
due to the fact that by definition Icl is twice the entanglement entropy [Eq. (2.27)].
Case two: γA is not a pentagon-edge geodesic: Now let us consider more general
situations when γA is not a pentagon-edge geodesic. The proof is basically the same,
but we just write it down for completeness. We have the Ng pentagon-edge geodesics
now classified into three categories:
1. Those with both ends on A, whose number is denoted Ng-A;
2. Those with both ends on Ac, whose number is denoted Ng-Ac;
3. Those with one end on A and the other on Ac, whose number is denoted Ng-γ.
Here a geodesic that starts and ends on A is considered to be in the first category, and
vice versa for Ac. These numbers obey the modified constraint
Ng-A + Ng-Ac + Ng-γ = Ng . (2.35)
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Figure 2.9: Mutual information as a classical analog of entanglement entropy obeys the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula. It is measured by the number of pentagon-edge geodesics
that are shared by A (dark green arc) and Ac (light blue arc). The subregion-crossing
pentagon-edge geodesics are highlighted in orange, whose number is denoted Ng-γ.
They are also the geodesics that intersect with the geodesic γA, which is the minimal
curve that splits A and Ac. Their relation |γA| = Ng-γ + 1 leads to the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula for mutual information in Eq. (2.28). Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The different entropies remain the same as defined in Eqs. (2.32, 2.33). Therefore the
classical mutual information becomes
Icl(A; B) = (Ng-γ − 1)kB log 2, (2.36)
for large Ng-γ.
Let us denote the number of corners of γA as Ncor; then
Icl(A; B) = (Ng-γ − 1)kB log 2 ≈ kB log 2(|γA| − Ncor). (2.37)
Here−Ncor is a correction to the RT formula, which stays fixed as the lattice size grows.
It is, however, in some sense “benign.” The lattice discretized minimal convex chain
γA has some sharp corners. As a consequence, its length becomes larger than the con-
tinuous covering geodesic. The −Ncor reduces such deviation, resulting in a mutual
information closer to the continuous case.
2.6.3 Mutual information between disconnected subregions
The situation becomes more complicated for a subregion with several disconnected
components. Equation (2.23) can still be computed for each subregion by identifying
its entanglement wedge and computing its entropy. Here we analyze the possible
correction to the simplest case of disconnected subregion A.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: Possible configurations for disconnected boundary subregion. Here we
limit ourselves to the case when the entanglement wedges (green region) are covered
by pentagon-edge geodesics exactly. Blue arcs are pentagon-edge geodesics. Situation
(a) and (b) are possible, and (b) will cause one bit of correction to the RT formula for
the mutual information. The situation in (c) is impossible as the four pentagon-edge
geodesics cannot form a square. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The simplest case is defined as follows: for each component of A, its entanglement
wedge is case one discussed above; i.e., it is covered by a pentagon-edge geodesic. The
mutual information can be again computed by counting the pentagon-edge geodesics.
One issue may lead to some corrections to the mutual information: There are geodesics
starting from one component of A and ending in another, instead of ending in Ac. This
is shown in Fig.2.10. We have to consider the correction contributed by them.
First we note that between two components, there can be at most one pentagon-edge
geodesic. That is, situations in Fig.2.10c do not exist. This is because there is a rect-
angle formed by these pentagon-edge geodesics, whose four angles are all π/2. Such
rectangles cannot exist in the hyperbolic space.
So we only need to take care of the case with one pentagon-edge geodesic between the
two components. Note that it still goes through the entanglement wedge of Ac and
contributes one unit of entropy to SAc . So it contributes one unit of mutual informa-
tion, but two units of the length of the minimal covering chain. Therefore, the final
correction is one unit:
Icl(A; Ac) = (Ng-γ − 1)kB log 2 ≈ kB log 2(|γA| − NA-A), (2.38)
where NA-A denotes the number of geodesics starting from one component of A and
ending in another.
As the boundary subregion becomes more complicated, more corrections will enter
the mutual information. In particular, for configurations close to the phase transition
of entanglement entropy, the deviation can be big. Similar issues with the holographic
tensor-networks are fixed by the random tensors [17]. It remains an open question
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on how the modifications of the hyperbolic fracton model will amend such issue and
yield exact RT formula for arbitrary boundary bipartition.
2.7 Naive black holes in the hyperbolic fracton model
Figure 2.11: A naive black hole in the hyperbolic fracton model. There is no geometri-
cal change of the hyperbolic disk, but some bulk sites are hidden behind the horizon,
and not accessible by observers. The horizon is the solid black line. The pentagon-
edge geodesics crossing the black hole are highlighted in orange. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [48].
The black hole in this model has its entropy proportional to its horizon. Here we con-
sider a very naive black hole constructed by simply cutting out some bulk pentagons
included in a closed convex, but leaving the rest of the lattice unchanged. The spins
of the pentagon inside the black hole, and all interactions associated with them, are
considered hidden behind the horizon. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Our
approach is adapted from Ref.[13], in which a black hole is constructed by removing
some bulk tensors in the holographic tensor network. Though there is no change of
geometry outside the horizon, this approach does show some resemblance to a black
hole in an asymptotic AdS geometry, as we demonstrate below.
The horizon size of the black hole is approximately
Horizon area = NBH , (2.39)
where NBH is the number of semi-infinite pentagon-edge geodesics extended from
the black hole, highlighted in orange in Fig. 2.11. They used to be NBH/2 complete
geodesics.
The black hole entropy has several interpretations, including the entropy for its mi-
crostates, or its entanglement entropy with the outside. Here we use the definition
proposed by Witten [5], tailored for our model:
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Definition 2.7.1. The black hole entropy is the boundary or bulk ground state Shan-
non entropy increase from introducing the black hole.
This is a rather simple calculation: since NBH/2 pentagon-edge geodesics are cut into
two pieces, the system has effectively NBH/2 more pentagon-edge geodesics for the
topological spin-flipping operations to create new ground states. Therefore we have
the following:







× (Horizon area) , (2.40)
which has the proper scaling behavior.
The appearance of a black hole means the boundary ground state degeneracy grows,
similarly to the Hilbert space enlargement discussed in Ref. [13]. This is expected as
only a very small portion of the boundary states correspond to the pure AdS geometry,
and most states corresponds to some black hole state in the bulk.
2.8 Generalizations: higher dimension and quantum ver-
sion
Two important questions naturally follow the major results of this work: The first
question is how to generalize the model to higher dimension. The second one is
whether there is a quantum version of the model. The answers to both questions are
positive, as we explain below.
2.8.1 Three-Dimensional generalization
The three-dimensional generalization of our model is a cubic Ising model with eight-
spin interaction terms.
In this model, each Ising spin sits at the center of the cube of the lattice, as shown in






where i runs over 8 cubes sharing the same corner, which forms the cube of the dual





Figure 2.12: Building block of 3D classical fracton model [Eq.(2.42)]. The spins sit at
the centers of the cube, and eight cubes sharing the same corner are used to construct
the operator O in Eq.(2.41).The subsystem symmetry is flipping a line of spins in the
x−, y− or z− direction. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
where c runs over all the eight-spin operators.
This classical model has the subsystem symmetries of flipping all spins on a line in the
x−, y− or z− direction. An equivalent way to view them is to have two perpendicu-
larly intersecting planes. The two planes divide the lattice into four parts, and flipping
one quadrant of the spins leaves the energy invariant. This way has a more straight
forward adaptation to the AdS3 lattice.
This model has a natural generalization to the AdS3 space. We do not need to visualize
the entire lattice, which is rather difficult. Instead we can focus on the subsystem
symmetries, and it would be sufficient to demonstrate the holographic properties.
In its AdS3 lattice, the original 2D planes become spherical surfaces that intersect the
boundary of AdS3 perpendicularly. These intersecting 2D hypersurfaces form cells
for the spins to sit in. Every cluster of eight cells share the same corner since three
spherical surfaces intersect at the same point, which can be used to build the same
Hamiltonian for each local 8-spin cluster.
Each geodesic is now determined by two intersecting spherical surfaces, and they split
the entire lattice into four parts as shown in Fig.2.13, in analogy to each geodesic split-
ting the AdS2 lattice into two parts. Flipping spins in one of the four parts keeps
the energy of the system invariant, which is the subsystem symmetry in AdS3 space.
Again the number of independent subsystem symmetries is proportional to the num-
ber of geodesics, hence the boundary area.
The Rindler reconstruction and RT formula for mutual information holds as a conse-
quence of the structure of the subsystem symmetries.
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Figure 2.13: Subsystem symmetry of the fracton model [Eq.(2.42)] in AdS3 space. The
spherical surfaces (red and blue) in this representation are actually “flat” in the AdS3
space. The two surfaces split the entire AdS3 lattice into four parts. Flipping spins in
one part of the AdS3 lattice does not change the system’s energy, and is a subsystem
symmetry. Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
2.8.2 Quantum Model with a Transverse Field
Next let us make some remarks on the quantum version of the model. The simplest
case is to introduce a constant transverse field. For a small transverse field, we can
assume that there will be a unique quantum ground state as the superposition of (al-
most) all classical ground states. The superposition does not necessarily have to have
equal weight or phase.
The boundary state is then defined as a mixed state by tracing out all degrees of free-
dom in the bulk, and such mixed state can be viewed as an ensemble of all classical
ground states on the boundary with a certain probability distribution. Assuming the
probability distribution (or weight of the superposition) to be close to even among all
classical states for a small transverse field, the entanglement entropy/mutual informa-
tion will still obey the Ryu-Takayanagi formula up to some correction. If a bulk spin is
fixed by hand to be up or down in the model, it can be reconstructed by looking at any
element from the ensemble on a region whose entanglement wedge covers the bulk
site. It is not too different from the classical model in the sense that on the boundary
one always works with a classical ensemble.
We have to point out that this is an interesting difference from the large-N limit of
gravity/CFT duality. There, the bulk is semiclassical and the boundary is quantum,
which is the opposite of our construction. Whether such difference has any profound
meaning is to be studied in the future.
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2.9 Comparison with the holographic tensor-networks
A key question emerging from this work is , what features of gravity can be captured
by the fracton models, and what cannot? To pave the way to the answer, it is useful
to compare our model with holographic tensor networks regarding their holographic
properties. These models are, after all, not exactly quantum gravity, so some properties
of AdS/CFT duality are still not captured. Clarifying them can be helpful for future
investigations and improvements.
Holographic tensor networks are a type of toy model of holography [13, 14, 16, 17].
They are built by tensors with special properties, and uniformly tiled on the discrete
hyperbolic lattice. Two representatives are the perfect tensors and the random ten-
sors. Essentially, these tensors saturate the upper bond of entanglement between any
bipartition of their legs. This guarantees that the bulk information is not lost when
“pushed” toward the boundary. It is closely related to the quantum-error-correcting
properties of gravity, which manifest in the Rindler reconstruction and the RT formula
for the entanglement entropy.
Let us focus on the holographic state defined by the tensor networks, i.e., simply a
quantum state on the boundary without bulk inputs. For the holographic state, we
care about the boundary state’s entanglement properties, mainly the Renyi entropy
for connected or disconnected subregions. The exact RT formula for any disconnected
subregion is realized in the random tensor network in its large-N limit [17]. The hy-
perbolic fracton model, however, suffers from various corrections as we explained in
previous sections.
Both the tensor network model and the hyperbolic fracton model have a trivial n−
dependence for the n−th Renyi entropy. More fundamentally this is due to the fact
that the entanglement spectrum is always flat in such models. In contrast, the CFT
has a nontrivial n−dependence and a nonflat entanglement spectrum [117, 118]. A
related issue is that the boundary state defined by the holographic code cannot be the
ground state of a local Hamiltonian. Refinement of such undesirable properties will
be an important progress.
Finally we point out an issue for the hyperbolic fracton model that does not exist in
the tenser-network models. Let us consider two small boundary subregions denoted
A and B, and examine their mutual information when A and B are far apart. The two
subregions should not have any mutual information according to AdS/CFT, which
is the case in the tensor-network models. In the hyperbolic fracton model, this is also
true for most choices of A and B. However, there will be one bit of mutual information
when A and B cover the two ends of the same pentagon-edge geodesic. Such a choice
is illustrated in Fig. 2.14.
Such issue has to do with the subsystem symmetry being “rigid”; that is, the pentagon-
edge geodesics are fixed in the model.
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Figure 2.14: An example of subregions A, B with non-vanishing mutual information.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [48].
The ground states of most gapped fracton models actually have a stabilizer map de-
scription as discussed in Refs. [29, 97, 99, 119, 120]. Many of the holographic tensor
networks are also built from “perfect” stabilizer tensors, although the construction is
different. The “perfect” stabilizer tensor may lend us some insight on how to modify
the hyperbolic fracton model for improved realization of AdS/CFT properties.
2.10 Outlook
Modern physics has witnessed increasing interactions between high energy theory,
many-body physics, and quantum information. This chapter adds another example at
this trisection, by elaborating the holographic properties of a classical fracton model.
After an introduction of the fracton model accompanied by a discussion of various
hints of its similarity with gravity, we demonstrate that when defined on a hyperbolic
disk, it satisfies some key properties of AdS/CFT, including the Rindler reconstruc-
tion/subregion duality and the RT formula for its mutual information. A naively de-
fined black hole in this model also has the correct entropy. Some generalizations and
comparisons with tensor-network toy models are also discussed.
This work expands the scope of the application of holography in condensed matter
physics. Not only can one study a strongly coupled/critical system as the CFT side of
AdS/CFT; there are also states of matter that exhibit meaningful physics on the AdS
side. In particular, it may be interesting to examine other fracton models in AdS space,
and classify them by their holographic properties.
A long-term ambition we initiate with this work is to concretely understand what ex-
actly are the similarities and differences between various fracton models and quantum
gravity. In return it may help us study how quantum gravity or related many-body
models can perform quantum error correction encoding, which is one of the most
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intriguing quantum information aspect questions of gravity. We may be able to par-
tially achieve this by quantitatively examining the speculated web of connections in
Fig. 2.4. Some works on fracton models [120] suggest that studying a quantum, lattice
version of Higgsed linearized general relativity (or a higher-rank gauge theory) and
constructing the tensor-network representation of its ground state are possible. A rea-
sonable approach could be to explore its connections to holographic tensor networks
discussed in Ref. [13, 17].
Some questions remain open even for the classical model, especially concerning the
subregion duality and mutual information for more complicated, disconnected bound-
ary segments.
The higher-rank gauge theory is also interesting in its own right, and it remains to
be understood whether it is holographic without being Higgsed into gapped fracton
models, at both the classical and quantum level. A recent development has already
shown that some versions of the theory can be consistently defined on a constant-
curvature manifold [114, 121].
Another direction for future investigation is to study other gapped fracton models
protected by different types of subsystem symmetries, or the fracton topological orders
obtained by gauging these symmetries. It is desirable to know what are the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a model to be holographic, and also construct some of
them explicitly.
To conclude, certain fracton models give rise to some interesting physics that mimics
general relativity. In this chapter we pointed out the holographic aspect of this, and
hope further investigation could provide useful insight for both the condensed-matter
and high-energy theory communities.
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Chapter 3
The Dual Eight-Vertex Model and Bit
Threads
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a very simple classical fracton toy model in anti-de Sitter space
was shown to satisfy a few major holographic properties [48]. These properties include
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula for the boundary entanglement entropy[22, 23], and also
the subregion duality [122]. Its construction has a lot of similarities to the holographic
toy models built from tensor networks [12–18].
This chapter, as the second piece of the three on the hyperbolic fracton model, studies
the dual eight-vertex model of the original model, which has the advantage of visual-
izing the mutual information and subsystem fluxes.
It helps to address a few key unanswered questions following the initial discovery.
One question is whether the hyperbolic fracton model is equivalent to any other known
holographic models/theories. This turns out to be true. The dual eight-vertex model
is a discrete realization of the bit-thread model [19–21, 123, 124].
The bit-thread model was originally proposed as a powerful framework to understand
holography. This model treats the non-local “flow of information” instead of local
fields as the elementary physical quantity. From this perspective many holographic
properties of entanglement entropy have an intuitive, pictorial derivation.
Another question is about holography beyond the ground states. This was not dis-
cussed much in the previous chapter. Here equipped with the bit-thread picture and
the concept of subsystem charges, a detailed analysis is presented. We show that
“isometry”, the requirement from holography that the boundary uniquely determines
the bulk, is violated only by a small amount at low energy levels, and all violating
cases can be determined.
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The bit-thread and subsystem charge language also help us to identify the black hole
microscopic degrees of freedom (dofs), which is encoded non-locally on the horizon,
and also the AdS boundary. Intriguingly even though the black hole set-up is very
primitive, it yields qualitatively correct behavior of how a boundary observer can dis-
tinguish the microstates [125].
These two chapters form a relatively comprehensive investigation of the classical toy
hyperbolic fracton model. In the outlook, we discuss future directions beyond this
simple toy model, which could be an interesting program for condensed matter physics,
and hopefully provide some insights in high energy theory, too.
This chapter is arranged as follows: Sec. 3.2 describes the dual eight-vertex model on
the Euclidean lattice and Sec. 3.4 on the hyperbolic lattice.
The first major result of this chapter, Sec. 3.5 builds the duailty between the eight-
vertex model and the Ising fracton model. It then explains what is the bit-thread model
and how the eight-vertex model is a realization of it. It is then utilized to derive results
documented in the two following sections: Sec. 3.6 analyzes the isometry properties
of the excited states; Sec. 3.7 describes the black hole microscopic degrees of freedom
in the model.
Finally Sec. 3.8 summarizes this chapter and gives an outlook of possible future direc-
tions.
3.2 Dual Eight Vertex Model on the Square Lattice
The main results of this chapter revolve around a physically equivalent model of
the hyperbolic fracton model introduced in previous chapter— the dual eight-vertex
model. Formulated in the language of arrows and vertices, it has the advantage of
illuminating various connections between the hyperbolic fracton model and other es-
tablished results in fracton phases and holography. In this section, we will describe the
dual eight-vertex model, and discuss how it works as a straightforward demonstration
of fracton-elasticity duality [100, 121, 126] and subsystem charge [101].
The square-lattice eight-vertex model is a canonical exactly solvable model [106, 127–
130]. It is constructed by placing a binary arrow (left/right or up/down) on every edge
of the square lattice, but only allowing vertex configurations of even number of arrows
pointing in/out. The eight allowed vertex configurations are shown in Fig. 3.1. Under
open boundary condition, each vertex can be independently assigned an energy cost
Ei (i = 1, ..., 8) in the most generic case. Specifying Ei completes the definition of the
classical model.
The eight-vertex model can be reformulated as an equivalent spin model that involves
up to four-spin interactions [106]. The classical fracton model (Eq. (2.5)) described
in Chap. 2 is a special case of the more general equivalence. The prescription of the
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vertex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
winding number Nw 0 0 0 0 1 1 -1 -1
net flux Cn 0 0 0 0 4 -4 0 0
flux in x-direction Cx 0 0 0 0 2 -2 2 -2
flux in y-direction Cy 0 0 0 0 2 -2 -2 2
Figure 3.1: Vertex configurations in eight-vertex model and their winding numbers
around the vertex center, total fluxes and fluxes in x− and y−directions. Figure repro-
duced from Ref. [131].
duality is given below.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 3.2: Mapping between the spin configurations and the vertices. (a-d): Spin
configurations of ground states Op = 1 correspond to vertices with zero winding
number. Their energy cost is Ei = −1. (e-h): Spin configurations of Fractons Op = −1
correspond to vertices with winding number ±1. Their energy cost is Ei = +1. The
correspondence is two-to-one, since flipping all spins maps to the same vertex. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [131].
The eight-vertex model is defined on the dual square lattice of the original fracton
model. The mapping between the arrow and spin configurations is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2. Each edge of the dual lattice neighbors two spins of the original lattice, at
the ends of the perpendicularly intersecting edge. The arrow of the dual edge points
right or down if the two spins are aligned in the same direction, and left or up other-
wise. Such assignment guarantees that any four-spin configuration is mapped to one
of the eight vertices listed in Fig. 3.1. The mapping has a global two-fold degeneracy:
the vertices remain the same after flipping all spins.




(σ1σ3 + σ2σ4). (3.1)




1 if it points right or down;
−1 if it points left or up.
(3.2)
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The assignment of subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 around a vertex is shown in Fig. 3.2a. Note that
this is not equivalent to a collection of non-interacting, 1-dimensional spin chains, since
the constraint of eight-vertex configuration is enforced.
The vertices of winding number zero (cf. Fig.3.1) correspond to the ground-state spin
configurations of
Op = 1, (3.3)
and have energy cost
Ei = −1 , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (3.4)
Those of winding number ±1 correspond to the spin configurations of
Op = −1, (3.5)
and have energy cost
Ei = +1 , i = 5, 6, 7, 8 , (3.6)
which agree with the original fracton model (Eq. (2.5)). The prescription of the duality
is concluded here.
The dual eight-vertex model has the advantage of illustrating various concepts of frac-
ton models.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Ground state degeneracy in the two dual models. (a): A spin configuration
of ground state, and its dual eight-vertex model state. In the eight-vertex model the
ground state is such that all arrows on the same line align in the same direction. (b):
Another spin configuration of ground state, obtained from (a) by flipping all spins in
the light-blue shaded area. In the dual eight-vertex model it corresponds to flipping a
line of arrows. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
Firstly let us examine the ground state degeneracies. In the dual eight-vertex model,
the ground states become very simple: all arrows on the same straight line have to
align in the same direction. The action of flipping all spins on one side of a straight line
corresponds to flipping the arrows of the entire line. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The
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ground state ensemble is thus equivalent to a number of uncorrelated Ising spins on
the boundary, which makes it apparent that its entropy is proportional to the boundary
area.
Next we turn to the fracton excitations. The dual model illuminates a qualitative dif-
ference between the its effective theory — rank-two U(1) gauge theory (the traceless,
scalar charged version [32, 33, 35]) — and conventional U(1) gauge theory in two-
dimensional space. The rank-two U(1) gauge theory accounts for the topological ex-
citations of non-zero winding number Nw of the underlying vector field, while the con-
ventional U(1) gauge theory accounts for the non-zero net flux Cn.
As one can see in Fig. 3.2, the fractons (vertices 5, 6, 7, 8 in Fig. 3.1), or “charge” of
the rank-two electric field, are actually vertices with winding number ±1. In contrast,
in the conventional electromagnetism, the “charge” is the net flux of the underlying
electric field, or just the charge as we know it (vertices 5, 6).
The observation echoes the fracton-elasticity duality [100], where the underlying vec-
tor field is the lattice distortion, and disclinations corresponds to a non-zero winding
of the distortion [132].
The dual eight-vertex model is also an elegant demonstration of the subsystem sym-
metries and charges discussed in [31, 101]. Each vertex with fracton excitation will
introduce an x− and y− subsystem charge Cx and Cy on the x− and y−direction line
it is located. The charges are the flux in x and y listed in Fig. 3.1. They are related to





Two different lines have their independent charges. The total charge of each line,
which can be 0 or ±2, must be conserved by local spin flipping. Therefore a single
fracton is completely localized, since moving it will change the subsystem charges.
A two-fracton bound state can move in x−direction if they give zero charge on the
y−direction lines. A four-fracton bound state has zero subsystem charge on any line,
hence is free to move.
3.3 Connection to rank-2 U(1) theory
In this section, we explain how the fracton model and eight-vertex model can be ob-
tained from the electrostatic sector of a particular version of R2-U1 gauge theory.
The R2-U1 theory is set up as follows: we consider a “hollow”, scalar-charged rank-
2 U(1) gauge theory in 2D. “Hollow” means the diagonal terms in the electric field








which has only one degree of freedom. The charge is then defined as
ρ = (∂x∂y + ∂y∂x)Exy, (3.9)
and the low energy sector corresponds to
(∂x∂y + ∂y∂x)Exy = 0. (3.10)
Exy are placed at the centers of plaquettes on the square lattice, same as the Ising
spins in the original fracton model. On each site i, Exyi takes a Z2 value 0, 1. As a
consequence, the charge ρ also takes a 2×Z2 value 0, 2.
To build the correspondence between the Ising fracton model and the rank-2 U(1) the-
ory, we map the Z2 value 0 to −1 in the spin model, and Z2 value 1 to 1. That is, the
Ising spins Szi are then identified by the correspondence
Exyi = 1→ S
z
i = 1















ρ2 = ρ = ∂x∂yExy + ∂y∂xExy (Z2 value)→ −2Sz1Sz2Sz3Sz4. (3.13)
Hence the electrostatic sector of the R2-U1 gauge theory and the Ising fracton model
are identified.





1 (Z2 value) → σ4, (3.14)
∂x∂yExy → −σ4σ2, (3.15)
∂y∂xExy → −σ1σ3, (3.16)
so that
ρ2 = ρ = ∂x∂yExy + ∂y∂xExy (Z2 value)
→ −σ4σ2 − σ1σ3,
(3.17)
which leads to Eq. (3.1).
This concludes our derivation, and demonstrates that the Ising fracton model is a spe-
cial case of R2-U1 theory defined on a lattice with Z2 values.
3.4 Hyperbolic Dual Eight-Vertex Model
The eight-vertex model dual to the hyperbolic fracton model is obtained by simply
upgrading the square lattice to the (5, 4) tessellation of the hyperbolic disk. In the
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Figure 3.4: Dual eight-vertex model on the hyperbolic disk at T = 0. Each geodesic
carries an independent binary arrow. This is a discretized realization of the bit-thread
model. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
dual model, each pentagon’s edge has an associated binary arrow, and vertices are still
restricted to the eight configurations in Fig. 3.1. Here we assign the arrow directions
in the following way: We start from the obvious fracton model ground state of all
spins pointing up. We then define the corresponding vertex model configuration is
that (1) all arrows on the same geodesic align in the same direction; (2) the arrow on
the geodesic flows clock-wise. All other vertex states are fixed following these rules.
For the ground state, all edges on the same geodesic have aligned arrows. Flipping all
spins on one side of a geodesic corresponding to flipping its arrow direction. Fig. 3.4
shows one example of ground state eight-vertex model configurations. For fracton
excitations, the concept of subsystem charges for each geodesic is also still valid.
3.5 Bit-Thread Realization
When restricted to its ground states, the dual eight-vertex model becomes a collection
of geodesics, each associated with a binary arrow. This is a simple discrete and clas-
sical realization of the bit-thread model proposed in Ref. [19] as a powerful conceptual
tool to visualize holography.
In the bit-thread model, the elementary physical object is a divergence-free vector field
in the bulk with pointwise bounded norm, referred to as the flow. Just as physicists vi-
sualize electric/magnetic fields, the flow lines can be viewed as threads. Each thread
carries an independent bit of information (or two entangled qubits), and stretches from
one boundary point to another. The full-fledged geometric theory of the bit-thread
model is able to account for various properties of holographic entanglement entropy.
For example, since the covering geodesic of boundary subregion A is the narrowest
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bottleneck separating A and its complement Ac, it sets the upper bound of the entan-
glement entropy between them. Following the max-flow min-cut principle [19], this
upper bound is saturated, so that the entanglement entropy obeys the RT formula.
In the eight-vertex model at zero temperature, each geodesic is a thread or discretized
flow, and carries the binary arrow as one bit of classical information. The bit threads
visualize the mutual information between two subregions. It is simply counted by
how many geodesics the two subregions share, as both subsystems can measure the
directions of these arrows.
Figure 3.5: Bit-Thread Realization and Ryu-Takayanagi formula for mutual informa-
tion. Each geodesic is a thread carrying a bit of information. The threads shared be-
tween two region (blue and green) saturates the bottleneck between them, i.e., the
covering minimal surface. Hence the mutual information obeys the RT formula. Fig-
ure reproduced from Ref. [131].
The idea of the minimal covering surface being the bottleneck is clearly represented
in the eight-vertex model. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the geodesics highlighted in orange
are the threads carrying the mutual information from boundary segment A (green) to
its complement Ac (blue). It is straightforward to identify that the minimal covering
surface, or the geodesic homologous to A, is the bottle neck of the orange region-
crossing threads, which is exactly the picture described in the bit thread model. The
flow also satisfy the fine structure of entanglement contour proposed by Wen [133].
In our previous chapter, the RT-formula for a connected boundary subregion was
demonstrated. In general, toy models of such type violate RT-formula for a discon-
nected boundary subregion. Here we can show that for a “nice” n-component bound-
ary subregion, there is an upper limit n2 − n on the deviation of mutual information
from RT-formula. The term “nice” means each component of the boundary region is
covered exactly by a geodesic in the lattice (see Fig. 3.6 for an example).
In this case, each component i (i = 1, ..., n) has a covering geodesic γi, and |γi| bit
threads crossing the geodesic. If none of the bit threads end up in the boundary sub-
region, i.e., all the bit threads end up in its complement, then the RT formula is still
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Figure 3.6: An example of RT-formula violation of the mutual information for dis-
connected boundary subregion. The boundary subregion is chosen to be “nice” as
discussed in Sec. 3.5. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
satisfied. This situation actually happens depending on the choice of boundary sub-
region. But it may also happen that a bit thread connects subregion component i and
j, so it does not contribute to the mutual information and lead to deviations from the
RT-formula.
Note that on the lattice all geodesics intersect perpendicularly. Using the property of
hyperbolic geometry that rectangles (four edges with four corners of π/2) cannot exist,
it is obvious that between components i and j there can be at most one intersecting
bit thread. So in the worst scenario we may have one bit thread between every two
components, which contributes n2 − n deviation in total (see Fig. 3.6 for an example).
For generic disconnected boundary, the counting becomes much more complicated
and often need to be examined case by case. But based on the “nice” case, it seems
reasonable to guess that the deviation of mutual information from RT-formula will be
at order O(n2) for a n−component disconnected boundary subregion.
The bit-thread model realization is simple, yet bears some non-trivial implications. We
know that the rank-2 U(1) theories are linearized limit of certain gravitational theory
[134], and the toy fracton model here is a discretized version of the rank-2 U(1) theo-
ries. By studying the field theory and utilizing the duality established here, it might
be possible to derive the full bit-thread model from (linearized) gravity. This would
be an interesting result for holographers.
Finally, we noticed a recent development yields very similar results. In Ref.[135], Jahn
et al. studied the holographic tensor network in the language of majorana dimers, and
discovered that the tensor networks have the same picture as we described here —
entangled EPR pairs are linked by bit threads that form the hyperbolic lattice. This is a
very strong indication of hidden connections between fracton models and holographic
tensor networks.
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3.6 Bulk-Boundary Isometry for Diluted Fracton Excita-
tions
The isometric property of the mapping between the bulk and the boundary states is
crucial for toy models of holography [13, 15–17].
It is necessary to clarify the meaning of isometry in different contexts first. In geom-
etry, an isometry is a mapping of metric spaces that preserves distances. In quantum
information, an isometry V is a map from Hilbert space HA to HB such that VV† = I.
Roughly speaking, this means the distinction between two states inHA is always pre-
served when mapped into states inHB.
In the context of the classical fracton toy models, isometry means a mapping from the
boundary states to the bulk states such that two different boundary states are always
mapped into two different bulk states, so that the boundary state can unambiguously
determine the bulk. It can be rigorously defined as:
Definition: Each spin/vertex configuration of the hyperbolic fracton model includes
one boundary and one bulk state, and specifies a mapping from that boundary state
to the bulk one. Hence a subset of all possible spin/vertex states defines a map from a
subset of boundary states to the bulk states. This subset/mapping is isometric, if none
of its two elements have the same boundary state.
That is to say, within the chosen subset of all possible spin/vertex states, the boundary
state uniquely determines the bulk. Of course, the subset has to be a sensible choice –
normally we would expect it to contain many low-energy states. For example, if it is
the set of all the ground states, then isometry holds exactly.
If the subset includes certain configurations at higher energies, the isometry will even-
tually break down. Two examples are given in Fig. 3.7. This means the violation of
holography, but is acceptable. Because for toy models, it is often the case that isometry
(and thus holography) only holds at low energy. After all, the AdS geometry will be
distorted beyond small perturbations by local high energy excitations, which is not
captured by the toy models at all.
The question now becomes: how can we include more configurations at higher energy
levels but maintain isometry? Or equivalently, if we include all states below a certain
energy level, how much is the isometry broken?
To start with, including all single fracton excited states does not break isometry. This
is almost obvious, but we still analyze it in the eight-vertex picture to pave way for
more complicated situations. As we discussed in Sec. 3.2, each geodesic has its own
subsystem charge. A fracton will introduce non-zero subsystem charges to the two
geodesics γ1 and γ2 it sits on. So the subsystem charge is zero if there are zero or even
number of fractons sitting on it, and ±2 if there are odd number of fractons sitting on
it. In the case of a single fracton excitation, by examining the boundary arrows, we can
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Figure 3.7: Two examples of isometry violation. (a, b) The dense three-fracton excita-
tion state cannot be distinguished from the two-fracton excitation state by examining
the boundary. (c, d) Two states with four-fracton excitations cannot be distinguished
by examining the boundary. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
identify γ1 and γ2 with±2 charges, thus determine the location of the fracton, and the
entire bulk [Fig. 3.8a].
All the two fracton excited states can also be included in this subset. The most-likely
case is that we have four geodesics with non-zero subsystem charges, which pins
down the two fractons [Fig. 3.8b]. The hyperbolic lattice geometry guarantees us that
situation like Fig. 3.8d will never happen, since in that case the four geodesics form a
rectangle with all its corners of angle π/2. Such rectangles cannot exist in hyperbolic
geometry.
The other possibility is when the two fractons sit on the same geodesic, a situation
illustrated in Fig. 3.8c . In this case there are only two geodesics with non-zero subsys-
tem charges. However, due to the lattice geometry, there is one and only one geodesic
that intersects both, so it can be uniquely determined. Hence the two fractons’ posi-
tions can always be located.
The isometry will be broken if we further include all three-fracton excited states. The
Figs. 3.7 a,b illustrate one of such examples, in which the three-fracton excited state
has the same boundary as the two-fracton excited state. This can be fixed by excluding
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Figure 3.8: (a) A single fracton excitation can be reconstructed from the boundary
by identifying the geodesics with non-zero subsystem charges. (b, c) Two-fracton ex-
citations can also be reconstructed, even if they lie on the same geodesic which has
zero-charge from boundary point of view. Because such geodesic can be uniquely
identified. (d) Geodesics in this configuration are forbidden by the lattice geometry,
which guarantees situations of (b) are always unambiguous about the locations of two
fractons. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
the cases when the three-fracton excitations are dense, that is, they locate around the
same pentagon. Once such cases are removed from the subset, so that only the diluted
three-fracton excitations are included, isometry is recovered.
The same procedure can be applied as higher-energy states are included: if by local op-
erations a state can be turned into a lower energy one [Figs. 3.7a,b] or one at the same
energy level [Figs. 3.7c,d], it should excluded in the subset. In this way we include as
many lower energy states as possible while maintaining isometry. To enumerate all
cases is a slightly tedious task, but in principle achievable. Roughly speaking, as long
as the fracton excitations are “diluted,” isometry holds. This is actually very sensi-
ble, since high energy density means distortion of the local space geometry, where the
lattice model is not a good representation anymore.
Coming back to the question in the beginning of this section, at low energy levels, we
can include most of the states without violating isometry. Or, if we include all states
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at low energy levels, the isometry is not broken too much. This is also the case of
holographic tensor networks [15]
An interesting side note is that the mostly-preserved isometry for low energy exci-
tations is a consequence of the negatively-curvatured geometry. On the Euclidean
lattice, isometry is completely violated starting from two fracton excitations.
3.7 Non-Local Black Hole Microstate Degree of Freedom
Figure 3.9: A black hole in the hyperbolic fracton model. The five labeled geodesics
are cut into five pairs. The black hole microscopic degrees of freedom are whether
each pair has aligned arrows (pair 3 here) or anti-aligned arrows (pair 1, 2, 4, 5 here).
Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
Another concept made clear in the dual picture is the black hole microstates, which
turn out to be non-locally encoded on the horizon and also on the boundary.
In Ref. [48], we used the increase of ground state entropy in the bulk to compute the
black hole entropy. An equivalent definition of black hole entropy is the entropy from
the microstates of the black hole [47]. In the spin picture from the hyperbolic fracton
model, how to identify them is a bit obscure: the microstate dofs are not the spins
next to the horizon, since they are collectively constrained by the non-local symmetry
structure, and not independent from each other.
In the dual vertex model, the microstates of the black hole become clear. Let us take
the black hole in Fig. 3.9 as an example. There are five geodesics cut open by the black
hole. So attached to the horizon are ten threads, extending to the boundary.
Let us first consider the original ground states without the black hole. From the bound-
ary point of view, they are those that each pair of threads aligned in the same direction,







where the Ci denotes the subsystem charge from the i-th pair of bit-threads observed
from the boundary. The ground states then can be expressed collectively as states
satisfying
(c1, c2, c3, c4, c5) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). (3.19)
After introducing the black hole, the two bit-threads in each pair become independent.
For the boundary, that means the normalized subsystem charges for these pairs can be
ci = 1, or 0. (3.20)
The different black hole microstates correspond to different arrays (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5).
That is, the dofs living on the horizon are whether each pair of threads is aligned or
not. Or in more mathematical terms, the microstates are all the ground states quo-
tient the subsystem symmetries from the no-black-hole bulk. Here we emphasis that
the single bit-threads should not be viewed as the dofs individually. This is a critical
to identify the correct black hole microstates: different states connected by subsys-
tem symmetries should not be counted, since they are already included in the entropy
contribution of ground states without black holes. This is also reason we use the nor-
malized subsystem charge ci instead of the original Ci: to guarantee that the microstate
is invariant under subsystem symmetries.
A sanity check is to consider the “entanglement entropy” as half the classical mutual
information between the black hole and the AdS boundary. As mentioned, the mutual
information is counted by the number of threads ending on the horizon on one side
and the AdS boundary on the other side. So the entanglement entropy is counted
by this number divided by two, i.e., each pair of thread counts as one dof. This is
consistent with the microstate dof counting.
One interesting implication of the result is that the black hole dofs are encoded non-
locally. A single thread of a pair only gives some information of Ci but no information
of ci at all. Only when both bit-threads are known can we recover the value of ci. Thus
the black hole microstate information is non-locally encoded on its horizon and also
the AdS boundary.
Such conclusion agrees with the analysis in Ref. [125], where the authors discussed
how much of the AdS boundary subregion needs to be measured to distinguish black
hole microstates.
In our bit-thread model, as the observer starts to expand the observed subregion on
the boundary, he/she will know the arrow directions of more threads. But any pair of
thread heads from the black hole is separated by a macroscopic distance, so starting
from zero up to a finite subregion, the observer cannot infer any information about the
black hole microstate. As the first pair of cut-open threads is included in the observed
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Figure 3.10: Black hole microstate information for observer covering a subregion of the
boundary. Red line: in the eight-vertex model, the observer starts to have black hole
microstate information when covering a pair of geodesics cut open by the black hole
[Fig. 3.9]. Such information is zero until the observer reaches about half the boundary
size, and gradually grows till the observer almost covers the entire boundary. Blue
line: analytical calculation of the Holevo information measuring the microstate distin-
guishability as a function of the boundary subregion area measurable to the observer
in Ref. [125]. Even though the black hole in the eight-vertex model is very naively
defined, the black hole information recovery behavior looks similar to the analytical
results. Figure reproduced from Ref. [131].
subregion, the observer begins to have some information of the black hole microstates,
and the amount of information grows approximately linearly as the subregion ex-
pands. Finally when almost covering the full boundary, the observer can obtain all
the information of the black hole microstate.
In Fig. 3.10, we plot the black hole microstate information as a function of the observed
subregion from the eight-vertex model, as well as the analytical result obtained in
Ref. [125]. The behaviors of the two curves qualitatively agree, in terms of the zero
information segment in the beginning, the linear growth in the middle and the final
saturation.
3.8 Outlook
In this chapter we discussed in detail the implications of the dual eight-vertex model
equivalent to the original hyperbolic fracton model. Despite the equivalence, it ad-
vances our understanding by providing a much clearer picture of a few aspects of its
physics.
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The hyperbolic eight-vertex model becomes a discrete bit-thread model at zero tem-
perature. This explains why the fracton model has the holographic properties demon-
strated before. It is also significant that we have another concrete, sophisticated holo-
graphic model – the bit-thread model – as a reference frame to evaluate the similarity
between fracton models and the informational-aspects of holography. It is a very use-
ful guideline to construct improved holographic fracton models. For example, fracton
bit-threads being discrete is a major obstacle for holography at higher order (for dis-
connected boundary components), or below the AdS scale (i.e., for regions smaller
than the pentagon). So an improved version should tackle such problems.
The connection between the fracton model and bit-threads also implies that it might be
possible to establish a concrete duality between linearized gravity (or theories with lin-
earized diffeomorphism-like gauge symmetry) and the full-fledged bit-thread model.
It has been pointed out that rank-2 U(1) gauge theory, the underlying effective theory
of the hyperbolic fracton model (with Higgs mechanism), is actually the linearized
limit of certain gravitational theory. This also gives us some confidence in construct-
ing more sophisticated holographic fracton models to mimic gravity better.
At finite temperature, utilizing the bit-thread picture and subsystem charges, one can
establish isometry for a subset of low energy states, and identify the non-locally en-
coded black hole microscopic dofs. It is intriguing to ask what will these subsystem
charges become when we work on the continuous field theory, or what is their analogy
in gravity.
To explore the relationship between gravity and fracton states can be a meaningful
program for condensed matter physics. A lot is known on how topological orders
are described by gauge theories, but not much on what kind of (beyond) topological
order can arise from gravitational-like theories. Certain fracton states seem to be such
examples [35, 113, 121], but the whole picture is vastly unexplored.
If we could discover more gravity-like many-body systems, they may also help us
establish links between gravity and various other toy models of holography, including
the holographic tensor networks and the bit-thread model. This chapter already serves
as a primitive example of the latter case. It is also attractive to mimic gravity in a
laboratory using fracton states, after we understand their relations better.
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Chapter 4
Unifying holographic toy models with rank-
2 U(1) field theory
In the previous two chapters, a toy fracton model in AdS space was studied and
shown to satisfy holographic properties in a similar fashion as the holographic tensor-
networks.
Some important questions remain unanswered despite these discoveries. First, what
are the connections between these different holographic toy models? Can we find a
universal picture behind them? Furthermore, what is the continuous limit of of such
universal picture, and is there a bulk field theory for it, instead of some discretized
lattice model? And, how is the bulk theory related to gravity? This is in particular in-
triguing for the perfect tensor models, since they are clever constructions directly mo-
tivated by the holographic entanglement properties, but their correspondence to any
concrete bulk field theory is still unknown. Although the hyperbolic fracton model
is a spin model in the bulk, it is still far from a field theory that shows satisfactory
resemblance to gravity.
In this chapter, we advance our understanding of holographic toy models by provid-
ing answers to these questions. First, we point out that there is a universal picture be-
hind different constructions of holographic toy models: a homogeneous and isotropic
distribution of bit-threads in the continuous limit. Upon proper lattice discretization,
it becomes the different toy models on lattice. We then argue that the traceful, vector-
charged rank-2 U(1) (R2-U1) gauge theory, a theory with linearized diffeomorphsim
as its gauge symmetry, gives rise to this continuous bit-thread picture. We reason that
in the presence of spatial curvature, the gauge symmetry, and the consequent Gauss’s
laws, only allow electric field lines along a geodesics to be the fundamental dynami-
cal variables (magnetic field), Any loop configurations like in conventional U(1) the-
ory are forbidden. Hence the entanglement structure is determined by the “geodesic
string condensation,” which is exactly the continuous bit-thread picture. As such, we
establish the connection between the holographic toy models and a concrete gravity-
like bulk field theory, and shows how entanglement structure emerges from linearized
diffeomorphism.
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4.1 Bit-thread type holographic toy models as a universal
picture
Figure 4.1: Universal picture of holographic toy models: bit-threads distributed evenly
on the hyperbolic lattice. In the continuous case it is bit-threads distributed homoge-
neously and isotropically in AdS space. The bit-threads connecting boundary sub-
region A and its complement Ac are highlighted in orange. Their number is propor-
tional to the length of covering geodesic γA, which yields the Ryu-Takayanagi formula
(Eq. (4.1)). Figure reproduced from Ref. [136].
This chapter focuses on the field-theory aspect of fracton holography. It is motivated
by the similarity between different toy models of holography. These toy models are
based on two different constructions: the hyperbolic fracton model introduced in the
two previous chapters, and the perfect tensor-networks [12–18]. But we observe that
they belong to a universal picture: They are equivalent to bit-threads arranged on a
tessellation of the hyperbolic disk. A bit-thread is a line with entangled qubits (or more
generally, we can consider any quantum/classical degrees of freedom) at its two ends
[19–21]. A flow of the bit-threads in the AdS space, when saturating minimal covering
surface of a boundary subregion, gives the correct entanglement entropy described by





The hyperbolic fracton model is dual to the eight-vertex model defined on the edges
of the pentagon tessellation [Fig. 4.1] as discussed in previous two chapters. At low
temperature, the eight-vertex model becomes a web of independent one-dimensional
chains with ferromagnetic couplings. Each chain is then a classical bit-thread with its
two ends correlated.
Recent work by Jahn et al. [135, 137] show that the perfect tensor-network can be
described by Majorana modes via Jordan-Wigner transformation. In the Mjaorana
fermion language, the tensor-network state becomes a collection of Majorana dimers.
Each dimer locates at the two ends of a geodesic on the tensor tessellation, which is
the bit-thread.
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AdS/CFT Bit-thread type toy models random tensor-networks
RT-formula for connected boundary subregion Yes Yes Yes
RT-formula for disconnected boundary subregion Yes No Yes
n−dependence of Rényi entropy Yes No No
Non-flat entanglement spectrum Yes No No
Table 4.1: Comparison of the holographic entanglement properties between genuine
AdS/CFT, bit-thread type holographic toy models, and random tensor-networks. The
bit-thread type holographic toy models, as a “leading order” approximation to holo-
graphic entanglement entropy, capture the Ryu-Takayanagi formula (Eq. (4.1)) for
connected boundary subregion, but not other finer details. Table reproduced from
Ref. [136].
Following these observations, a universal picture of the holographic toy model emerges:
by arranging the bit-threads in the AdS space homogeneously and isotropically in
the continuous limit, or on a regular tessellation in the discrete case, the simplest toy
model of holography can be constructed.
Such toy models capture the RT-formula for entanglement entropy of any connected
boundary subregion. Instead of adjusting the bit-thread flow to saturate the target
covering surface like in the original proposal [19], the bit-threads in this picture are
in a fixed configuration, but the RT-formula is satisfied due to their even distribution
in the bulk. The bulk information is defined in the dual model in both the hyperbolic
fracton model and the perfect tensor-networks. Its reconstruction obeys the Rindler
reconstruction rule [122, 138], again when the boundary subregion is connected.
It can be viewed as a “leading order” approximation of the entanglement structure of
AdS/CFT. Built upon a collection of two-body entangled qubits/bits only, it naturally
fails to capture the finer entanglement structure of genuine gravitational AdS/CFT.
For example, the entanglement spectrum of a boundary subregion is always flat, thus
the nth-Rényi entanglement entropy
Sn(ρA) =
1
1− n log Trρ
n
A (4.2)
has no n-dependence, while in AdS/CFT the n-dependence is non-trivial [139]. Also,
such models deviate from the RT-formula when the boundary subregion has multiple
disconnected components. This deviation is due to the bit-threads connecting different
components of the boundary subregion, which is discussed in the previous chapter.
In Table. 4.1 , we have summarized the comparison between genuine AdS/CFT, the
bit-thread type toy models, and for completeness also the holographic random tensor-
networks proposed by Yang et al. [15–17]. The random tensor-network satisfies RT-
formula for arbitrary boundary subregion, and does not belong to the universal pic-
ture proposed here.
These observations lead to the question this work addresses: what is the bulk field the-
ory that gives rise to the bit-thread type of holographic toy models? These toy mod-
els capture the RT-formula and Rindler reconstruction at “leading order,” but fails at
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“higher order,” or the finer entanglement structure. Thus, the reasonable speculation
is that such bulk theory cannot be the full-fledged general relativity, but it has to share
certain essential features of gravity or is a special limit/case of it.
We will show that, the bulk theory that describes the bit-thread type toy models is the
Lifshitz gravity [140, 141] in the high energy theory literature, or the traceful, vector-
charged rank-2 U(1) gauge theory [32, 33, 36, 37, 80, 114] in the condensed matter
physics literature. As a special case of general relativity, its gauge symmetry is the
spatial part of the linearized diffeomorphism. As we will elaborate, the consequence of
such gauge symmetry is that the electric field lines can only travel along the geodesics
in AdS space, instead of forming local loops like in conventional gauge theory. Hence,
the entanglement structure is the continuous bit-thread distribution.
4.2 Rank-2 U(1) Theory and Its Flat-Space Dynamics
Let us first quickly review the traceful, vector-charged version of R2-U1 theory [32, 33,
36, 80]. Here we work in two-dimensional space, but the physics naturally extends to
higher dimensions.
The R2-U1 theory has gauge symmetry
Aij → Aij + ∂iλj + ∂jλi. (4.3)
Taking Aij as the perturbation of the metric Aij = hij − δij in general relativity, the
transformation is the linearized limit of diffeomorphism.
The gauge symmetry corresponds to the Gauss’s laws of the electric field at low en-
ergy. In this case, the electric field is a rank-2 symmetric tensor
Eij = Eji. (4.4)
The Gauss’s laws imposed on the electric field is
∂iEij = 0. (4.5)
We take both Eq.(4.4) and (4.5) to be the Gauss’s laws at the low energy sector of the
theory.
The charge for such diffeomorphism-like gauge theory is a vector, defined as
ρi = ∂jEij. (4.6)










ij = 0. (4.7)
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This restricts the movement of a vector charge ρ. The charge ρ can only move in the
direction of itself. It has crucial consequences in the entanglement structure, as we
shall see.
Finally, in the flat space, the magnetic field is the simplest gauge symmetry-invariant
term,
B = εaiεbj∇a∇b Aij. (4.8)
And the Hamiltonian is
HR2-U1-flat = UEijEij + tB2. (4.9)
The dynamics B, however, do not survive in the presence of spatial curvature, as we
will explain later.
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.9) is also a case of Lifshitz gravity [37]. Treating Aij as the
perturbation of the metric, the magnetic field squared term B2 is equivalent to R2, R
being the Ricci scalar. Here, the conventional linear term R and cosmological constant
Λ in general relativity, as well as the self-interacting, non-linear terms are forbidden
due to the time-reversal, lattice translation, and spatial reflection symmetries. This
was carefully analyzed in Ref. [37]. So the theory of Eq. 4.9 can be viewed as a special
version of linearized gravity.
4.3 Entanglement structure from Gauge symmetry: con-
ventional U(1) as an example
Before examining the entanglement structure of the R2-U1 in AdS space, let us first
review the topological entanglement entropy in the conventional U(1) gauge theory
from the condensed matter point-of-view [142–145]. It is the string-net condensation
picture proposed by Levin and Wen [142]. This helps to understand the logical chain
of how gauge symmetry determines the entanglement structure.
The gauge symmetry for conventional U(1) theory
Ai → Ai + ∂iλ (4.10)
as our starting point determines the Gauss’s law to be electric charge conservation
∂iEi = 0 (4.11)
At low energy, the operations of gauge field Ax, Ay are to construct microscopic elec-
tric fields, or dipoles (cf. Table. 4.2). The gauge field operators respect the charge
conservation globally, but not locally. Mathematically, that is to say the gauge field
themselves are not gauge invariant.
To respect the Gauss’s law in any infinitesimal, local subregion, the dipoles operators
have to be connected head-to-tail together to form a loop. The minimal loop is the
magnetic field B = εij∇i Aj (cf. Table. 4.2), which is now gauge invariant.
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Table 4.2: From gauge symmetry to the entanglement structure. This table demon-
strates the logical chain leading from the gauge symmetry to the configurations of
electric field lines as the dynamical variables. The second row is for conventional
U(1), where the electric field lines can be arbitrary loops. The third row is for rank-2
U(1) in AdS space, where the electric field lines are on the geodesics extending to in-
finity. The first column of the table is the starting point of the logic chain. It states the
Gauss’s laws and the associated gauge transformations for different gauge theories.
The second column illustrates that the gauge operators effectively create multipoles
of charges from the point of view of lattice theory. The third column expresses the
magnetic fields B as compositions of gauge operators. Being gauge-invariant means
that the gauge operators need to be placed in such a way that in any local region the
Gauss’s laws are satisfied. The magnetic field creates a field line (or loop) of electric
field. Finally, the fourth column illustrates that the vacuum of a system is the fluctua-
tion of the electric field lines. In the case of R2-U1 in curved space, these lines do not
form loops. Instead they stay on the geodesics, and extend to infinity. They are the bit
threads. Table reproduced from Ref. [136].
To be an eigenstate of the magnetic field term B2, the vacuum of the system is the
fluctuation of the electric-field-line loops, or a superposition of all loop configurations
[142]. This enables the calculation of topological entanglement entropy.
Here we can identify the crucial chain of logic: the gauge symmetry chosen determines
the Gauss’s laws; the gauge operators are those objects (dipoles) obeying Gauss’s law
globally but not locally; they can be used to construct the magnetic field that respect
Gauss’s law in any local region (minimal loops); the magnetic field determine the con-
figuration of electric field lines at low energy (all loop configurations), which then
determine the entanglement structure of the system.
In Table.4.2, the above logical chain is shown on the second row.
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4.4 Entanglement structure of R2-U1 in AdS space: geodesic
string condensation
Now let us examine the entanglement structure of R2-U1 in the 2-dimensional AdS
space following the same mechanism. We will see that instead of string-net conden-
sation, the picture will be “geodesic string condensation.” That is, the electric field lines
travel along geodesics only, and the superposition of fluctuating electric field lines is
the vacuum that determines the entanglement structure. The facts that the charge is a
vector, and space is curved, play crucial roles in determining the entanglement struc-
ture.
Like in the previous section, the gauge symmetry and Gauss’s laws determine the
effects of gauge operators in terms of creating vector charge multipoles. They are
listed in Table. 4.2. The diagonal terms Axx, Ayy, or in general Aijsisj for direction ŝ
is to move a vector charge along the direction it points. The off-diagonal term Axy





The dynamics, or magnetic fields, however, are very different in the curved space.
It has been carefully studied by Slagle et al. in Ref. [114]. When a vector charge is
parallel transported around a finite region back to its starting point, it will in general
be different from the original vector due to the spatial curvature. So such parallel
transport over a closed loop is expensive in energy, hence forbidden in the low energy
sector.
Consequently, the local dynamics of B (Eq. (4.8)) is forbidden. The pictorial intuition
is that the dynamics of B as illustrated by Fig. 4.2 always happen over a finite-sized
plaquette in the system. In flat lattice, such combination of Aij operators does not
violate the Gauss’s laws (Eqs. (4.4,4.4)) in any microscopic region. But in curved space
it is not true anymore.
Figure 4.2: The operator B of rank-2 U(1) theory in the flat space (Eq. (4.8)). It involves
multiple Axx, Ayy and Axy operators. It acts on a finite-area plaquette in the system,
and does not survive the spatial curvature. Figure reproduced from Ref. [136].
To convince ourselves, we find that B (Eq. (4.8)) is not gauge invariant in the presence
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of curvature. Promoting ∇ to the covariant derivative, we have
B→ B− Rgaj∇aλj, (4.12)
under gauge transformation, where R is the Ricci scalar [114]. In fact, higher order
local terms up to ∇a∇b∇c∇dλe was systematically explored but no gauge invariant B
term was found in Ref. [114].
So what are the dynamics allowed in the AdS space? We note that, the difficulty is
rooted in parallel transporting a vector charge around a loop. To avoid this, we have
to consider instead parallel transporting the charge on a geodesic, extending from one
infinity to the other.
In the lattice model, it has the following picture: A vector charge, for example, ρ =
(ρx, 0), can be moved along x−direction by acting Axx operators on the path. To make
sure that any local region respects Gauss’s laws, however, such line-operation has to
extend to infinity in both directions.





ds Aij ŝi ŝj. (4.13)











where the second term vanishes assuming vanishing gauge transformation at infinity.
We can thus write down the theory as
HR2-U1-AdS =
ˆ
dv UEijEij + ∑
g∈all geodesics
tgB 2g (4.15)
Such non-local dynamics are normally unfavored in many disciplines of physics. How-
ever, they are the ones stable in the presence of spatial curvature. Let us bear with
them, and examine the corresponding of entanglement structure.
With such dynamics on geodesics, a drastic change happens for the electric field lines.
In AdS space, instead of forming loops, they travel along geodesics from one boundary
point to another. The vacuum is then a superposition of all possible geodesic electric
field line configurations. We name this the “geodesic string condensation.” As a result,
the entanglement structure for each geodesic string is that the two boundary points are
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entangled by the corresponding geodesic dynamics. As the Bg distribute in AdS space
homogeneously and isotropically, we have exactly the continuous bit-thread picture
we speculated at the beginning of this work. Upon lattice discretization, and also
assigning E discrete/continuous values, one can obtain toy models of the same uni-
versal picture but different in details, including the perfect tensor-networks and the
hyperbolic fracton models.
4.5 The case of scalar charged R2-U1
So far, we have been entirely concerned with vector-charged R2-U1 theories, as intro-
duced in Sec. 4.2. However, it is also possible to define R2-U1 theories with scalar
charges [32, 35, 36], and ask if they give rise to the same bit-thread picture. In this
section, we will discuss the scalar-charged case.
In this case we consider the traceless electric field Eij,
Eij = Eji, Eii = 0. (4.16)
The charge is defined as
∂i∂jEij = ρ. (4.17)
The gauge symmetry for this case is
Aij → Aij + ∂i∂jλ + δijγ, (4.18)





a Abj + εjab∂
a Abi ). (4.19)
This version of R2-U1 has the following conservation laws:
ˆ
dvρ = 0, (4.20)
ˆ
dvρ~x = 0, (4.21)
ˆ
dvρx2 = 0. (4.22)
In this case, the scalar charge is fractonic, due to the dipole conservation law. Fur-
thermore, a dipole excitation can only move perpendicularly to itself. This is because
the quadrupolar operator in Fig. 4.3a is forbidden as it takes a finite value of
´
dvρx2
(Eq. (4.22)), and only the quadrupolar operator in Fig. 4.3b is allowed. So in 2D, the
dipole excitation has the same sub-dimensional mobility as the vector charge in the
vector-charge version of R2-U1, but perpendicular to the dipoles instead of parallel.
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(a) quadrupole 1 (b) quadrupole 2
Figure 4.3: Different quadrupoles. (a) Quadrupole with non-vanishing value of´
dvρx2 and forbidden in the traceless scalar-charged R2-U1. (b) Quadrupole with
vanishing value of
´
dvρx2 and allowed in the traceless scalar-charged R2-U1.
Now we have gathered enough knowledge to ask whether a scalar-charged R2-U1 the-
ory can also support the same type of holographic structure seen in the vector-charged
theory. The answer is that it also leads to the same picture of geodesics string conden-
sation, and gives rise to the bit threads in 2D. However, the vector-charged R2-U1
analysis can be generalized to all higher dimensions while the scalar charged version
can not. Therefore the vector-charged R2-U1 is a better field theory for explaining the
bit-thread picture.
4.6 Discussion
In this chapter we obtained a very pictorial, intuitive understanding of the “leading
order” entanglement structure of holography, and the mechanism generating it.
First, we made the observation that different holographic toy models share the same
entanglement structure as a web of evenly distributed bit-threads. In the continuous
limit, the generalization of this picture is a isotropic and homogeneous distribution of
bit-threads. Such entanglement structure satisfies the RT-formula for any connected
region, which is a property of holographic entanglement entropy. However it fails
to reproduce the finer properties including the RT-formula for disconnected boundary
subregion and the non-flatness of the entanglement spectrum. Therefore we view such
picture as the “leading order” approximation of the holographic entanglement.
We then go on to analyze what theory gives rise to exactly this picture. The main in-
spiration of the bulk theory is the fact that the hyperbolic fracton model produces the
entanglement structure, and the rank-2 U(1) gauge theory gives rise to fractons. We
reason that, taking the linearized diffeomorphism as the gauge symmetry, the corre-
sponding symmetric tensor gauge theory (vector charge rank-2 U(1)) gives rise to this
picture by geodesic string condensation. This is because in the presence of spatial cur-
vature, all local dynamical terms are forbidden due to violation of gauge invariance.
Consequently, only global terms are allowed, and the simplest global term is to virtu-
ally push a vector charge on a geodesic from infinity to infinity. Such global terms lead
to the condensation of geodesic strings, which is the bit-thread picture we observed.
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Retrospectively, it is sensible that a theory mimicking gravity at first order has the
entanglement structure of gravity also at first order.
This concludes the first part of the thesis, which is to explore the connection between
fracton states of matter and gravity. We have found a class of condensed matter sys-
tems featuring fractons that mimic the entanglement structure of gravity, in the context
of AdS/CFT. These results improve our understanding of fracton states of matter, and






In the first part of the thesis, we have shown that the rank-2 U(1) gauge field theory
and its variations are highly interesting due to their resemblance to gravity.
In the second part of the thesis, we turn to a more experimentally oriented discussion
— but during the journey there will be many interesting theoretical discoveries too.
The rank-2 U(1) theories were originally proposed as a type of exotic lattice gauge
theories, and in particular have been studied as the low energy effective theory of
spin liquids. Most of the prototype models are, however, complicated in terms of the
lattice and the interactions. It is of course not a problem for the prototypes, whose
main purpose is to demonstrate the interesting properties of the effective theory. But
in the end, if we would like to observe rank-2 U(1) spin liquids in experiments, we
need to know what are the most realistic and simple system that can achieve rank-2
U(1) physics.
To our delight, there actually is such a simple way to do that. It is a spin model de-
fined on the breathing pyrochlore lattice with relatively simple spin-spin interactions.
To explain how the rank-2 U(1) physics arises, we will have to first understand the
pyrochlore lattice spin model, and develop some theoretical tools to analyze the emer-
gent Gauss’s laws when a spin liquid phase emerges. This will be done in Chapter 5
and part of Chapter 6. These tools will finally help us obtain the rank-2 U(1) spin
liquid on the breathing pyrochlore lattice at the end of Chapter 5.
5.1 Introduction
One of the most exciting aspects of quantum many-body physics is the new phases of
matter. In particular, the long-range entangled phases are only possible in quantum
systems and fundamentally distinct from classical statistical systems from the point of
view of renormalization. Furthermore, such states cannot be traced back to a broken
symmetry, which is another reason for its fundamental interest. The rank-2 U(1) theo-
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Figure 5.1: The pyrochlore lattice as a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra.
ries as spin liquids without breaking any symmetry [36] of the system are examples of
such exotic states.
There are several well-known models with long-range entangled phases. For the
gapped cases, toric code is a canonical example, and very sophisticated mathematical
tools to classify the gapped phases have been developed in recent years. The gap-
less cases are much more challenging in its classification, numerical simulation and
various other aspects of study. The U(1) spin liquids with emergent gapless photon
excitations belong to this case.
In essence, the topological orders are often described by different gauge field theo-
ries at low energy. If we look at the classical sector of these models, very often the
gauge symmetry becomes local degeneracies of ground states, constrained by the cor-
responding Gauss’s laws.
Experimentally, discovery materials that realize either the classical physics of local
degeneracy and emergent Gauss’s law, or the quantum physics of long range quantum
entanglement, will be highly significant. For such purposes, the spin liquid phases
found in frustrated magnets are a rich source of inspiration [39] as discussed in the
introduction.
The (arguably) most widely studied examples are the “spin ice” states in Ho2Ti2O7 and
Dy2Ti2O7, classical spin-liquids famous for their magnetic monopole excitations [146].
And there is now good evidence showing that that a quantum spin-liquid phase could
exist in materials where quantum effects play a larger role [66, 75, 147–156].
The exotic physics of spin ice originates from two features of the pyrochlore lattice
compounds. First, the geometry of the pyrochlore lattice is highly frustrated as it
is composed of corner sharing tetrahedra [Fig. 5.1]. Second, the magnetic rare earth
ions R3+ on the lattice have strong anisotropic interactions between them [157, 158].
As such, a wide range of interesting, exotic physical behaviors arise from pyrochlore
lattice compounds [159].
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The spin ice materials Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 belong to a wider family of rare-earth
pyrochlore oxides R2M2O7 in which the magnetic ions have a doublet ground state,
and highly-anisotropic interactions. The physical properties of these materials depend
on the highly diverse choice of rare-earth R3+ and transition metal M4+. In addition
to spin ices, this family includes a wide range of systems that order magnetically, spin
glasses and systems where local moments couple to itinerant electrons [159, 160]. Ma-
terials of current interest include Yb2Ti2O7, which exhibits striking “rod-like” features
in neutron scattering [161–163], and has been argued to undergo a Higgs transition
into a ferromagmetically ordered state [164]; Er2Ti2O7, which appears to offer an el-
egant worked example of (quantum) order by disorder [165–169]; Er2Sn2O7, which
has yet to been seen to order at any temperature [170, 171]; and Pr2Hf2O7 that shows
quantum modified pinch point and also signatures of magnetic monopole excitations
[172]. Alongside continuing experimental investigations into these materials, the last
few years has witnessed the synthesis of a steady increase of new rare earth pyrochlore
oxides, exhibiting both ordered [173–177] and disordered [56] low temperature phases.
The rich variety of ordered and disordered phases calls for a comprehensive analysis.
The analysis has many levels of depth. The simplest case are the ordered states, which
should be explained in the framework of the Landau-Ginsberg symmetry breaking.
This will of course require us to do the symmetry analysis of the spin system and
work out the irreps of the spin degrees of freedom. This work is done in this chapter.
The symmetry breaking ordered phase is not capable to address the classical spin liq-
uids like spin ice, which do not develop order, and often has no symmetry breaking. To
understand these spin liquid states, new tools are developed in a series of our works
[178–180], and also documented in the thesis by Owen Benton [181] comprehensively.
It will be explained in the next chapter, and then used to obtain the rank-2 U(1) gauge
theory.
This chapter is arranged as follows. In Section 5.2 we introduce a general model of
nearest–neighbour exchange interactions on a pyrochlore lattice and, restricting to
classical spins, establish the conditions under which the model has a magnetically
ordered ground state.
In Section 5.3 we provide a complete classification of possible ordered states at mo-
mentum q = 0 in terms of the irreducible representations of the tetrahedral symmetry
group Td. We show that this symmetry analysis can be used to determine the classi-
cal ground state of Hex [Eq. (5.3)] for arbitrary parameters (J1, J2, J3, J4), utilizing the
symmetry analysis. The nature of the ground states in the case (J3 < 0, J4 = 0), which
is of high relevance to real materials, is explored in detail, including analysis of the
degenerate manifolds arising at the phase boundaries of the model.
In Sections 5.4, we discuss the implications of these results for the rare-earth py-
rochlore oxides Er2Ti2O7, Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Sn2O7.
We conclude in Section 5.5 with a summary of our results, and an overview of some
of the interesting open issues.
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5.2 The pyrochlore lattice spin model with anisotropic ex-
change
5.2.1 Spin from a single ion
Let us start by motivating the pyrochlore spin model from its experimental, micro-
scopic origin.
Pyrochlore oxides, R2M2O7, are a ubiquitous feature of igneous rocks throughout the
world. This broad family of materials takes its name from the mineral “pyrochlore”
[(Ca/Na)2Nb2O6(OH/F)], which burns with a green (χλωρòς) fire (πὺρ), and shares
its crystal structure with a great many other oxides, halides and chalcogenides.
Here we focus on the pyrochlore oxides in which the M-cation is a non-magnetic tran-
sition metal, such as Ti4+ or Sn4+, while the R3+-cation is a rare-earth ion with a mag-
netic doublet ground state. These R3+ magnetic ions form a pyrochlore lattice, built of
corner-sharing tetrahedra, which has the cubic symmetry Fd3m, same as the parent
material.
Even within this restricted group of rare-earth oxides, there is a huge variation of the
magnetic properties of the rare-earth ions, due to the interplay between strong spin-
orbit coupling, and the crystal electric field (CEF) at the A-cation sites. For instance,
Dy3+ provides the strong Ising moment in the spin-ice Dy2Ti2O7, while Er3+ forms a
moment with XY-like character in Er2Ti2O7 [182].
The goal of this chapter is not to explore the physical-chemistry of the intricate CEF
ground states of rare-earth ions (see e.g. Ref. [183, 184] for a discussion on this topic),
but rather to understand the way in which the anisotropic exchange interactions be-
tween them determines the magnetic order, or properties of disorder, of rare-earth
pyrochlore oxides. We therefore concentrate on materials in which the ground state of
the rare-earth ion is a Kramers doublet, with an odd number of electrons, like Yb3+
([Xe]4f13) or Er3+ ([Xe]4f11). In other words, our starting point is a lattice of quantum
or classical spins with general interactions between them, without elaborating the mi-
croscopic origin of the effective spins models.
In this case, as long as the temperature is much lower than the lowest-lying CEF exci-
tations, the magnetic ion can be described by a pseudospin-1/2 degree of freedom
[Sµ, Sν] = iεµνρSρ. (5.1)
It is important to note that, even with the restriction to Kramers doublets, there are
many possibilities for how Sµ will transform under space–group operations [185]. In
this chapter we will focus on the case where Sµ transforms like a magnetic dipole,
which is the case appropriate to Yb3+ and Er3+ based pyrochlores. We note that an
alternative “dipolar-octupolar" case may be realized in Dy3+, Nd3+ and Ce3+ based
pyrochlores [56, 185, 186].
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Figure 5.2: Labeling of sub-lattice sites on a tetrahedron. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [188].









where µ, ν = {x, y, z}. That is, the effective magnetic moment is determined by the
site dependent g-tensor gµνi from microscopic details. It has physical consequences for
the magnetic correlations measured in neutron scattering experiments, as the neutrons
interact with the effective magnetic moments.
5.2.2 Anisotropy in exchange interactions
The interplay of spin-orbit coupling and CEF leads to anisotropic interactions between
the effective spins from the rare-earth ions. It is possible to estimate the exchange
interactions in a pyrochlore oxides from knowledge of the CEF ground state and low-
lying excitations [183, 187]. However for the purposes of analysis in this chapter, it
is sufficient to consider the general case in which the constraints on these interactions
are imposed only by the symmetries of the lattice, and ignore their chemical origin.
In the case of Kramers ions on a pyrochlore lattice, the most general form of nearest–









Htetex [t] , (5.3)
where











i ) are shown in
Fig. 5.2, and J[t]ij is a 3 × 3 matrix specific to the bond ij, within tetrahedron t. The
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magnetic ions labelled S0, S1, S2 and S3 occupy positions




r2 = a8 (−1, 1,−1) r3 =
a
8
(−1,−1, 1) , (5.5)
where a is the lattice size. The exchange interactions Jij do not, in general, need to
respect any any continuous spin-rotational symmetry. They are, however, strongly
constrained by the symmetry of the bond ij and also the lattice symmetries.
Once these constraints are taken into account [189], the three-by-three matrix Jij is re-
duced to four independent free parameters. Different Jij for different bonds are related
to each other by a proper rotation from the lattice symmetry. The exchange of the six
bonds on the tetrahedron shown in Fig. 5.2 can be written as
J01 =
 J2 J4 J4−J4 J1 J3
−J4 J3 J1
 J02 =




J1 J3 −J4J3 J1 −J4
J4 J4 J2
 J12 =




 J1 J4 −J3−J4 J2 J4
−J3 −J4 J1
 J23 =




where we label lattice sites and interactions following the conventions of Ross et al. [190].
From the structure of these matrices we can identify the different physical contribu-
tions to the interaction Jij [Eq. (5.6)] approximately as
• J1 → “XY” with respect to the local bond
• J2 → “Ising” with respect to the local bond
• J3 → symmetric off diagonal exchange
• J4 → Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
5.2.3 Anisotropic exchange in a local frame
Both the anisotropy in magnetic ground state of the rare-earth ion and the anisotropy
in its interactions are dictated by the local CEF field around that ion. It is thus often
convenient to describe them in a local coordinate frame rather than the global one. The
local frame is denoted as
{x locali , y locali , z locali }
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such that the axis z locali aligns with the C3 symmetry axis of the local CEF on site i.
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(0, 1, 1) .
We now introduce a SU(2) (pseudo) spin-1/2 in this local frame, denoted as
[Sαi , S
β
i ] = iεαβγS
γ
i , (5.7)
where α, β, γ = {x locali , y locali , z locali }. Note that throughout the thesis the sans-serif Sαi
refers to the spin components in this local frame, while the serif Sαi refers to the spin
components in the global, crystal, coordinate system.
In the local coordinate frame, the most general form of exchange interactions between
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 γ = −ζ∗ (5.9)
encodes the change in coordinate frames between different sublattices.
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interaction in local exchange parameters
coordinate frame in global frame
Jzz −13(2J1 − J2 + 2J3 + 4J4)
J± 16(2J1 − J2 − J3 − 2J4)




(J1 + J2 + J3 − J4)
Table 5.1: Relationship between the parameters of the anisotropic nearest–neighbour
exchange model in the local coordinate frame, Hlocalex [Eq. (5.8)], and the exchange pa-
rameters in the crystal coordinate frame Hex [Eq. (5.3)]. The notation used for the dif-
ferent components of the interaction follows Ross et al. [190]. Table reproduced from
Ref. [188].
It is a equivalent description to the global coordinate one. The conversion between
the four free parameters in this local frame, (Jzz, J±, J±±, Jz±), and parameters in the
global frame (J1, J2, J3, J4), is given in Table 5.1.
The corresponding estimated parameters from experiments on Yb2Ti2O7 [190], Er2Ti2O7 [166],
and Er2Sn2O7 [171], are shown in Table 5.5. We will come back to discussing the ma-
terials later in this chapter.
5.2.4 Existence of the q = 0 order
After writing down the Hamiltonian, the first thing to do is to find the ground state of
Hex [Eq. (5.3)], for a model with quantum (pseudo)spin-1/2s and arbitrary exchange
interactions (J1, J2, J3, J4). It is a very difficult problem, in general only tractable at a
mean-field level [66, 148, 150, 152, 191], or by numerical techniques for a finite sized
lattice. However, many rare-earth pyrochlore materials are known to have relatively
simple ground states with vanishing crystal momentum q = 0, implying a 4-sublattice
magnetic order [159]. Here we prove that, under the condition that Si is a classical O(3)
spin,Hex [Eq. (5.3)] always possesses a ground state of this type. Note that, however, it
is not necessarily the unique ground state of the system, there can be different types of
ground state degeneracy depending on the choice of parameters. We will first prove
the existence of such q = 0, 4-sublattice magnetic order [159], and then explore the
conditions for this classical ground state is unique.
We begin with the observation that, since Hex [Eq. (5.3)] is expressed as a sum over
individual tetrahedra, any state which minimizes the energy of each individual tetra-
hedron must be a ground state, if it can be “copied and pasted” to all the other tetra-
hedra. Such copy and paste can be shown to be always possible. It is convenient to






















The interactions J[A]ij and J
[B]
ij are related by inversion symmetry about a single site I
J[B]ij = I · J
[A]
ij · I . (5.13)
Since I2 = 1, we have
Si · J
[A]
ij · Sj = Si · I
2 · J[A]ij · I
2 · Sj
= Si · I · J
[A]
ij · I · Sj (5.14)
where we have used the fact that the spin Si remains invariant under lattice inversion.
This implies
J[A]ij = I · J
[A]
ij · I = J
[B]
ij . (5.15)
It then follows that interactions for any tetrahedron t must be the same, regardless of
which tetrahedral sublattice it belongs to. Therefore we can safely write the Hamilto-
nian as a sum over tetrahedra with the same sublattice site labeling,
Htetex = ∑
i,j∈t
Si · Jij · Sj (5.16)
where Jij are given by Eq. (5.6), and the sum runs over all pairs of sites i, j in a given
tetrahedron t, which may now be of either sublattice.
The proof follows directly from this result [Eq. (5.16)]. For classical spins, [HAex,HBex] = 0,
and we can find a ground state ofHex by choosing any state that minimizes the energy
of a single tetrahedron, and repeating it over all A-sublattice (or B-sublattice) tetra-
hedra. Since every spin is shared between one A– and one B–sublattice tetrahedron,
the labeling of the sublattice sites are the same upon inversion symmetry, and the
Hamiltonians for A– or B–sublattices are equivalent [Eq. (5.16)], any classical spin-
configuration that minimizes the energy on one tetrahedral sublattice, simultaneously
minimizes the energy of the other tetrahedral sublattice. Now that it minimizes all
tetrahedra in the system, it is a ground state ofHex.
Or in other words, if we have a spin configuration {S0, S1, S2, S3} that minimizes A-
sublattice tetrahedron, then we can copy and paste it over all A-sublattice tetrahedra.
Automatically, the B-sublattice tetrahedra are in their ground states too. Hence, the
entire system is in its ground state.
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Therefore, there always exists a classical, q = 0 ground state of Hex [Eq. (5.3)], with 4-
sublattice long-range magnetic order, for arbitrary exchange interactions (J1, J2, J3, J4).
This is true in the presence of finite Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction J4 in particular.
Such q = 0 ground state has a finite, discrete degeneracy from the breaking of point-
group and time-reversal symmetries (in the case of classical spins, time-reversal cor-
responds to the inversion of all spins Si → −Si). This degeneracy must be at least 2
(time-reversal), and is typically 6 from C3 rotations ⊗ time-reversal, for the ordered
phases considered in this chapter.
5.2.5 Conditions for the uniqueness the q = 0 order — the “Lego–
brick” rules
The existence of a classical ground state of Hex [Eq. (5.3)] with 4-sublattice q = 0
magnetic order, for arbitrary exchange interactions (J1, J2, J3, J4) leads to an significant
simplification. It is much easier to determine the four-spin-configuration that mini-
mizes the energy of a single tetrahedron (as described in Section 5.3, below) than to
find the ground state of the entire system. However, as we shall see, many of inter-
esting properties of rare-earth pyrochlores arises when such a classical ground state is
not the unique one.
Here, let us first establish the condition for uniqueness of a 4–sublattice ground state,
up to the discrete degeneracy of the state itself. It amounts to the following procedure:
(1) identify the spin configurations that minimize the energy of a single tetrahedron;
(2) find out how these configurations can tile the entire lattice consistently.
For many purposes, it is convenient to think of such procedure as a set of “Lego–
brick” rules for fitting together spin-configurations on a lattice. These rules allow us
to determine the degeneracy of the ground states of the whole lattice, using the ground
states of a single tetrahedron.
The rules can be stated as follows:
1. If the spin on every site of the tetrahedron points in a different direction in each
of its classical ground–states, then the 4–sublattice ground state of the lattice is
unique up to global symmetry operations. In this case, the degeneracy of the
ground states of the lattice is the same as that of a single tetrahedron.
2. If, within the set of ground states for a single tetrahedron, there are two states
share the same spin orientation for a single site, the 4–sublattice ground state of
the lattice is not unique. In this case, the system undergoes a dimensional reduc-
tion into independent kagome planes, and the degeneracy of classical ground
states is at least as O(2L), where L is the linear size of the system.
3. If, within the set of ground states for a single tetrahedron, there are two states
which have the same spin orientation on two sites, the 4–sublattice ground state
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is also not unique. However in this case, the number of classical ground states
must grow as at least as O(2L2), corresponding to dimensional reduction into
independent chains of spins. In the special case of spin–ice, the corresponding
classical ground–state degeneracy is extensive.
Let us elaborate on these statements. The first rule guarantees the uniqueness of a
4-sublattice ground state, where the spin on every site of the tetrahedron points in a
different direction in each of its ground states. Hence, the only option to tile the entire
system consistently is to copy and paste the same configuration over the whole lattice.
Otherwise two neighboring tetrahedra will have conflict configuration for the spin
they share. Away from phase boundaries, this is always true for all of the 4-sublattice
q = 0 ordered phases discussed in this chapter.
In contrast, it is clear from Rules 2 and 3 that if two of the ground states of a single
tetrahedron share a common spin orientation on a given site, then it is always possible
to construct other ground states, with finite q. This is because after fixing the spin con-
figuration of the first tetrahedron, we have multiple options for the next neighboring
tetrahedron.
To give a concrete example of how these “Lego–brick” rules work, let us assume that
two different ground states for a single tetrahedron have identical orientation of the
spin on sublattice site 0, but different orientation of the spins on sites 1, 2 and 3. In this
case it is possible to divide the pyrochlore lattice into a set of parallel kagome planes,
containing spins associated with sublattice sites 1,2 and 3, separated by triangular-
lattice planes associated with site 0. Since each kagome plane can take on one of two
different spin configurations, the number of such ground states grows as 2NK , where
NK is the number of kagome planes. As different kagome planes are independent
from each other, the ground states encompass all possible q ‖ [111]. This is called di-
mensional reduction. Dimensional reduction of this type occurs on the classical phase
boundary between ordered FM and Palmer–Chalker phases, which is discussed in
Section 5.3.10 of this chapter.
An example where Rule 3 applies, and a set of independent chains emerges in the
ground state manifold, is the phase boundary between the Palmer–Chalker phase and
the non–coplanar antiferromagnet discussed in Section 5.3.8. However the “Lego–
brick” rules permit even larger ground–state degeneracies, as is known from the “two–
in, two–out" states, made famous by the spin–ice problem. In this case there are a total
of 6 possible ground states for a single tetrahedron, but each possible spin orientation,
on each site, belongs to 3 different ground states. According to Rule 3, the 4–sublattice
classical ground-state — a ferromagnet — should not be unique, and the total num-
ber of classical grounds states must grow as at least O(2L2). In fact, the ground–state
degeneracy of spin ice is extensive, scaling as Ωice ∼ (3/2)N/2 ∼ O(ecL
3
), where N is
the total number of sites in the lattice [71]. This manifold of spin–ice states includes





























Figure 5.3: The “Lego–brick” rules describing how the ground states of a single tetra-
hedron can be connected to tile the pyrochlore lattice. The two tetrahedra in the left
and right panels represent a pair of tetrahedra in distinct ground–state configurations.
Distinct spin orientations on the sites of each tetrahedron are denoted by letters A—
H. Three cases are shown. In case (1) all of the ground states for a single tetrahedron
have different spin orientations for any given site. This means that two tetrahedra in
distinct ground states cannot be joined together because they do not share a common
spin orientation on any site. In this case the 4–sublattice ground state of the lattice is
unique with q = 0 order, up to global symmetry operations. In case (2) there are two
ground states configurations for a tetrahedron which share a common spin orientation
on a single site, here denoted A. These tetrahedra can be joined together by sharing
the spin in orientation A. In this case the ground state of the lattice has a degeneracy
of at least O(2L). Indeed, successive kagome layers of spins can be independently in
BDC or FEG configurations. In case (3) there is a pair of ground states which share
common spin orientations on two sites, here denoted A and B. These tetrahedra can
be joined together by sharing the spin in orientation A or the spin in orientation B.
In this case the ground state of the lattice has a degeneracy of at least O(2L2). Figure
reproduced from Ref. [188].
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order definition in terms associated
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Table 5.2: Order parameters mλ, describing how the point-group symmetry of a single
tetrahedron within the pyrochlore lattice is broken by magnetic order. Order parame-
ters transform according to irreducible representations of the point-group Td, and are




i ), in the
global frame of the crystal axes — cf. Hex [Eq. (5.3)]. Labelling of spins within the
tetrahedron follows the convention of Ross et al. [190] — cf. Fig. 5.2. The notation Ψi
for ordered phases is taken from [192]. Table reproduced from Ref. [188].
5.3 Analysis of the classical phase diagram at T=0
5.3.1 Representation theory
Except in very specific points of the phase diagram, such as the Heisenberg model
(J1 = J2 = J, J3 = J4 = 0), the Hamiltonian Hex [Eq. (5.3)] does not possess any contin-
uous spin-rotation symmetry. The key to understanding its properties, therefore, is to
understand how different ordered states break the space-group symmetries of the py-
rochlore lattice. Our earlier observation that a classical ground state with q = 0 exists
for all possible (J1, J2, J3, J4) [Sec. 5.2.4] has made this task easier. It is therefore possi-
ble to restrict discussion to the point-group symmetries of the lattice, or even simpler,
of a tetrahedron.
In this section, we apply the representation theory analysis for these point-group op-
erations on the most generic pyrochlore lattice model of anisotropic nearest-neighbor
exchange, Hex [Eq. (5.3)]. This analysis achieve two things: it simplifies the Hamilto-
nian of a single tetrahedron Htetex [Eq. (5.16)] to a diagonal form, and it provides the
set of order parameters to characterize the q = 0, 4-sublattice ordered phases found in
real materials.
The point-group symmetry of the pyrochlore lattice is the cubic symmetry group Oh =
Td × I. Here Td is symmetry group of a single tetrahedron, and I = {ε, I}, where ε is
the identity and I is the lattice inversion introduced in Eq. (5.13). For classical spins it
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is sufficient to consider Td alone. The group Td has 24 elements [193]. They correspond
to the symmetries of the tetrahedron : 8× C3 — 2π3 rotation around a [111] axis; 3× C2
— π rotation around [100] axis; 6× S4 — π2 rotation around a [100] axis followed by
reflection in the same [100] plane; 6 × σd — reflection in [011] plane; and ε — the
identity [194].
The non-trivial irreducible representations of Td are labeled λ = { A2, E, T1, T2 }. The
different ways in which classical ground states of momentum q = 0 break the symme-
tries of a tetrahedron can be fully characterized by introducing order parameters mλ
which transform under them. These order parameters are linear combinations of spin
components, and can be expressed in either global coordinate frame of Hex [Eq. (5.3),
Table 5.2] or in the local coordinate frame ofHlocalex [Eq. (5.8), Table 5.3].
In terms of same set of irreps, the anisotropic exchange Hamiltonian Htetex [Eq. (5.16)]
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aA2 = −2J1 + J2 − 2(J3 + 2J4)
aE = −2J1 + J2 + J3 + 2J4
aT2 = −J2 + J3 − 2J4
aT1,A = 2J1 + J2




are determined by the parameters ofHex [Eq. (5.3)]. Equivalent expressions for aλ can
be found in terms of the parameters ofHlocalex [Eq. (5.8)].
The two irrep fields mT1,A and mT1,B can have a finite coupling aT1,AB 6= 0 between
them. It can be eliminated by a basis transformation that rotates the two irreps,
mT1,A′ = cos θT1 mT1,A − sin θT1 mT1,B
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Table 5.3: Order parameters mλ, describing how the point-group symmetry of a single
tetrahedron within the pyrochlore lattice is broken by magnetic order. Order parame-
ters are irreducible representations of the point-group Td, and are expressed in terms




i ), in the local frame of the
magnetic ions — cf. Hlocalex [Eq. (5.8)]. For convenience, in this table, the local axes
(xlocal, ylocal, zlocal) are simply written (x, y, z). Labelling of spins within the tetrahe-
dron follows the convention of Ross et al. [190] — cf. Fig. 5.2. Table reproduced from
Ref. [188].
with coefficients given in Table 5.4. Here we emphasize that H[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)] is an
exact transcription of Htetex [Eq. (5.16)] and not a phenomenological Landau theory. As
such,H[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)] is still subject to the constraint that every classical O(3) spin has
fixed length, but now written in a complicated form in terms of mλ
For the majority of the discussion in this chapter, we are concerned with classical vec-
tors Si representing a (pseudo)spin-1/2, with
S = 1/2 , (5.22)
in which case the spin-norm constraint is
|Si|2 = 1/4 . (5.23)










1 − S22 − S23 = 0
S20 − S21 + S22 − S23 = 0
S20 − S21 − S22 + S23 = 0 . (5.24)
The constraints of fixed spin-length, Eq. (5.24), plays a crucial role in determining the
allowed classical ground states, as we will discuss below.
A note to add here is that the addition of a single–ion anisotropy term −D(S · zlocali )2
can also be included in the analysis by a simple modification of the coefficients aλ in
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Figure 5.4: Classical ground state phase diagram of Hex [Eq. (5.3)] for J3 < 0, J4 = 0,
as a function of (J1, J2)/|J3|. In the absence of fluctuations, the ground states are a
non-collinear FM transforming with the T1 irrep of Td; a one–dimensional manifold of
states transforming with the E irrep of Td; and the Palmer–Chalker phase, a coplanar
antiferromagnet transforming with the T2 irrep of Td. All three phases have long-range
4-sublattice order. Analytical expressions for the boundaries between phases are given
in Eq. (5.29–5.31), with coefficients aλ defined in Table 5.4. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [188].
H[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)], So it does not affect any of the conclusions reached about ground
states in the rest of this section. However, since interactions of this form contribute
only to a trivial energy constant for a Kramers doublet, we will ignore this point fur-
ther here.
5.3.2 General considerations
Given the existence of at least one classical ground state with q = 0, 4-sublattice order,
it is straightforward to determine the ground-state phase diagram directly from the
diagonalized HamiltonianH[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)]. The method developed in what follows is
very general and can be applied for arbitrary (J1, J2, J3, J4). However, for concreteness,
we concentrate on the case
J3 < 0 , J4 ≡ 0 , (5.25)
which is of particular experimental relevance to known pyrochlore materials, leading
to the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.
The classical ground states of H[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)] can be found by the following proce-
dure. First we identify the irrep λ∗ for which aλ∗ takes on the minimum value among
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Figure 5.5: Classical ground-state phase diagram for a pyrochlore magnet with
anisotropic exchange interactions. The model considered is the most general nearest–
neighbour exchange Hamiltonian on the pyrochlore lattice Hex [Eq. (5.3)], with sym-
metric off-diagonal exchange J3 < 0, and vanishing Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tions (J4 = 0). There are four distinct ordered phases, illustrated in the insets of Fig. 5.6.
Points correspond to published estimates of parameters for Yb2Ti2O7 [[190]], Er2Ti2O7
[[166]], and Er2Sn2O7 [[171]], setting J4 = 0. The white circle corresponds to the path
through parameter space shown in Fig. 5.6. Figure reproduced from Ref. [188].
coefficient definition in terms of definition in terms of
of |mλ|2 parameters ofHex [Eq. (5.3)] parameters ofHlocalex [Eq. (5.8)]
aA2 −2J1 + J2 − 2(J3 + 2J4) 3Jzz
aE −2J1 + J2 + J3 + 2J4 −6J±
aT2 −J2 + J3 − 2J4 2J± − 4J±±
(2J1 + J2) cos2(θT1)
1
3(4J± + 8J±± + 8
√
2Jz± − Jzz) cos2(θT1)
aT1,A′ −(J2 + J3 − 2J4) sin
2(θT1) +
2
3(1J± + 2J±± − 4
√






3 (−2J± − 4J±± + 2
√
2Jz± − Jzz) sin(2θT1)
(2J1 + J2) sin2(θT1)− 13(4J± + 8J±± + 8
√
2Jz± − Jzz) sin2(θT1)
aT1,B′ (J2 + J3 − 2J4) cos
2(θT1) −23(1J± + 2J±± − 4
√






3 (−2J± − 4J±± + 2
√
2Jz± − Jzz) sin(2θT1)
Table 5.4: Coefficients aλ of the scalar invariants |mλ|2 appearing in H
[Td]
ex [Eq. (5.21)].
Coefficients are expressed as a function of (J1, J2, J3, J4), the parameters of
Hex [Eq. (5.3)]; and (Jzz, J±, J±±, Jz±), the parameters of Hlocalex [Eq. (5.8)], with the
canting angle θT1 defined in Eq. (5.20). The classical ground states of Hex [Eq. (5.3)]
can be found by identifying the coefficient(s) aλ with the lowest value, and imposing
the constraint of fixed spin-length, Eq. (5.24), on the associated mλ. Table reproduced
from Ref. [188].
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Figure 5.6: Finite-temperature phase diagram for a pyrochlore magnet with
anisotropic exchange interactions. The model considered is Hex [Eq. (5.3)], with
J1 = 3|J3| cos θ, J2 = 3|J3| sin θ, J3 < 0, and J4 ≡ 0, corresponding to the white circle in
Fig. 5.5. Points show finite temperature phase transitions found from classical Monte
Carlo simulations. The four ordered phases, Palmer–Chalker (Ψ4), non-collinear ferro-
magnetic (FM), coplanar antiferromagnetic (Ψ3) and non-coplanar antiferromagnetic
(Ψ2), are illustrated at the top of the figure. Each of these phases is six-fold degenerate,
with zero crystal momentum, and is completely specified by the spin configuration in
a single tetrahedron. Figure reproduced from Ref. [188].
all aλ. Then we impose the constraint on the total length of the spin [Eq. (5.24)] on











m2λ = 1 . (5.26)
Such an approach is viable because each individual order parameter mλ (or the norm
of it) can reach its maximum value of 1 within physical spin configurations
max m2λ = 1 . (5.27)
This method of determining the classical ground state is completely general and, once
generalized to the lattice, is not restricted to conventionally ordered states [178, 181].
If a single aλ∗ takes on the minimum value, then the ground state corresponds to
m2λ∗ = 1, for other λs m
2
λ = 0 (5.28)
In the case J3 < 0 , J4 ≡ 0, the coefficients aλ with the lowest values can be aE, aT1A′ , or
aT2 , and the corresponding q = 0 ordered ground states have E, T1 and T2 symmetry.
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The boundaries between these phases occur where
aT2 = aE < aT2 , aT1B′ , aA2
⇒ J2 = J1 > 0 (5.29)
aT2 = aT1,A′ < aE, aT1B′ , aA2
⇒ J2 = −J1 > 0 (5.30)





as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. This is the phase diagram for the classical system at T = 0
exactly.
In the following, we study the classical ground states with E, T1 and T2 symmetry in
more detail, paying particular attention to the physics on phase boundaries. There
we have degenerate aλ1 and aλ2 that are both minimal, hence more than one order
parameter can take on a finite value,. The case of “all–in, all out” ground state is not
considered here. It is a simple Ising–type order with two degenerate ground states.
“All–in, all out” order has a finite value of the order parameter mA2 [cf Table 5.3],
which requires aA2 to be the lowest coefficient. This only occurs for J4 > 0 and/or
J3 > 0, and so falls outside the interested phase diagram of this chapter.
5.3.3 Non-collinear FM with T1 symmetry
We start by studying what happens when interactions are predominantly ferromag-
netic (i.e. J1, J2 < 0), as in Yb2Ti2O7 [190] — cf. Table 5.5. For most of this region,
as might be expected, the classical ground state configuration is a state with a finite
magnetisation. This is the ground state throughout the region bounded by aT1,A′ = aT2
[Eq. (5.30)] , and aT1,A′ = aE [Eq. (5.31)] — cf. Fig. 5.4. Here the energy is minimised by
requiring
m2T1,A′ = 1 (5.32)
and
mA2 = mE = mT2 = mT1B′ = 0 (5.33)


























Figure 5.7: Spin-configuration in the 4-sublattice non-collinear FM phase, transform-
ing with the T1 irrep of Td : (a) viewed along the [001] axis; (b) viewed slightly off the
[110] axis. The magnetisation is aligned with the [001] axis. Spins are canted into the
plane perpendicular to this, with canting angle θT1 . The canting is of an “ice-like” form
such that the projection of the spin configuration onto a [001] plane has two spins ori-
ented into the tetrahedron and two oriented out, as shown in (a). Figure reproduced
from Ref. [188].
Translating back in terms of spins, these are 6, non-collinear ferromagnetic (FM) ground


































where θT1 is given by Eq. (5.20) and, following Eq. (5.22), S = 1/2.
The magnetisation of this FM ground state, illustrated in Fig. 5.7, is parallel to the [001]
axis. But the spins are canted away from this axis, in an “ice-like” manner, so their
canting cancel out. This state has been identified as the ground state in Yb2Sn2O7,
where it was referred to as a “splayed FM” [174]. It is also observed in most samples
of Yb2Ti2O7 which order at low temperature [164, 195–201] although a different form
of canting has been reported in Ref. [202]. It is also the observed ordered state of the
Tb based pyrochlore Tb2Sn2O7 [203, 204].
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Example of a spin configuration within the one–dimensional manifold of
states transforming with the E irrep of Td : (a) viewed along [001] axis; (b) viewed
slightly off the [110] axis. The manifold possesses 4-sublattice long-range order, with
spins lying in the “XY” plane perpendicular to the local [111] axis at each site. The
manifold is continuous, and can be parameterised with a single angle θE. The manifold
can be generated by a clockwise rotation of all spins around their respective local axes.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [188].
5.3.4 One–dimensional manifold of states with E symmetry
For a wide range of parameters with predominant antiferromagnetic “XY” interactions
J1 > 0, the classical ground state of H
[Td]
ex [Eq. (5.21)] is a one–dimensional manifold
of states which transforms with the E irrep of Td. These ground states occur in a
region bounded by aE = aT1,A′ [Eq. (5.31)] and aE = aT2 [Eq. (5.29)] [Fig. 5.4] and is
characterised by spins lying in the local “XY” plane normal to the local z-axis in [111]-
direction on each site [cf Eqs. (5.7,5.7,5.7)].
For this range of parameters, the classical ground state energy can be minimised by
setting
m2E = 1 (5.37)
and
mA2 = mT2 = mT1A′ = mT1B′ = 0 . (5.38)
These solutions automatically satisfy all the constraints on the total length of the spin
Eq. (5.24) and can be conveniently parametrized by θE as
mE = (cos θE, sin θE) . (5.39)
Therefore, the ground state is a continuous, one–dimensional manifold of states pa-
rameterised by the single angle 0 ≤ θE < 2π. The spin configuration in this manifold
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Spin configuration in the 4-sublattice non-coplanar antiferromagnet, Ψ2,
selected by fluctuations from the one–dimensional manifold of states transforming
with E : (a) viewed along [001] axis; (b) viewed slightly off the [110] axis. At the phase
boundary with the Palmer–Chalker phase, each of the six Ψ2 ground states can be
transformed continuously into a Palmer–Chalker state without leaving the ground–























































































in which the spins lie in the local “XY” plane [cf. Eqs. (5.7) and (5.7)].
5.3.5 Non-coplanar antiferromagnet Ψ2, with E symmetry
The degeneracy of the one-dimensional ground state manifold in the E symmetry is
exact at zero temperature. However the system normally orders at small finite tem-
perature, which requires additional analysis.
For example, it is now well–understood that for the model parametrized by Er2Ti2O7,
quantum fluctuations [166, 167, 191], classical thermal fluctuations at low temperature
[165] and thermal fluctuations near the ordering temperature [168, 205] fluctuations all
act within the one–dimensional manifold of classical ground states described in Sec-
tion 5.3.4, to select a fixed non–coplanar antiferromagnet state in the one-dimensional
manifold, Ψ2, which is illustrated in Fig. (5.9). Structural disorder, meanwhile, favours
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the coplanar antiferromagnet, Ψ3 [206, 207], which are on other points of the one-
dimensional manifold. It is illustrated in Fig. (5.10). Together, these two states Ψ2 and
Ψ3 form a basis for the E irrep of Td [192].
The Ψ2 ground states are six-fold degenerate, with spins canted symmetrically out of
the [100] plane. The six spin configurations for Ψ2 states are the points of θE = nπ3 ,
n = 0, 1, 2 . . . 5 in Eq. (5.40).
The Ψ2 state is characterised by the primary order parameter mE [cf. Table 5.2], and
additionally by cE > 0, where (cf. Refs. [205, 208])
cE = 〈cos 6θE〉. (5.41)
Symmetry allows fluctuations to induce a finite value of mA2 in the Ψ2 phase [209], but
classically this must vanish at T → 0 since the energy is minimised by requiringmA2 =
0 within the region of phase diagram of the Ψ2 state.
5.3.6 Coplanar antiferromagnet, Ψ3, with E symmetry
For parameters bordering on the non-collinear FM phase, fluctuations select another
state, the coplanar antiferromagnet, Ψ3, out of the one–dimensional manifold of states
of symmetry E. The Ψ3 ground states are six-fold degenerate, with spins lying in a
common [100] plane.
The six spin configurations for Ψ3 states are the points of θE =
(2n+1)π
6 , n = 0, 1, 2 . . . 5
in Eq. (5.40).
They are characterised by a finite value of the order parameter mE [cf Table 5.2], and
additionally cE < 0 [cf. Eq. (5.41)]. An example of a typical spin configuration is
shown in Fig. (5.10).
Taken together Ψ2 and Ψ3 form a complete basis for the E irrep of Td.
5.3.7 Palmer–Chalker phase, Ψ4, with T2 symmetry
In a region bounded by aT2 = aT1,A′ [Eq. (5.30)] and aT2 = aE [Eq. (5.29)] — cf. Fig. 5.4
— the energy is minimised by constraints
m2T2 = 1 (5.42)
and
mA2 = mE = mT1A′ = mT1B′ = 0 (5.43)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: Spin configuration in the 4-sublattice coplanar antiferromagnet, Ψ3, se-
lected by fluctuations from the one–dimensional manifold of states transforming with
E : (a) viewed along [001] axis; (b) viewed slightly off the [110] axis. At the phase
boundary with the non-collinear FM phase, each of the six Ψ3 ground states can be
transformed continuously into a non-collinear FM state, without leaving the ground–
state manifold. Figure reproduced from Ref. [188].
The constraints on the total length of the spin, Eq. (5.24), further imply that
m2T2 = 1 (5.44)
myT2m
z
T2 = 0 (5.45)
mxT2m
z
T2 = 0 (5.46)
mxT2m
y
T2 = 0 (5.47)











Within these ground states, spins are arranged in helical manner in a common [100]




































This phase is dubbed the “Palmer–Chalker" phase, first observed as the ground state of
a model with antiferromagnetic nearest neighbour Heisenberg interactions and long-
range dipolar interactions on the pyrochlore lattice [210]. The 6 degenerate ground
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Spin configuration in the 4-sublattice Palmer–Chalker phase, Ψ4, trans-
forming with the T2 irrep of Td : (a) viewed along [001] axis; (b) viewed slightly off the
[110] axis. At the phase boundary with the Ψ2 phase, each of the six Palmer–Chalker
ground states can be transformed continuously into a Ψ2 state. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [188].
states in this phase are also described by the basis vectors Ψ4,5,6 [192], which are all
equivalent by symmetry. For simplicity we refer to this phase as Ψ4, but it should be
noted that all three basis vectors Ψ4,5,6 are equivalent ground states.
The Palmer-Chalker states are superficially similar to the Ψ3 states [Sec. 5.3.6], since in
both cases the states are coplanar, antiferromagnet configurations with all spins lying
in a [100] plane. However, their symmetry properties must be different, since they
transform according to different irreps of Td. One example of the different symmetry
properties is their transformation under the 3 C2 rotations around 〈100〉 axes. The
Ψ3 configurations are invariant under all such rotations. The PC states are invariant
under one of such rotations, i.e., the one around the axis normal to all the spins. But
they reverse all spin orientations under the other two rotations.
5.3.8 Boundary between Palmer–Chalker phase and the one–dimensional
manifold of states with E symmetry
So far we have identified all the ordered phases in the phase diagram. In the follow-
ing, we will examine the more interesting physics on the phase boundary, where the
degeneracy of ground states are enlarged.
The boundary between the Palmer–Chalker phase and the one–dimensional manifold
of states with E symmetry are located on the line of aE = aT2 , and both of them being




T2 = 1 (5.50)
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Figure 5.12: Structure of the ground state manifold at the boundary between the
Palmer–Chalker (PC) phase and the one–dimensional manifold of states with E sym-
metry. The black circle denotes the manifold of E–symmetry ground states, including
the six Ψ2 ground states (black dots). At the boundary with the PC phase, this mani-
fold branches at the Ψ2 states, to connect with three, additional, one–dimensional man-
ifolds. These manifolds in turn interpolate to the six Palmer–Chalker ground states
with T2 symmetry (red dots). An exactly equivalent picture holds on the boundary
between the non-collinear ferromagnet (FM), and the one–dimensional manifold of
states with E symmetry. However in this case the different manifolds intersect at the
Ψ3 states. Figure reproduced from Ref. [188].
and
mA2 = mT1A′ = mT1B′ = 0. (5.51)
Substituting
mE = mE(cos θE, sin θE) , (5.52)

























T2 = 0. (5.53)
It can be easily shown that there are no solutions to Eqs. (5.53) where more than one
component of mT2 is finite. There are, however, three distinct one–dimensional mani-
folds emerging as the new ground states. They connect pairs of Palmer–Chalker states
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where the angles α, β and γ run from 0 to 2π.



































































where α = 0, π are points of the Ψ2 ground states with θE = 0, π, and α = π/2, 3π/2
are points of the six Palmer–Chalker ground states. These manifolds are illustrated in
Fig. 5.12.
Applying of the “Lego–brick” rules given in Section 5.2.5, the ground state degeneracy
on this phase boundary is at least O(2L2). This follows from the observation that, on
the boundary, the Palmer–Chalker ground states Ψ4 share two spin configurations
with the neighbouring Ψ3 states. This, in turn, is connected with the O(L2) number of
zero modes in the spin wave expansions around the Ψ2 configurations.
We note that a special limit of this phase boundary is studied for strictly XY spins (i.e.
with infinite easy–plane anisotropy) in Ref. [211], where the same structure of ground
state manifolds was found.
5.3.9 Boundary between the non-collinear ferromagnet and the one–
dimensional manifold of states with E symmetry
The boundary between the non-collinear ferromagnet and the one–dimensional man-
ifold of states with E symmetry occurs when aE = aT1,A′ and both of them remain
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minimal [cf. Eq. (5.31)]. In this case,H[Td]ex [Eq. (5.21)] is minimised by constraints
m2T1,A′ + m
2
E = 1 (5.58)
and
mA2 = mT1,B′ = mT2 = 0. (5.59)








and impose the constraint Eq. (5.24). We then obtain


































where θT1 is the fixed canting angle [Eq. (5.20)], and θE is the variable angle parameter
for the U(1) manifold [Eq. (5.39)]. For the parameters considered here, the quantities
µ(θT1) and ν(θT1) are always finite.
Enlarged ground state manifold isomorphic to those developed for the boundary with
the Palmer–Chalker phase, give us three more 1D manifolds in addition to the one
associated with the E phase. However, in this case the intersections of the manifolds
are located at θE =
(2n+1)π
6 , corresponding to the Ψ3 states. This qualitatively explains
the model’s general entropic preference for Ψ3 states in the region proximate to the
ferromagnetic phase.
A typical spin configuration for one of the three connecting manifolds, parameterised
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(− cos(η) + sin(η) sin(θT1)),
1√
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(− cos(η)− sin(η) sin(θT1)),
1√
2













Here η = 0 corresponds to the Ψ3 ground state with θE = π/2, and η = π/2 to one of
the six FM ground states.
We noted that an equivalent ground–state manifold was studied by Canals and coau-
thors [212], and also by Chern [208], in the context the Heisenberg antiferromagnet
with Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactions on the pyrochlore lattice. Their case corre-
sponds to a single point on the phase boundary considered in this section.
5.3.10 Boundary between the Palmer–Chalker phase and the non-
collinear ferromagnet
Finally, we study the boundary between the Palmer–Chalker phase and the non-collinear
ferromagnet. It occurs when aT2 = aT1,A′ and are both minimal [cf. Eq. (5.30)]. In this






mA2 = mE = mT1,B′ = 0. (5.64)
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2 cos(θT1)− sin(θT1))(mT1A′ ×mT2)z = 0
(5.65)
where θT1 is defined in Eq. (5.20).
We can show that the ground state manifold on the neighborhood of the Palmer–
Chalker state points is locally two–dimensional. To see this, consider small deviations








and expand the constraint Eq. (5.65) to linear order in δm. Generally, we find two
linearly–independent solutions for (δmT2 , δmT1A′ ), hence the manifold in the vicinity




In contrast, if we expand around a state (m̃0T2 , m̃
0
T1A′
) where both order parameters are






= m̃0zT1A′ = 0 (5.67)
one of the Eqs. (5.65) is satisfied trivially, leaving three constraints acting on six vari-




This set of ground states on the tetrahedron includes multiple states where one of
the spins has the same direction. Following the “Lego–brick” rule described in Sec-
tion 5.2.5, this means that neighbouring kagome planes can be decoupled in the ground
state and there is a ground state degeneracy of at least O(2L).
5.3.11 All–in, all–out order with A2 symmetry
In the Sections 5.3.3-5.3.10 we have discussed the different types of ordered, classical
ground state which can occur for J3 < 0, J4 = 0 and their phase boundaries in detail. A
more general choice of parameters, with J4 > 0 or J3 > 0, allows for situations where
the lowest parameter inHtetex [Eq. (5.21)] is aA2 .
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Yb2Ti2O7 [190] Er2Ti2O7 [166] Er2Sn2O7 [171]
J1 −0.09 meV 0.11 meV 0.07 meV
J2 −0.22 meV −0.06 meV 0.08 meV
J3 −0.29 meV −0.10 meV −0.11 meV
J4 0.01 meV −0.003 meV 0.04 meV
Jzz 0.17 meV −0.025 meV 0
J± 0.05 meV 0.065 meV 0.014 meV
J±± 0.05 meV 0.042 meV 0.074 meV
Jz± −0.14 meV −0.009 meV 0
Table 5.5: Estimates of the parameters for anisotropic near-neighbour exchange,
taken from experiments on Yb2Ti2O7 [190], Er2Ti2O7 [166], and Er2Sn2O7 [171].
Values are quoted for exchange interactions in both the crystal coordinate frame
Hex [Eq. (5.3)], and the local coordinate frame, Hlocalex [Eq. (5.8)], following the nota-
tion of Ross et al. [190]. An alternative set of parameters for Yb2Ti2O7 has recently
been proposed by Robert et al. [199]. Table reproduced from Ref. [188].
In this case, the ground state will have q = 0 4-sublattice order with a finite value of
the order parameter mA2 [Table 5.2]. As one can see from the definition of the order
parameters, it is a type of order that is particularly simple, with all spins aligned along
the local [111] axes, and all of them pointing either into, or out of, tetrahedra on the
A-sublattice simultaneously. This type of order is commonly referred to as “all–in, all–
out” state, and is observed in some pyrochlore magnets, including Nd2Zr2O7 [213].
We will not discuss it further in here, except for mentioning the following fact. Since
the order parameter mA2 is a scalar, the finite–temperature phase transitions are ex-
pected to belong to the Ising universality class, in the absence of a first order phase
transition.
5.4 Application to materials
The anisotropic nearest–neighbour exchange model studied in this chapter,Hex [Eq. (5.3)],
has been used to describe a number of pyrochlore oxides with considerable success.
In the case of Yb2Ti2O7, Hex [Eq. (5.3)] has been shown to give excellent descriptions
of spin-wave spectra measured in magnetic field [190]. Thermodynamic quantities,
calculated from Hex [Eq. (5.3)] using the parameters from [190], also match well with
experiments [214, 215].
Parameters for Er2Ti2O7 have been extracted from similar inelastic neutron scattering
experiments[166], and also from results of the field-dependence of magnetisation at
low temperature [216]. The model Hex [Eq. (5.3)], using parameters taken from neu-
tron scattering [166], has been shown to give good agreement to the observed spin
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wave spectrum in Er2Ti2O7. It is consistent with quantum order–by–disorder sce-
nario [166]. Anisotropic nearest–neighbour exchange parameters for Er2Sn2O7 have
also been estimated from tge magnetization curve measurements [171].
Representative estimates of the exchange parameters (J1, J2, J3, J4) taken from experi-
ment on Yb2Ti2O7 [190], Er2Ti2O7 [166], and Er2Sn2O7 [171], are listed in Table 5.5. The
typical scale of interactions is at |J| ∼ 0.1 meV (i.e. |J| ∼ 1 K), with typical uncertainty
estimated to be δJ ∼ 0.02 meV (i.e. δJ ∼ 0.2 K) [166, 171, 190]. In all of these cases,
the off-diagonal exchange interaction J3 is negative, and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction J4 is smaller.
Consequently, in Yb2Ti2O7, we find ferromagnetic order close to the competing “Ψ3”
and “Ψ2” states, which manifest themselves in the “rod” structures seen in neutron
scattering. These “rod” structures implies very low energy cost for the system to tun-
nel into other states. Meanwhile, in Er2Ti2O7, we find that the reason fluctuations
select the well–established “Ψ2” ground state [165–167], is its proximity to a neigh-
boring Palmer–Chalker phase. And in the case of Er2Sn2O7, we observe that fluctua-
tions of Palmer–Chalker order predominate, but that all forms of magnetic order are
strongly suppressed by its proximity of a degenerate ground-state manifold connected
to neighbouring “Ψ2” states.
Crucially, the core message is that the “accidental” degeneracies arising at boundaries
of different phases with different symmetries play a critical role in determining the
properties of these materials. The symmetry-based approach allows us to system-
atically explore the enlarged ground-state manifolds on these phase boundaries and
determine the non-trivial physical effects.
The common theme which emerges is of systems “living on the edge” — the physical
properties of materials showing one type of magnetic order being heavily influenced
by the proximity of another, competing, ordered phase.
5.5 Conclusion
Rare-earth pyrochlore oxides are a veritable treasure trove for novel physical phenom-
ena, ranging from classical and quantum spin liquids, to dimensional reduction, and
phases governed by order–by–disorder effects. In this chapter we have constructed
a general theory of the symmetry breaking order parameters, and used it to analyze
the effects of multiple–phase competition in materials with anisotropic exchange in-
teractions on the pyrochlore lattice. We have shown how it can be applied to explain
the physics some specific materials : Er2Ti2O7, Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Sn2O7. The recurring
theme throughout this analysis is of materials “living on the edge”, in the sense of hav-
ing properties which are dictated by the competition between neighbouring phases of
magnetic order.
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Starting from a very general model of interactions between nearest–neighbour spins
on the pyrochlore lattice, Hex [Eq. (5.3)], we have used an analysis based on point–
group symmetry to identify the order parameters, diagonalize the Hamiltonian, and
finally establish the exact, classical, ground–state phase diagram [Sections 5.2 and
5.3]. We provide a complete classification of possible four–sublattice ordered states
at q = 0, according to the way they break the symmetry of a single tetrahedron. More-
over, using the “Lego–brick” rules explained in Section 5.2.5, we can to identify the
conditions under which the classical ground state manifold undergoes dimensional
reductions into independent planes or chains of spins, opening the door to exotic phys-
ical phenomena.
We have given particularly careful analysis of the ground–state manifolds in the case
of the symmetric off diagonal exchange J3 < 0 and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction J4 = 0 [Section 5.3]. From the experimental parameterisations of exchange
interactions for multiple Kramers pyrochlores [166, 171, 190], this case is of particular
experimental relevance. We have elucidated the nature of the enlarged ground state
manifolds at the phase boundaries of this model, and shown that it is them that drive
much of the physics of the surrounding regions of parameter space.
From a theoretical perspective, this work highlights the importance of large, ground–
state degeneracies which are not related to the well–studied examples of spin ice, or
of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a pyrochlore lattice. These degeneracies, which
emerge in a number of different phase boundaries of Hex [Eq. (5.3)], could lead to
novel physics of classical or quantum spin liquid, as well as entirely new forms of
classical and quantum order [181]. One of such cases, where fluctuations lead to a
spin–liquid described by a rank–2 tensor field with a continuous gauge symmetry, has
been developed in Ref. [178]. In the next chapter, we will utilize the tools to develop




Rank-2 U(1) spin liquid on breathing py-
rochlore lattice
6.1 Introduction
In previous chapter, we have built our analysis based on the symmetry breaking sce-
nario. As we pointed out, the physics becomes more exotic on the boundary of two
phases.
Generally, in each symmetry-breaking phase, the number of ground states is of or-
der O(1), where the degeneracy comes from finite, discrete symmetries. In the case
of 4-sublattice, q = 0 order on the pyrochlore lattice, considered in Chapter. 5, the
degeneracy is six-fold, coming from the cubic reflectional and rotational symmetries.
On the phase boundary where two (or more) phases meet, the ground state manifold
is enlarged. It includes both the ground states in the two (or more) phases, and ad-
ditional ones that connect them. Sometimes, the number of additional ground states
is infinite in the thermodynamic limit. In some cases, the infinity of the ground-state
number is measured by continuous, global symmetries, and does not scale with the
volume of the system when the system size is finite. For example, see Sec. 5.3.4 in
Chapter 5.
In more exceptional cases, the infinity is of higher order, and proportional to the ex-
ponential of the system volume for finite-sized systems. This implies that there are
local operations that tunnel one ground state to another. For example, see spin ice in-
troduced in Chapter 1. In these cases, the ground states are defined not by symmetry-
breaking order parameters, but by local Gauss’s law-like constraints on the fluctuating
order parameters. These are the classical spin liquids.
As we explained, a classical spin liquid at T = 0 has an exponentially large ground
state manifold. the ground states are constrained by the local Gauss’s law, which is
not enough to kill all degrees of freedom. It is thus an interesting question: how to
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derive the Gauss’s law from the symmetry breaking analysis?
Such advancement of analysis should help us understand known spin liquids on the
pyrochlore lattice better. Furthermore, one should be able to use it to find out more
spin liquids — not relying on trial and error, but in a more systematic way. This is
what we will achieve in the chapter.
To be more specific, we will realize a rank-2 U(1) spin liquid on the breathing py-
rochlore lattice. Rank-2 U(1) gauge theories have recently been highlighted by its ex-
otic forms of emergent electrodynamics [36, 79–81], where electric and magnetic fields
have the form of rank–2 (or higher–rank) tensors.
The gauge sectors were initially proposed as a special version of Lifshitz gravity of
z = 2 and z = 3 [134]. They have modified conservation laws and gauge symmetries
inherited from the linearized version of diffeomorphism, resulting in some remarkable
properties.
Later, the charged excitations dubbed “fractons” are studied in further detail. They
have constrained mobility, and characterize a new class of “geometrical” order [34, 83–
86, 217–221] beyond our conventional knowledge of topological order. Fracton models
are also linked to quantum stabilizer codes [119, 222], holography [48], gravity/elas-
ticity duality [100, 223].
None the less, these desirable properties come at a price: the local constraint required
has a tensor character. As a consequence, prototypical models of fractons are based
on complex, multiple-spin interactions [36, 83–86], with only a handful of proposals
motivated by experiment [220, 224, 225]. In the case of gapless higher–rank gauge
theories, only a few concrete models exist [80, 134, 226], and even less is known about
how to achieve such a phase in a real material. For this reason, realizing an emergent
higher–rank electrodynamics in experiment presents a significant challenge.
In this chapter, we show how the classical limit of a canonical rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1] spin
liquid can arise naturally in a breathing pyrochlore magnet. We study the Heisenberg
antiferromagnet (HAF) model on a breathing pyrochlore lattice, perturbed by weak
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM) interactions [Fig. 6.1]. These interactions are relatively
simple, and experimentally motivated. First we establish that low–energy fluctuations
can be described using a matrix electric field satisfying the Gauss’s laws required by a
R2–U1 gauge theory. This is done using the analytical tools we developed.
We then use classical Monte Carlo simulation to confirm the theoretical analysis, and
to examine how a R2–U1 spin liquid could be identified in experiment. We find that
4–fold pinch points (4FPP) singularities, a characteristic spin-spin correlation pattern
of the R2–U1 state [227], become visible in polarised neutron scattering. In earlier
works by Slagle, Gabor, You et al., some experimentally oriented models with bilin-
ear interactions to realize gapped, fracton topological orders were discussed. Our
results complement them by providing an example of a gapless R2–U1 state, also in
an experimentally–motivated context.
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6.2 Rank–2 U(1) gauge theory
Here, following [36, 79], we review the relationship between electric, gauge and mag-
netic fields within the rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1] electrodynamics considered in this chapter.
We first introduce the classical rank-2 electrostatics and its Gauss’s laws that is realized
in our work. We also discuss the quantum dynamics of the theory, which is beyond
the scope of this model but nevertheless essential for future developments.
The starting point is an electric field described by a symmetric, traceless rank–2 tensor
field,
Eij = Eji, Eii = 0. (6.1)
Here we do not distinguish super and subscript since we are dealing exclusively with
spacial indices, and the Einstein summation rule is used on repeated indices.
The low energy sector of the electric field has vanishing vector charge,
∂iEij = 0. (6.2)
Retrospectively, the reason that we choose the traceless, vector-charged version of R2-
U1 is that the required spin-spin interactions for this case are particularly simple, mak-
ing it an attractive model for experiments. Within this framework, it is also possible to
realize the traceful version of vector-charged R2-U1, but the interactions required are
more complicated. This approach so far does not support realization of scalar charged
R2-U1, as the double derivatives only arise in our coarse-grained field theory analysis
at higher order.
We will show, in this chapter, the proper rank-2 tensor with the corresponding Gauss’s
laws as a classical spin liquid system are achieved on a classical spin model.
A quantum spin liquid requires quantum dynamics in addition to the emergent Gauss’s
law. Broadly speaking, the dynamics play the role of B2 term in electrodynamics. They
are to tunnel different classical spin liquid states between each other, leading to a long-
range entangled quantum ground state and gapless photon excitations.
As in conventional electrodynamics, the conjugate of E is the rank-two gauge field A,
which also has to be symmetric in order to match the degrees of freedom,
Aij = Aji. (6.3)
These traceless and charge-free conditions [Eqs. 6.1,6.2] determine the form of gauge
transformation in the following way. Consider a state described by the wave-function
|Ψ(A)〉 . (6.4)
We take a low energy configuration of E obeying the Gauss’s laws (Eqs. (6.1,6.2)) and
construct a symmetrized operator that is equivalent to identity. The action of this
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|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 . (6.5)






|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A)〉 . (6.6)





|Ψ(A)〉 = |Ψ(A +∇⊗ λ + (∇⊗ λ)T)〉 . (6.7)
That is, the charge-free wave function in the low energy sector is invariant under the
gauge transformation
A→ A +∇⊗ λ + (∇⊗ λ)T, i.e., Aij → Aij + ∂iλj + ∂iλj. (6.8)





|Ψ(A)〉 = 0. (6.9)
can be used to derive to another gauge symmetry
Aij → Aij + γδij. (6.10)
The magnetic field is obtained by finding the simplest gauge-invariant quantity by
combing partial derivatives and the gauge fields, as explained in Sec. 1.4 of Chap-
ter 1. In this case, it is found to have three derivatives acting on the gauge field, as we




[εjab(∂a∂k∂i Abk − ∂a∂2Abi)
+ εiab(∂a∂k∂j Abk − ∂a∂2Abj)].
(6.11)
Finally, the Gauss’s law, the traceless and symmetric conditions of the electric field can
be used to derive the charge and multipole conservation laws:ˆ




dv εijkEjk = 0 (6.13)ˆ
dv~x ·~ρ = −
ˆ








In this case, a vector charge excitation is fully fractonic, i.e., the Gauss’s laws forbid any
dynamics that moves the vector charge in the bulk. This comes from the second and
third equations, in which both the “dipole” and “angular momentum” of the vector
charge is conserved.
More details of the theory of R2–U1 phases are discussed in detail in Refs. [79, 81]. The
quantum dynamics are not realized in our model.
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6.3 Rank 2 U(1) Gauss’s law on the breathing pyrochlore
model
6.3.1 The breathing pyrochlore model
Our goal is to find a classical spin model that realizes the electrostatic sector of the R2-
U1 theory [Eqs. (6.1,6.2)] as its low-energy effective action. The analytical approach of
this work closely follows Refs. [178, 181, 228].
Here, we consider a spin system on a breathing pyrochlore lattice. “Breathing” means
the A– and B–sublattice tetrahedra have different sizes, and consequently the spins
have different interactions [Fig. 6.1].
Breathing–pyrochlore magnets were first studied as a tractable limit of the pyrochlore
HAF [229–232], but have since been realised in several families of materials [233–240],
which motivates us to use this model. To date, most theoretical work has concentrated
on spin-rotation SU(2)–invariant models [229–232, 241–243]. However, spin–orbit
coupling can reduce the symmetry of the lattice, and permits anisotropic exchange
[237, 238, 244, 245]. Here we will consider the effects of strong HAF interactions and













where 〈ij〉 ∈ A(B) denotes nearest neightbour bonds belonging to the A(B)-tetrahedra.














where a is the length of the unit cell. Vectors d̂ij are bond dependent, defined in accor-






















This model is experimentally motivated by Yb–based breathing pyrochlores, where
experimental results and analysis suggest that the interactions on the A–tetrahedra
are of exactly the form of Eq. (6.16), with JA > 0, DA < 0 [245]. And, while the
form of interactions on the B–tetrahedra of these materials is currently unknown and
negligible, we will see that as long as the anisotropic part of exchange is sufficiently
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Figure 6.1: Breathing pyrochlore lattice of a magnet supporting a rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1]
spin liquid. A– and B–sublattice tetrahedra are of unequal size, and have inequiva-
lent exchange interactions. Vectors d̂ij associated with Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM)
interactions on the A–sublattice [Eq. (6.16)] are illustrated with green arrows . Figure
reproduced from Ref. [180].
weak, this will give the conditions required to realize R2–U1 physics, which may be
realized in similar compounds.
This model can be equivalently written in a standard matrix-exchange form we devel-














where JA,ij is a three-by-three matrix that couples spins on sub-lattice sites i, j whose
bond belongs to A-tetrahedra, and JB is the coupling matrix for B-tetrahedra. In the
case of DB = 0 that we are mostly interested in, JB is identical for any pair of i, j,
JB =
JB 0 00 JB 0
0 0 JB
 . (6.20)
Matrices JA,ij are bond dependent and related to each other by the lattice symmetry.
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 , JA,12 =






































As discussed in detail in previous chapter, the spin degrees of freedom on each tetrahe-
dron can be rewritten in terms of fields forming the irreducible representations (irreps)
of the lattice symmetry,
mA2 , mE, mT2 , mT1+ , mT1− . (6.22)
Their definitions can be found in Table 5.2. As linear combinations of the spin degrees







where X runs over irreps of the group Td, i.e. {A2, E, T2, T1+, T1−} as listed in Eq. (6.22),
and the subscript A,B denotes on which type of tetrahedra they are defined. We have
on A-tetrahedra
aA2,A = −JA − 4DA/
√
2 , (6.24)
aT2,A = −JA − 2DA/
√
2 , (6.25)
aT1+,A = 3JA , (6.26)




aA2,B = aE,B = aT2,B = aT1−,B = −JB, (6.28)
aT1+,B = 3JB. (6.29)
6.3.2 The HAF point
Before considering the effect of DM interactions, it is helpful to understand how this
approach works in the case of a known spin liquid: the HAF on a pyrochlore lattice
[248–253]. By setting DM interactions to zero, leaving only HAF interactions finite,
JA = JB , DA = DB = 0 , (6.30)
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we find the coupling coefficients are in order
0 < aA2 = aE = aT2 = aT1− < aT1+ . (6.31)
The degeneracy of aA2 , aE, aT2 , aT1− reflects the fact that the HAF point is a highly
fine-tuned point in the parameter space, where four different forms of order meet.
Because aT1+ is the largest coefficient, excitation of mT1+ costs energy, while fluctua-
tions of other irrep fields mX 6=T1+ do not. Therefore on a single tetrahedron the ground
states are those satisfying
• the fields mA2 , mE, mT2 , mT1− are all free to fluctuate ;
• the field mT1+ = 0.
We can conveniently merge all of the fluctuating fields into a rank–2 tensor



































In matrix forms, Eq. (6.34) are written as
EHAFantisym. =









































































which has all its 9 degrees of freedom.
Consider the pyrochlore lattice as connected tetrahedra, the requirement on one tetra-
hedron that
mT1+ = 0 (6.38)






































∇mA2 +∇×mT2 = 0 . (6.39)
Written in the matrix form we wrote down, these conditions are in an elegant form
∂iEHAFij = 0. (6.40)
This system of equations can also be viewed as three independent copies of a U(1)
gauge theory [252], one for each j−component,
Note that it is exactly the form of charge-free condition of the R2-U1 spin liquid in
Eq. (6.2). However, the matrix electric field has the trace and anti-symmetric degrees
of freedom activated, in contrast to the R2-U1 theory where the electric field matrix is
symmetric and traceless.
6.3.3 From HAF to R2-U1
The Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAF) point on a pyrochlore lattice hosts a spin liq-
uid, but one described by a U(1)×U(1)×U(1) gauge theory [254]. These three copies of
U(1) originate in the separate Gauss’s laws for the three components of O(3) spins and,
as noted by Henley [253]. The three conservation laws can be collected into a single
rank–2 tensor field . The three independent Gauss’s laws impose a condition of zero
vector charge, Eq. (6.48), one of the requirements for a rank–2 U(1) theory. However
they do not enforce the other requirement, that is, the tensor field must be symmetric
and traceless, Eq. (6.49).
Let us emphasis the three different contributions to EHAF as





The components of EHAFsym. are identical to the symmetric, traceless rank–2 electric field
E found in the R2–U1 theory [Eq. (6.47)]. The components EHAFantisym. and E
HAF
trace are fluc-
tuating for the HAF spin liquid but undesired for the R2-U1.
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From Eqs. (6.36, 6.35), we notice that the origin of the finite antisymmetric part [Eq. (6.35)],
and the finite trace [Eq. (6.36)], are the fluctuations of the irreps mT2 and mA2 , respec-
tively.
To convert the HAF into an R2–U1 spin liquid, we need to make the electric field
symmetric and traceless to satisfy Eq. (6.1). This means suppressing fluctuations of
EHAFantisym. and E
HAF
trace from the ground state. This can be accomplished by opening gaps
to the fluctuations of irreps mT2 and mA2 .
For the breathing pyrochlore model, Eq. (6.16), this is achieved exactly by turning on
the DM interactions of the appropriate form DA < DB = 0. It introduces an en-
ergy cost for the fluctuations of mT2 and mA2 , and enforces the “missing” constraint,
Eq. (6.49). This converts the U(1)×U(1)×U(1) spin liquid of the HAF into the R2–
U1 spin liquid of the breathing–pyrochlore model. The technical details will be shown
in the next section.
6.3.4 R2-U1
For the breathing pyrochlore model, Eq. (6.16), we are interested in the parameter set
JA , JB > 0 , DA < 0 , DB = 0 . (6.42)
In this case the coefficients for the diagonalized Hamiltonian are in order
on A-tetrahedra: aE,A = aT1−,A < aA2,A, aT2,A, aT1+,A, (6.43)
on B-tetrahedra: aA2,B = aE,B = aT2,B = aT1−,B < aT1+,B, (6.44)
which play the central role of dictating the low energy physics.
The irrep fields are subject to a more complex set of constraints for ground states.
• On A-tetrahedra, the fields mE and mT1− can fluctuate;
• On A-tetrahedra, the fields mT1+ = mT2 = mA2 = 0;
• On B-tetrahedra, the fields mA2 , mE, mT2 , mT1− can fluctuate;
• On B-tetrahedra,
mT1+ = 0 (6.45)
Since every spin is shared by an A- and a B-tetrahedron, the fluctuating fields mE and
mT1− on A-tetrahedra must obey additional constraints to respect the the low-energy
sector condition on B-tetrahedron imposed by Eq. (6.45). Assuming slowly varying
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fields in the continuous limit, mT1,+ on a B-tetrahedron can be expressed as a function













































where mT1,+ is the average of mT1,+ on the A-tetrahedra. Coming back to our case,
since mT1,+ , mT2 , mA2 are already zero on the A-tetrahedra, the constraint Eq. (6.45)
































 = 0. (6.46)
From these constraints we can build the required symmetric, traceless, rank-two elec-























which is exactly EHAFsym. [Eq. (6.33)] as we expected. Now Eq. (6.46) becomes
∂iEij = 0 , (6.48)
with symmetric and traceless conditions
Eji = Eji, Eii = 0 (6.49)
by the definition of Eij.
Hence a rank-2, traceless, vector-charged magnetic field emerges at the low-energy
sector from the microscopic model of Eq. (6.16), with exchange parameters from Eq. (6.42).
6.4 Experimental signatures
After constructing the model via analytical approach, we now turn to the question of
how the R2–U1 spin liquid can be identified in simulation and experiment. Just as
the zero–divergence condition in spin ice manifests itself in a pinch–point singularity
[252], the constraints associated with an R2–U1 gauge theory dictate a characteristic
singularity in correlations of the tensor electric field Eij [227].
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6.4.1 Four fold pinch points
Equation (6.49) constrains the form of correlations functions of 〈Eij(q)Ekl(−q)〉, in the
same spirit as how the two-in-two-out condition constrains the spin-spin correlation
of spin ice. It is, however, in a more complicated form. Defining
Sijkl(q) ≡ 〈Eij(q)Ekl(−q)〉, (6.50)










































which encodes a singularity at q→ 0. Different choices of the components Eij and Ekl
have different patterns. A few representative ones are shown in Figs. 6.2,6.3.
The three–dimensional structure of the correlation 〈Exy(q)Exy(−q)〉 on a surface of
fixed |q|, is plotted in Fig. 6.2(a). In the [0kl] plane, the correlations exhibit a conven-
tional 2–fold pinch point, similar to what was found in spin ice [Fig. 6.2(b)]. However
on the perpendicular [hk0] plane, there is a 4–fold pinch point [Fig. 6.2(c)], which un-
ambiguously distinguishes R2–U1 electrodynamics from conventional U(1) theories




Figure 6.2: Structure of the 4–fold pinch point (4FPP) associated with rank–2 U(1)
[R2–U1] gauge theory. (a) Prediction of R2–U1 theory for the correlation function
〈Exy(q)Exy(−q)〉, on a surface of fixed |q| near to a Brillouin zone center. (b) Exploded
view, showing a 2–fold pinch point in the [0kl] plane. (c) Perpendicular cut, showing
a 4FPP in the [hk0] plane.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.3: Different components of correlation function 〈Eij(q)Ekl(−q)〉 in qx − qy
plane, calculated from Eq. (6.52). Figure reproduced from Ref. [180].
Fig. 6.3b,6.3c have the four-fold pinch-point (4FPP) singularity, which differentiates
the rank-2 gauge theories uniquely from the conventional U(1) gauge theory.
6.4.2 Neutron Scattering Results
We can use this singular feature as a test for the R2–U1 spin liquid in Monte Carlo
simulation. We have carried out classical Monte Carlo simulations of Eq. (6.16), for
the parameter–set
JA = JB = 1 , DA = −0.01 , DB = 0 . (6.53)
where the rank-2 U(1) physics is expected to be seen in the low energy limit. The
resulting correlations of 〈Exy(q)Exy(−q)〉, at the temperature T = 2.5× 10−3 JA, are
shown in Fig. 6.4. For q → 0, they are identical to the predictions of Eq. (6.52), con-
firming that the model has realized an R2–U1 spin liquid.
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Figure 6.4: Correlation function 〈Exy(q)Exy(−q)〉 in qx − qy plane, calculated from
Monte-Carlo simulations. Figure reproduced from Ref. [180].
We now consider what this singularity will mean for experiments of neutron scatter-
ing. Neutron scattering does do not measure each component of correlations 〈Eij(q)Ekl(−q)〉
directly, but rather the spin structure factor
















where α, β = x, y, z are spin-component indices and i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are sub-lattice site
indices.
Furthermore, with neutrons polarized in direction of unit vector v̂ perpendicular to the














|v̂× q| . (6.57)






The structure factors S(q)SF and S(q)NSF measured by neutron scattering may inherit
the four-fold pinch points. This is because they are measuring the spin-spin correlation





Figure 6.5: 4-Fold Pinch Points (4FPPs) in spin structure factor in the [h0k] and [hhk]
plane of momentum space of the model [Eq. (6)] from MC simulations. The exchange
parameters are from the idealized theoretical case JA = JB = 1.0, DA = −0.01, DB =
0.0, at T = 2.5× 10−3 JA. (a) Total structure factor in [h0k] plane. (b) Non-spin-flip
(NSF) channel in [h0k] plane. (c) Spin-flip (SF) channel in [h0k] plane. (d) Enlarged
4FPP in [h0k] plane. (a) Total structure factor in [hhk] plane. (b) Non-spin-flip (NSF)
channel in [hhk] plane. (c) Spin-flip (SF) channel in [hhk] plane. (d) Enlarged 4FPP
in [hhk] plane. The 4FPPs can be clearly observed in the SF channel, centered on [0,
0, 2] (and points related by symmetry), but weaker than in the [h0k] plane. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [180].
As some components of 〈Eij(q)Ekl(−q)〉 contain the four-fold pinch points, they may
present in S(q)SF and S(q)NSF. The unspecified coefficients Dmnαβ,ijkl can be calculated
in principle. An example of this type of calculation, for the simpler case of spin ice, is
discussed in Refs. [63, 181].







The coefficients Cijkl,mnαβ can be calculated by noticing that each component of Eij is
defined in terms of mX via Eq. (6.37), which is then written in terms of spin components
Sαm in Table 5.2. Dmnαβ,ijkl is the inverse of Cijkl,mnαβ.
To calculate every coefficient Cijkl,mnαβ is a lengthy exercise. For the purpose of demon-
stration, here we show an example of the calculation of 〈Exy(q)Exy(−q)〉 in the breathing-
pyrochlore model considered in this chapter.
Note that
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Here the rows correspond to m = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the columns correspond to α = x, y, z.
Other components of Cijkl,mnαβ can be obtained following the same recipe, and then
Dmnαβ,ijkl can be derived as its inverse.
The spin-spin correlations are expected to show the 4FPP singularity in Eq. (6.52). But
exactly how 4FPPs would manifest themselves in experiment remains to be confirmed
numerically. Therefore, in Fig. 6.5 we present simulation results for Sαβ(q) for the
parameter set of Eq. (6.53). We find that the 4FPP is not observed in the structure factor
from unpolarised neutron scattering; However, it can is revealed in polarised neutrons
scattering. In this case, it manifests itself in the spin–flip (SF) channel for neutrons
polarised perpendicular to the scattering plane [255] as shown in Figs. 6.5(b,d,g,h)]. In
particular, the 4FPP is most pronounced in the [hk0] plane.
6.4.3 Phase diagram
We then explored the phase diagram of the model. We simulated a range of values of
DA and temperatures T, and collected the results in Fig. 6.6. At finite temperature, a
finite value of DA < 0 is required to achieve a crossover from the U(1)×U(1)×U(1) spin
liquid of the pyrochlore HAF, with only 2–fold pinch points, into an R2–U1 spin liquid,
with 4FPP. Meanwhile, at low temperatures, sufficiently negative values of DA drive
a first–order phase transition into an ordered state with a characteristic wavevector
q = W (i.e. corners of the Brillouin zone). However, a more complex, multiple–q
ground state is hard to rule out categorically, because of the difficulty of thermalisation
at the lowest temperatures. In contrast, a finite value of DA > 0 leads to a continuous
phase transition into a state with q = 0, all–out (AIAO) order.
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Figure 6.6: Finite–temperature phase diagram of breathing pyrochlore lattice model
as a function of Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM) interaction DA, showing relationship
between rank–2 U(1) spin liquid (R2–U1) [green shaded region], and the U(1) ×
U(1)×U(1) spin liquid associated with the Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAF) [pur-
ple shaded region]. The crossover from the HAF into the R2–U1 spin liquid is shown
with a dashed line. The solid line indicates a continuous transition into all–in all–out
order (AIAO), while the double line denotes a first order phase transition into a com-
plex ordered state with q = W. Results are taken from Monte Carlo simulation of
Eq. (6.16) for JA = JB = 1, DB = 0. Figure reproduced from Ref. [180].
6.5 Application to materials.
Breathing–pyrochlore magnetism find material realization is a number of transition–
metals [233, 234, 236, 239, 240] , rare–earth ions [235, 238]., and also lacunar spinels
[256, 257]. Here “breathing” refers to the feature that the two types of tetrahedra in
the lattice have different sizes [Fig. 6.1]. This type of distortion of the pyrochlore lattice
is termed “breathing”, as it is a static limit of breathing phonon modes. As a conse-
quence of their different sizes and associated changes in bond angles, the two types
of tetrahedra will have different interactions. And, with respect to our model for the
higher–rank gauge theories, a promising class of candidates are Yb–based materials,
where the required exchanges appear to dominate.
One concrete example is Ba3Yb2Zn5O11 [235, 237, 238, 245], where A–tetrahedra are es-
timated to have the coupling parameters JA ≈ 0.57 meV, DA ≈ −0.16 meV, with other
interactions negligible. This is exactly the type of interactions required for an R2–U1
spin liquid in our model, It is expected to be robust [245], since it holds for a wide range
of Slater–Koster overlap ratios [258]. Meanwhile, exchange interactions on the much
larger B–tetrahedra of Ba3Yb2Zn5O11, while less well understood, appear to be orders
of magnitude smaller [237, 238], hence negligible. Thus, while it seems plausible that
Ba3Yb2Zn5O11 could realise a R2–U1 spin liquid, this will occur at temperatures too
low to measure. Nevertheless, it is likely that a similar compound can have a smaller
B–tetrahedra with the desired HAF interactions, and realize the R2-U1 we analyzed in
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this Chapter.
Figure 6.7: Spin structure factor found in classical Monte Carlo simulation of the
breathing pyrochlore lattice model Eq. (6.16), showing 4–fold pinch points (4FPPs)
characteristic of a rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1] spin liquid. The exchange parameters are from
the experimental case Eq. (6.65) at T = 252 mK. (a) Total structure factor in [h0k] plane.
(b) Non-spin-flip (NSF) channel in [h0k] plane. (c) Spin-flip (SF) channel in [h0k] plane.
(d) Enlarged 4FPP in [h0k] plane. (a) Total structure factor in [hhk] plane. (b) Non-spin-
flip (NSF) channel in [hhk] plane. (c) Spin-flip (SF) channel in [hhk] plane. (d) Enlarged
4FPP in [hhk] plane. The 4FPPs can be observed in the SF channel, centered on [0,
0, 2] (and points related by symmetry), but weaker than in the [h0k] plane. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [180].
The encouraging example of Ba3Yb2Zn5O11 motivates us to consider the possibility
of materials with similar structures, but smaller B–tetrahedra, such that the interac-
tions on the B–sublattice become non–negligible. For concreteness, we consider the
parameter set:
JA = 0.57 meV, JB = 0.028 meV ,
DA = −0.16 meV, DB = −0.007 meV , (6.65)
where we assume that the interactions on the B–sublattice are of the same type as on
the A–sublattice, but substantially weaker, JA/JB = DA/DB ≈ 20. The difference from
the ideal case is a finite DB here. To demonstrate that the R2–U1 physics persists in the
presence of finite DB, we have used MC simulation to calculate the spin structure
factor. Once again, the 4FPP associated with the R2–U1 spin liquid remains visible for
a range of temperatures [Fig. 6.7].
The same will hold for a more general choice of interactions, as long as the anisotropic
part of the exchange on the B–sublattice is sufficiently weak.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have used a combination of analytic field theory and classical
Monte Carlo simulation techniques to show how a rank–2 U(1) [R2–U1] spin liquid,
a system described by a higher–rank generalisation of electrodynamics, can arise in a
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pyrochlore magnet with breathing anisotropy (i.e., one where the two types of tetra-
hedra have different sizes and therefore different interactions) and Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnetic and Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactions [Fig. 6.1]. These results pro-
vide a concrete, realistic starting point for the experimental search for higher–rank
gauge theories, which support fracton excitations. They also clarify the type of neu-
tron scattering experiment needed to resolve the 4–fold pinch points (4FPP) of such a
R2–U1 spin liquid.
This work opens a number of interesting perspectives. On the experimental side,
we identify Yb based breathing–pyrochlore materials as potential candidates for a
R2–U1 spin liquid state. In particular, the material Ba3Yb2Zn5O11already has inter-
actions very close to the desired case. On the theoretical side, determining the quan-
tum ground state of Eq. (6.16) is an interesting question. It should ultimately prove
tractable, since breathing anisotropy provides a natural control parameter for both
perturbative [230, 231] and variational approaches [259].
Finally, the theoretical framework of partial–confinement mechanism used to elim-
inate selected components of the tensorial electric field is very versatile, and easily





Modern physics has entered an exciting era of intertwined influences between quan-
tum many-body systems, quantum gravity, and quantum information. The interdis-
ciplinary study of these topics is an enchanting long term program to which I hope
to devote my effort. This thesis is my contribution to this theme. It is the initial step
to understand the connection between fracton states of matter and gravity, and also
explores concrete routes to realize such exotic states in experiments.
7.1 Fracton states of matter and holography
It is well-established that gauge theories can emerge as collective phenomena in many-
body systems. However, much less is known about how they can mimic gravity, ex-
cept for some early works on building graviton-like gauge bosons. On the other hand,
the developments in holography and AdS/CFT have taught us that the informational
properties constitute another profound side of gravity. As practitioners of the idea
“emergence,” it is natural to ask: what kind of many-body systems captures such
physics?
In Chapters 2,3, we studied a very simple classical fracton model on the hyperbolic
lattice. We showed that it satisfies a few major informational properties of gravity
in the context of holography. These properties include the correspondence between
the boundary entanglement and the bulk geometry, the boundary-bulk reconstruction
rule, and the micro-states encoding of black holes. Furthermore, we reveal that the
hyperbolic fracton model is equivalent to a fixed distribution to bit threads.
In Chapter 4, we push our understanding from the toy models to the field theory. We
reason that since all local dynamics of rank-2 U(1) theory do not respect gauge invari-
ance, the simplest viable dynamics object are electric field lines on the geodesics. Their
gauge invariance is due to the vector charge’s mobility in the direction it points at. We
argue that this geodesics string condensation picture is exactly the continuous limit
of the bit-thread picture. In this sense, the leading order perturbative limit of general
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relativity, i.e., the rank-2 U(1) gauge theory, gives rise to the leading order approxima-
tion to its holographic entanglement structure. At this level, the investigation is fairly
complete.
Along this direction, there are still several profound problems to solve.
First, these advances imply a unifying picture of several different holographic toy
models from bit-thread/tensor-network/fracton constructions. The discovery of frac-
ton toy models provides the bulk theory to explain all of them: the Lifshitz gravity or
rank-2 U(1) gauge theory. Our preliminary theoretical considerations show that the
geodesic bit-threads emerge at the low energy sector of the Lifshitz gravity. It is inter-
esting to ask if such results can be pushed further than the leading order and help us
understand the holographic entanglement deeper.
In addition, so far all the fracton models, including those on a flat lattice, relies on the
procedure of foliation [96, 101, 113, 260]. In the two-dimensional models we discussed,
the geodesics must be well-defined in the lattice structure to induce bit-threads. It is
curious to ask if there can actually be any fracton models defined on more generic
lattices/graphs like toric code or conventional lattice gauge theory in general.
Also, how to describe fracton states of matter in terms of field theory is an intriguing
topic. Various observations suggest that examining gravitational theories with sym-
metry breaking and foliation preserving diffeomorphism is a promising direction [95].
In particular, the consequences of the latter case are much under-explored. They may
give rise to new zoology of “geometric orders,” including the fracton topological or-
ders and perhaps many more unexpected.
Finally, we can gain insight into the origin of the entanglement structure of gravity
by comparing the gapless fracton states and the full-fledged general relativity. For
example, information scrambling seems to be closely related to the Ryu-Takayanagi
entanglement entropy formula for a disconnected boundary subregion, which is not
the case for the fracton theory [17]. Hence it is interesting to ask which effect in gravity
makes the scrambling happen. Besides, I will explore if the fracton models can inspire
new concrete examples of AdS/CFT correspondence.
7.2 Experimental Routes toward fracton states of matter
Coming from fantasies back to realities, a crucial progress in the field of fractons is still
missing: its experimental realization. The gapless rank-2 U(1) theories were originally
proposed as effective theories of spin liquid/boson liquid [36]. Therefore we would
like to look for its spin liquid realization.
This is in particular difficult for fracton states of matter, since the prototype models
often require complicated interactions between more than two degrees of freedom.
Hence it is a non-trivial task to find out experimentally more realistic routes to realize
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them. These routes not only provide guidelines for experimentalists, but may also
deepen our understanding of the physics of fractons.
Along this line, in Chapters 5,6 we have constructed a relatively simple frustrated spin
model on breathing pyrochlore lattice, and shown that its low energy effective physics
is the classical section of rank-2 U(1) gauge theory.
In Chapter 5, we performed the symmetry analysis for the spin systems on a tetrahe-
dron and the pyrochlore lattice. The irreducible representation fields is very useful in
determining the ground states in different phases, and also finding out the enlarged
ground state manifolds on the phase boundary. Such analysis is already useful in un-
derstanding the properties of several materials.
In Chapter 6, we apply the tool developed on the breathing pyrochlore lattice, and
show that the enlarged ground state manifold is exactly that of the classical sector of
the rank-2 U(1) spin liquid. The advantage of this model is that it is experimentally
highly realistic, and has already some materials with part of the desired interactions.
This study also highlights the generic recipe of partial confining several copies of con-
ventional U(1) gauge theory to obtain rank-2 U(1) gauge theory.
There are many future problems for us to consider.
First, the model proposed in this thesis is classical. Its generalization to a quantum
model is not so straightforward. If one simply promote the classical spins to quantum
spin half operators, than the different components of the electric tensor do not com-
mute, hence one cannot simply introduce the dynamics section to the model. It is thus
an interesting question to ask what is the nature of the quantum model, and if it is
possible to refine it to introduce proper quantum dynamics.
Second, models based on other types of systems also have potential to bear rank-2 U(1)
physics. A known example is the elasticity-fracton duality [100, 261]. In fact, it inspires
us to think that any physical objects that has a tensorial nature can be a candidate to
build fracton states of matter. Such considerations motivate us to think of nematic
states of matter, and also higher spin frustrated models, which share essentially the
same mathematical framework.
We hope, in collaboration with experimentalists, fracton states of matter can be real-
ized in laboratory in the near future. Theoretically, they are novel quantum phases
beyond our conventional wisdom, and also some of them can be viewed as laboratory
toy model of gravity. Practically, they have great potential in quantum computation.
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